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Cupid Grand 

Piano 

Moderate in size, five feet, four inches long—moderate 
price—only $675. This superb, little Grand combines all 
qualities of tone to delight the musician, with the compa 
ness of size essential in modern home making. ' 

Moderate terms of $50 now, and convenient payme 
monthly, make easy the purchase of a Cupid Grand. 

Your old piano taken in exchange. Write for catalog: 

Fifth Ave. at 32d St. New Yo 
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Residence of H. H. Rogers, Esq., Walker & Gillette, Architects, zi 

DISTINCTIVE DECORATIO 
@ Those who wish to give their homes that distinctive atmosphere wh 
expression of individuality and good taste should make a study of the b 
ples of fine and applied art both here and abroad. The only magazi 
adequately deals with all phases of fine and decorative art and which ise 
those who appreciate the beautiful is 

A R T S & A Magazine for the d 

D E G O R A E I O N American Connoisseur ‘ 

@ One dollar invested now in a six months’ trial subscription may be the means | 
your home that touch of individuality which raises it from the commonplace to th 
tive. The beautiful appearance and the exquisite half-tones in each number alone | 
magazine worthy of a place on your library table. a 

j 
@ Each number contains umerots protisely iihutrated “articles on diadnetiye intetions 
antiques, paintings, sculpture, period furniture and the various phases of art which are A 
of essential interest to all lovers of the beautiful. J 

@ The regular subscription price is three dollars a year. By using the attached coupon 
you may secure a special short term trial subscription for one dollar. 4 
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Arts & Decoration, 434 Lafayette Street, New York, 1 1 

Please send Arts & Decoration for the next six months, for which I i : 
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THE VALUE OF ‘‘CLEAN’’ COLOR IN DEC- 
_ ORATION AND ITS EFFECT UPON THE 

EMOTION: BY ALBERT HERTER 
re LMOST the first requirement of good color is that it 
ni ; should be “‘clean.”” For several generations back all 

Ht ae freshness of color or character seems to have been 
| ’ # regarded as alarming. I never have been able to 

£ } | understand just why a brown ambiguity, vagueness 
in point of view, in theory and expression should have 

am been accepted as a virtue. Whether it is because the 
first people who came to America came to escape the punishment usu- 
ally meted out to people who have convictions, and in the natural 
order of things their descendants have reacted from the state of 
mind that makes pioneers, it is hard to say; but certainly we have 
managed in the past to produce an unconvincing type of civilization— 
our houses nondescript, our people mongrel, our art sense without 
vivid relation to country or individuality, provincial, in fact. 

We have almost grown to feel that color was vulgar, even though 
_ wemay have recovered from the Puritan point of view which regarded 

it as sacrilegious—the poor Puritans who in a new, radiant country, 
grayed off light at every angle. It is only very recently that we 

| have lost our fear of brilliancy and purity of color, that we have 
dared to have “‘clean color” in our architectural ornament, in our 
gardens, fabrics, pottery, and really only within the last year or two 
that we have grown to appreciate it in furniture. And yet there is 

| no more powerful force for peace and delight or for irritation and 
| depression than color, and whether it is somber in itself or in its 
| combinations, matters little in its power to depress and to render 
| uncomfortable. Of course, there are times when sober color may be 
| used, as there are times when sinister or gay and humorous colors may 
| be introduced in interiors, but there is no time when color should be 

so depleted and anemic that it ceases to excite any emotional reaction 
| whatsoever. 
} It seems very possible to make combinations, as I have tried to do 
| in fabrics, where there is what painters call broken color throughout, 
| giving to the surface, however gray, a luminous quality. This is 
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“CLEAN” COLOR IN DECORATION 

what happens in the best Oriental rugs, where the mosaic of color is _ 
in scale with the size of the decorated surface and the mingling of 
many spots bright in themselves makes for a colorful grayness that 
is still full of life. 

Every part of an interior, every wall space, mantelpiece, corner 
or grouping of furniture should be a beautiful still life, its elements 
so juxtaposed as to make in itself what is called a picture—a paintable 
thing just as it stands, with lights and shades, harmonies or contrasts, _ 
accented or plain surfaces as in a well composed and balanced canvas. — 

It is this studying of the problem as an ensemble, this subordination — 
of detail, which should be the artist’s work in the creation of any — 
room, and it is in this most essential quality that the amateur or 
the commercial and untrained decorator makes the flagrant mistakes — 
of assembling objects which however good in themselves are unre- — 
lated. { 

The obvious consequence of ill-considered combinations is a subtle — 
irritation, an unrest, which carries its inevitable but usually unana- 
lyzed reaction. For some reason the ear protests against discord in — 
sound, while the eye adjusts itself more easily to disharmony, and — 
fails to recognize what is subconsciously a factor of unrest and nervous — 
strain—accepting an equivalent of what in music would be unendur- — 
able. As color is the emotional attribute of the graphic and applied 
arts, it is its misapplication or entire neglect that is responsible for 
that vague sense of discomfort or actual malaise that many interiors 
produce, wheseas without critical analysis we are often actually pleas- — 
antly affected and even cheered by the right placing of restful or gay — 

color. ; 

F course on the stage the emotional response may be enor- — 
O mously greater, as there, form and color can supplement the — 

action of the performance and produce upon the audience 
states that are tragic or sinister, hopeful or joyous. There is no 
limit whatever to the effects that can be gained in the theater from 
a right understanding of the potency of color and the miracle of color 
combinations. 

We have heard here and there, that as the result of scientific 
experiment it has been determined that color has an absolute effect 
on the nerves just as sound has. We have accepted the statement— 
it was interesting—and paid little attention to it. Apropos of the 
use of the psychiatric value of color in hospitals and asylums or its 
effect upon masses of individuals who reacted normally, Dr. Cassell, 
the great French scientist, told me that in France a certain large 
lithographic concern which employed many people working under 
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| “CLEAN” COLOR IN DECORATION 

| colored lights had been obliged to change the lights on account of the 
demoralization of the employees working constantly under red. 

The establishment had been almost disorganized by the irrita- 
bility, nervousness, irresponsibility and moral degeneration of the 
inmates, when the experiment of green lights was inaugurated with 
miraculous results. Under its calming influence complete order was 
restored—ridiculous as it may sound—and there were no more in- 
subordinations nor drames passionelles, all of which goes to prove that 
we are all more susceptible to lighting and color conditions than we 
realize. And we can be trained to formulate our unconscious sensi- 
tiveness and to more or less scientifically apply our conscious knowl- 
edge, so that we can control and improve our color surroundings as 
we try to the noises and smells that we find obnoxious. 

Léon Bakst has said interesting things about the use of color, and 
has perhaps been one of the greatest radical experimenters that the 
decade has known, both in the staging of plays and of dancing. He 
frankly selects colors and combines them with a view to expressing the 
same emotions that the drama or that motion will produce. For in- 
stance in his “Schéherazade” he uses a lugubrious green against a blue, 
as he says, full of despair. Then he goes on to say, “There are reds 
which are triumphal and there are reds which assassinate. There is 
a blue which can be the color of a St. Madeleine, and there is a blue 
of a Messalina. The painter who knows how to make use of this, 
the director of the orchestra who can with one movement of his 
baton put all this in motion, without crossing them, who can let flow 
the thousand tones from the end of his stick without making a mis- 
take, can draw from the spectator the exact emotion which he wants 
him to feel.” He believes that it is possible to bring out every effect 
in color and line that can be produced with the spoken word or 
through the influence of music. 

I have myself had some small experience in the use of color in the 
staging of plays. For instance, in “Much Ado About Nothing” 
which I staged for Annie Russell, I used blues and greens of different 
values, but the same warm key to interplay, so that they formed, as 
worn by the mass of minor characters, the background for the accents 
in the play of the principals. A blue and green tapestry of lower 
tones stretched behind the players. With the first sense of joy in 
the lover’s heart a bit of orange-red was introduced into a costume; 
as the love motif increases in the play more orange-red was used, 
until the impression of the whole stage in the climactic scene was of 
a mass of flame. Characters who are sinister in the play were made 

fmm ‘© seem discordant in the cold blue of their costumes. They were 
out of key in color as they were in the drama. 
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“CLEAN” COLOR IN DECORATION 

BELIEVE that not only on the stage, but in pageants and spec- 
tacular productions, color and light. should be used to enhance 
dramatic effects on the audience, especially I believe in a cres- 

cendo of color as I have described the introduction and increase of 
the orange-red in “Much Ado About Nothing.” The better the 
training and the greater the knowledge of the artist the more he uses 
the “‘accidental,” the disproportional and the Barocque as opposed to 
the perfection of the classic and the traditional—but it must be a 
liberty of expression that can be permitted only to the most educated 
taste. It is the only possible expression of what we call temperament 
and means individuality—that little touch of the personal which is 
originality. 

Not only should color be carefully studied in all weaving and rug 
making, but in all the smaller accessories for the making of a home 
beautiful. I have recently studied some very interesting changes of JF 
effects in semi-transparent fabrics and tapestries. For instance, if 
the tapestry is put in the half circle of a large window which would 
otherwise be impossible to drape, it becomes opaque at night, reveal- 
ing all the rich tones employed in the weaving, but in the daytime §- 
the open mesh warp permits light to flood through, bringing out the § 
design in silhouette on a transparent color background. This is not ff 
a new invention. It has been done recently in Sweden. 

The semi-transparent tapestries are extremely interesting hung 
at a doorway or window with light at the back illuminating the tex- 
ture; at night the transparent quality is entirely lost and the richer 
tones are made conspicuous. : 

The more I work in the weaving of tapestries and fabrics in the 
designing of hangings, in the combination of colors, in an appreciation 
of the beauty of fabrics made luminous with light streaming through 
them or rich and opaque against solid backgrounds, the more I 
appreciate the fact that we have not commenced to apprehend all 
that may be done with color, texture and line, that the days are not 
long enough for the development of new beauty for the furnishing 
of our homes. 

I feel that the time has come when absolute imitation of any 
period in architecture, furniture or decoration is not greatly valued 
except for educational purposes. We are becoming more and more a 
developed personality as a nation, we are losing our provinciality, 
we are ceasing to be fearful of our own expression; in other words, 
the American has developed an outline. This outline is realized in 
his more definite taste in music, drama, his architecture and the 
fitting of his home. 

Above all things the American interior today should be comfort- 
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MY GARDEN SINGS 

able and cheerful. I think that the use of painted wood is going to 
bring a delightful color note into our homes. Everywhere we are 
working for the beautiful thing that is more individual and of neces- 
sity useful and comfortable. 

‘“‘AT NIGHT, AT NIGHT, MY GARDEN SINGS”’ 
; M* garden does not sing at noon, 

It lies, so orderly and trim, 
Quiescent, calm and smooth of face, 
Its soul is dim. 
With prettiness its day is decked, 
With colours laid in seemly row 
The borders keep their strait array 
And stately show. 
But day being dead, and night awake, 
Ah—now night’s tender, ardent eyes 
Turn to the garden’s still, soft length, 
Where its soul lies 
Asleep. Now I have seen it breathe, 
And offer, languorous and sweet, 

; A thousand hidden melodies 
The night to greet 

: While shadows of the stars surround 
Tall, quiring lilies, passion-bright, 
And in the borders stoop to kiss 

1 Petunias white: 
; Under the somber pine tree’s dusk 

Where the soft moths fly low—they drift, 
While brave the sweet alyssum lets 

; Her low song lift. 
: Swinging her perfumed censers high, 

Tall, earth-starred nicotiana glows; 
: And the white throats of hollyhocks 
! Lost bees enclose 

j Who murmur all night long in dreams 
} Elysian, of honey’d fields; 
| And to the south wind’s summoning song 
} The white rose yields. 

My garden does not sing at noon, 
| Close folded are its fragrant wings, 
} Day may not hear—but oh, at night, 
| At night, my garden sings! 
} M. E. Crocker. 
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THE JAPANESE PRINT AS A REFORMER: ITS 
POWER TO INFLUENCE HOME DECORATION 

_ AVERYONE has heard the story of the beautiful salt- 
i a = cellar, that all unconsciously, merely by the irresistible 

a ds } force of its beauty, transformed the dining table it 
H fe stood upon and all its appointments, changed the color 

7 of the walls, took down partitions, opened up windows, 
built on rooms, threw out all useless, cluttering objects, 
planted a garden, educated the young people, and in 

short revolutionized everything and everybody in the house. This 

little story, told with many, many variations, persists because there 

is so much truth in the fact that beauty radiates an irresistible influ- 

ence. The story meets with responsive sympathy from every home- 

maker who has tried to create a harmonious room, and therefore 

knows how difficult it is to do, unless they have some one perfect 
thing to which the rest of the room may be tuned, some one thing 

that corresponds to a tuning fork or the piano keyed to correct pitch 

that all other instruments in an orchestra must be harmonized with. 

Many people live willingly and comfortably enough in houses 

that are a confused jumble of unrelated odds and ends that could 

furnish a color model for a kaleidoscope. Inharmonious colors dis- 

turb them not, nor does a profusion of useless things annoy them in 

the least. The beautiful salt-cellar would work no miracle in their 

house, for they are not sensitive to perfection of form or color, crea- 

ture comforts being their chief concern. But any genuinely fine 

object suddenly introduced into a room of people with even small 
comprehension of beauty, will revolutionize it. We 

‘ ‘know of a woman who put a valuable Japanese 

Ney print that had been given her upon the wall of a 

9 room. She could hardly find place for it among 

Y the cheap prints, college banners, gold-framed 

ue yf '| home-made oil paintings, calendars and family 

tS 2 909 ante \ jP ) | portasiis ant ee the walls. But the xi 
YY SSeS site colors of that Japanese print soon made the 

“ ay Se NE crudeness of its associates apparent by mere force 

J Sh SP J. | of contrast. One was taken down after another 

'» “ Sry ot and hidden away out of sight. Unnecessary ar- 

\ es a ticles of furniture were banished. The more things 

lie ale that were removed from the room, the larger, 

Aas Ass || finer, more elegant it looked. Red walls were 
EMO changed to soft gray ones, gay-figured draperies 

Arrangement of Ki exchanged for plain, finely toned ones, lights were 

cheysanthemums Cry modified, and the room that was a fussy, inhar- 

bake NS monious place of no beauty became restful and 
All the pen and g 
ink sketches by 130 
courtesy John A 
Lane Co. |
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) THE INFLUENCE OF THE JAPANESE PRINT 

) 
: sp satisfying. This experience might well serve as a sugges- 

WM, tion to other women who are anxious to have a beautiful 
ns ay home or even a single room, but are not sure of their 
Sas ability to create perfect color harmony. By getting one 

G i good Japanese print and keying the room to it, success is 
AE, ) sure to come. The Japanese are acknowledged masters 
——— of color and color combinations. True, some people do 
ezesess not care for Japanese figure prints, because the fair women 

)  exsee} / and brawny men are drawn with what they call “funny” 
| Naess faces or are dressed in strange-looking clothes; but if these 
| faa! people will look at! a print merely as a decorative block of 
} color they will soon come to see its beauty. If the face 

distresses them then they should, temporarily, hang the 
| picture upside down or sideways or do anything with it 

that will make them forget the face that they do not 
a like, until they can perceive the marvelous genius of the 
tion bold color combinations and the fine, subtle modulations, like har- 
®* monics in music, that are brought out in the pattern of a kimona 

fand or in the shading of a flower leaf. Some prints are composed in a 
fr plaintive minor key, others in a joyous major, some are daring com- 
| _ binations of flat primitive colors, others a subtle blending of shades 

soft as early dawn. There is every possible opportunity for choice 
of color in the innumerable flower, bird, landscape and figure subjects 
that are easy to obtain in America. There are delicious “twilight 
sky” blues, “plum blossom”’ pinks, ‘‘chrysanthemum” yellows, ‘“‘wis- 
taria” lavenders and purples, “dried grass” browns, “wild crane” 
black and whites to which rooms may be safely toned. 

Japanese 
T would be a very interesting experiment to introduce a rich decorative 

| Japanese print into a dull, monotonous, characterless room and fever vines 
observe the consequence. The print would, naturally, be and basket 

too conspicuous, so that the thought would come to add a vase fg oPat? porch 
of flowers similar in color or a brilliant candlestick with cor- 9H way. 
responding shade of wax candle in it or a pillow covered with &. = 
harmonizing silk. The room would then be brought up to the & Me 
bright pitch in the easiest, most natural and safest manner. BAP Re 
The reverse experiment might also be tried, that of introducing Zam /Wh\y< 
a print of rare refinement into a garishly colored room. Its (lees p. 
modifying effect would soon be apparent. ea t 

For women unable to receive the help of experienced deco- ate 
rators in furnishing their homes or in correcting rooms already A 
badly furnished, we would suggest the aid of a good Japanese Sm {* 
print, because it would be a simple matter to bring the room f 
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE JAPANESE PRINT 

up to it. The print need not be an expensive, genuinely old one. 
There are many reprints of the old plates to be had at moderate 
cost that are just as effective in color, although they have but little 
value from the collectors’ standpoint. Of course, America is being 
flooded just at present with atrocious aniline-dye prints that are more 
to be avoided than our own Sunday supplement chromos, yet every- 
where are to be found very lovely prints that could safely be used _ 
as color suggestions for rooms. The tint of the walls, draperies, color 
of lights and movable ornaments of a room can all be selected from a 
single good though inexpensive Japanese print. 

As an example, take the Kuniyoshi print shown with this article. 
The predominating tone is dull old maroon, yet there are flashes of 
pale pinks in the tree peonies, tender green in the leaves. These 
colors can be caught in the draperies. The hair of the “beautiful 
lady” is a lusterless black. This could be recognized in the room by 
a wrought-iron candlestick. The tone of the walls could be taken 
from the old ivory background. 

Another combination can be arranged from the Toyokuni. The 
predominating tone, a light cherry pink, is seen in the blossoms on 
the tree and in the flush of the sky. A deeper tone of the same is 
noticeable in the obi. The wave design on the dress is black; the — 
bamboo branches at the bottom are of that soft shade known as 
“bamboo green” that is seen only in the spring when the cherry trees 
are in bloom. 

The Utamaro print is an unusual combination of grape purple 
with faint suggestions of dull chrysanthemum red in the shadows, a 
dull black in the hair of the Jadies and in the obi. The whole is 
against a background of deep ivory. A Yeizan print combines “twi- 
light blue,” flesh pink and flashes of black upon a yellow background. ~ 
Occasionally one finds a print mellowed by time to infinite tones of 
browns, tans and ivories, with dream-like hints of flower-blue or pale 
greens—lovely, exquisite color poems. The “Beautiful Lady Walk- 
ing in Summer” wears a robe of chrysanthemum crests in green and 
blue, the flowers back of her are palish echoes of these tints, the back- 
ground is a greenish gray. So one might continue to describe charm- 
ing and unusual combinations that could be carried out in wall, rugs, 
drapery, furniture, lamp, candle and vase. 

NOTHER decorative way to make use of Japanese prints is 
as panels for a lamp or candle shade. One of our illustrations 
shows a simple standard candle shade made of rice-paper 

prints. The light coming through it is soft and gracious and the 
effect in the room most delightful. This same standard has been 
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} KAKEMONO ARRANGED IN HONOR of a dis- 
i tinguished guest in the Tokonoma of a Japanese house, 
} with two arrangements of flowers which have some dis- 

tinct association with the subject matter of the print. 
The choice of prints and flowers indicates the artistic 

| knowledge of the master of the house and also the 
esteem in which the guest is held. 

| The long scrolls are changed to suit the whim of the 
| householder or on occasion of birthday féte or temple 
} festival. 
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j \ JAPANESE ARRANGEMENT FOR SERVING _— — 
| i \ TEA close to the print hanging in the Tokonoma so that f \ 

the guest may have full enjoyment of its beauty. | \ 
} f 5 \ . PALE YELLOW ROSES arranged as though grow- \ 
| I es \ ing in an antique brass vase make striking color con- ] 
| omens | trast, especially if compelled to take a positive line such 

| mh wr || as is shown in the peony arrangement in the upper 
| ; tee h? sketch. 

eR co a BASKET with long handle filled with flowers ar- 
pee es ranged in swinging line makes a most attractive porch 

a es eee ornament, 
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE JAPANESE PRINT ee ee a 

adapted to American uses by fitting it with electric lights—not so hd 
poetical perhaps, but practical and beautiful. On another page is etd 4 
a similar but much more elaborate standard candlestick richly carved Sweeny 
and painted, but instead of prints for the panels of the shade, brocade bs 
was used. The light through it is not so mellow, but when unlighted fa 
its ornamental effect is richer. 5 : 

Before we can make use of Japanese prints in the correct and wei 
most effective manner we should have some definite knowledge of si 
the way they were intended to be used. We must have some appre- Rags 
ciation also of the ideal of simplicity that is ever before the Japanese ae 
mind. Two of our illustrations are of typical Japanese home inte- " 
tiors and show their manner of displaying the pictures and ornaments pa 
of their homes. Our tendency is to crowd our rooms with as many 
costly things as we can get into them, while theirs is to have as few “Nw 
as possible in evidence at one time. They feel that the full beauty 4 
of an object can only be gained by giving it a setting that in no way ie an 
distracts attention from it. By covering a wall with many things Py 
they believe none of them have a fair chance of attention. The eye jBiigeas 
in a restless way glances from one to another with superficial under- gaan 
standing and interest in the subject or its color scheme. Their way R 
is to change the kakemono every day or at different festivals, at 
the approach of the seasons, when a special guest is expected. Thus ae 
their rooms are an ever-changing expression of sentiment and fine, aul 
considerate feeling. Foreigners quickly come to like the simple, flat (eq : 
wall with but a single, well-chosen print displayed and the decorative i 
arrangement of flowers that carry out the sense of the season in some Carved candlestick of 
subtle way. They find pleasure in the illusion of spaciousness obtained fecoustess: seal 
in a simply furnished room, in the dignity and importance that sur- Yamanaka and Co. 
rounds each object when but a few instead of many are shown at once. 
They come to see a beauty of color, a charm in neatness, an impres- 
siveness in reserve. 

It must be remembered that the aim of Japanese artists is to 
recall the mind of the beholder to the existence of beauty and to 
quicken poetic thought. Japanese prints are sometimes mounted 
on the screens placed before the kitchen fire to protect it from the 
winds or upon the sliding partition of the walls so that the minds of 
the workers may be lifted above the monotonous round of drudgery 
and placed upon the beauties of nature, upon pleasant legend or 
upon inspiring incidents of history. In selecting the prints for our 
rooms we should keep this idea in mind and choose a subject that 
will lift the mind to planes of beauty. 

_ Mary Averill has in a book on the “Flower Art of Japan,” called attention to the decora- 
tive value of flowers arranged in lines that carry out or emphasize some definite thought. 
The pen and ink sketches along the margin of this article are from this book a review of 
which is to be found on another page among our book reviews. 
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THE HOME OF THE FUTURE: THE NEW 
ARCHITECTURE OF THE WEST: SMALL 
HOMES FOR A GREAT COUNTRY: BY IRVING 
J. GILL: NUMBER FOUR 
“An_artist is known rather by what he omits.” 

a ~ WRCHITECTURE, Victor Hugo says, is the great book 
Fy of the world, the principal expression of man in his 

\ a different stages of development, the chief register of 
ry humanity. Every religious symbol, every human 

: > thought has its page and its monument in that im- 
mense book. Down to the time of Gutenberg, he 

Sa points out, architecture was the principal, the uni- 
versal writing. Whoever was born a poet then, became an architect. 
All arts obeyed and placed themselves under the discipline of archi- 
tecture. They were the workmen of the great work. There was 
nothing which, in order to make something of itself, was not forced 
to frame itself in the shape of architectural hymn or prose. He 
has shown us that the great products of architecture are less the works 
of individuals than of society, rather the offspring of a nation’s effort 
than the inspired flash of a man of genius, the deposit left by a whole 
people, the heaps accumulated by centuries, the residue of successive 
evaporations of human society, in a word, a species of formation. 
Each wave of time contributes its alluvium, each race deposits its 
layer on the monument, each individual brings his stone. 

No architect can read his inspired analysis of the place and the 
importance of architecture in preserving the records of the world’s 
thought and action, without approaching his own part in this human 
record with a greater reverence and greater sense of responsibility. 
What rough or quarried stone will each of us contribute to the uni- 
versal edifice, what idle or significant sentence will we write with brick 
and stone, wood, steel and concrete upon the sensitive page of the 
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earth? In California we have great wide plains, arched by blue skies 
that are fresh chapters as yet unwritten. We have noble mountains, 
lovely little hills and canyons waiting to hold the record of this 
generation’s history, ideals, imagination, sense of romance and hon- 
esty. What monument will we who build, erect to the honor or shame 
of our age? 

The West has an opportunity unparalleled in the history of the world, 
for it is the newest white page turned for registration. The present 
builders have the advantage of all the wisdom and experience of the 
ages to aid them in poetically inscribing today’s milestone in the 
progress of humanity. The West unfortunately has been and is 
building too hastily, carelessly and thoughtlessly. Houses are spring- 
ing up faster than mushrooms, for mushrooms silently prepare for 
a year and more before they finally raise their house above the ground 
in proof of what they have been designing so long and secretly. 
People pour out here as on the crest of a flood and remain where 
chance deposits them when the rush of waters subsides, building tem- 
porary shacks wherein they live for a brief period while looking about 
for more permanent anchorage. The surface of the ground is barely 
scraped away, in some cases but a few inches deep, just enough to 
allow builders to find a level, and a house is tossed together with 
little thought of beauty, and no thought of permanence, haste being 
the chief characteristic. The family of health- or fortune-seekers who 
comes out here generally expects to camp in these poor shacks for but 
a short time and plans to sell the shiftless affair to some other impa- 
tient newcomer. Perhaps such temporary proceedings are necessary 
in the settling of a new land; fortunately such structures cannot 
endure, will never last long soon 
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aside every device that distracts the eye from structural} 
break through convention and get down to fundamy 

Through force of custom and education we, in whose ha; 

i the beauty of country and city is entrusted, have been ¢ 

study the style of other men, with the result that most o; 

work is an open imitation or veiled plagiarism of anc 
To break away from this degradation we must boldly 
every accepted structural belief and standard of beaut; a 
to the source of all architectural strength—the straight lir 

the cube and the circle—and drink from these fountains. ; 
gave life to the great men of old. Me 

VERY artist must sooner or later reckon direct ly, 

with these four principles—the mightiest of lines. ' 

line borrowed from the horizon is a symbol of great 
deur and nobility; the arch patterned from the dome 
represents exultation, reverence, aspiration; the circle is 
completeness, motion and progression, as may be seen wh 

touches water; the square is the symbol of power, justic 
and firmness. These are the bases, the units of architec 

guage, and without them there can be no direct or insp 

tectural speech. We must not weaken our message of b 

strength by the stutter and mumble of useless ornamen 
have nothing worth while to say with our building then: 
keep quiet. Why should we chatter idly and meaning 
foolish ornaments and useless lines? a 

Any deviation from simplicity results in a loss of dignit 

ments tend to cheapen rather than enrich, they ack 10% 

efficiency and weakness. A house cluttered up by complex 
means that the designer was aware that his work lacked” 

line and perfection of proportion, so he endeavored to cover: 
fection by adding on detail, hoping thus to distract the at 
the observer from the fundamental weakness of his desigl 
omit everything useless from the structural point of vie 
come to see the great beauty of straight lines, to see the ch 
lies in perspective, the force in light and shade, the power in 

masses, the fascination of color that plays upon a smooth 
free to report the passing of a cloud or nearness of a Ho 
furious rush of storms and the burning stillness of summ 

We would also see the glaring defects of our own work if let 
bold, unornamented fashion, and therefore could swiftly cort : 

I believe if we continually think more of line, proport 
and shade, we will reach greater skill in handling them, and a 
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ARCHITECTURAL STRENGTH, according to Irving J. Gill, is ob- 
tained by a return to the straight line, the arch, the cube and the circle: 
From these primitive forces all the inspiration for his later work is drawn. 

The entrance to the Darst house shown above is characteristic of the 
beauty obtained by the application of these principles.
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THE STRAIGHT LINE, borrowed from the horizon, relieved by 4 : 
succession of arches, is as impressively used on a flat lawn (as is seen in 
this La Jolla Woman’s Club) as when erected upon the crest of a hill.
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BASED UPON THE PRINCIPLE of the cube, symbolic of strength, is 
the home of Mrs. Paul Miltimore, South Pasadena, California, shown in the 
upper picture. 

GARDEN ROOMS in the center of the house, protected from the weather 
by glass, are a feature of the Fulford residence, San Diego: Each room of the 
house may be entered from the arcade.
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appreciation and understanding of their power and beauty. We 
should build our house simple, plain and substantial as a boulder, 
then leave the ornamentation of it to Nature, who will tone it with 
lichens, chisel it with storms, make it gracious and friendly with 
vines and flower shadows as she does the stone in the meadow. I 
believe also that houses should be built more substantially and should 
be made absolutely sanitary. If the cost of unimportant ornamenta- 
tion were put into construction, then we would have a more lasting 
and a more dignified architecture. 

N California we have long been experimenting with the idea 
of producing a perfectly sanitary, labor-saving house, one where 
the maximum of comfort may be had with the minimum of 

_ drudgery. In the recent houses that I have built the walls are fin- 
ished flush with the casings and the line where the wall joins the floor- 
ing is slightly rounded, so that it forms one continuous piece with 
no place for dust to enter or to lodge, or crack for vermin of any kind 
to exist. There is no molding for pictures, plates or chairs, no base- 
boards, paneling or wainscoting to catch and hold the dust. The 
doors are single slabs of han.; polished mahogany swung on invisi- 
ble hinges or else made so tha “hey slide in the wall. In some of the 
houses all windows and door trames are of steel. They never wear 
out, warp or burn, a point of importance in fireproof construction. 
The drain boards are sunk in magnesite which is made in one piece 
with the walls and all cornices rounded, so not a particle of grease 
or dirt can lodge, or dampness collect and become unwholesome. 
The bathtubs are boxed and covered with magnesite up to the por- 
celain. 

By this manner of building there is no chance anywhere in the 
house for dust to accumulate. This minimizes the labor of keeping 
the house clean and gives the rooms a sweet, pure, simple and digni- 
fied appearance. The money usually wasted in meaningless gables, 
swags, machine-made garlands, fretwork and “gingerbread” goes into 
labor-saving devices or into better grade of material. As much 
thought goes into the placing of the ice-box that can be filled from the 
outside without tracking through a clean kitchen, or the letter box 
that can be opened from within the house, or the proper disposal of 

_ the garbage can, or the convenient arrangement of kitchens so that 
_ meals may be prepared with the greatest economy of labor, as is 

often expended in the planning of the pergola or drawing rooms. 
There is something very restful and satisfying to my mind in 

the simple cube house with creamy walls, sheer and plain, rising 
_ boldly into the sky, unrelieved by cornices or overhang of roof, 
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unornamented save for the vines that soften a line or creepers that 

wreathe a pillar or flowers that inlay color more sentiently than any 

tile could do. I like the bare honesty of these houses, the childlike 

frankness and chaste simplicity of them. It seemed too peculiar 
an innovation at first to make a house without a large overhang 

roof, for we have been so accustomed in California to think them a 

necessity, but now that the first shock is over people welcome the 

simplicity of the houses built without these heavy overhangs and see 

that they really have distinction. 

N the West, home building has followed, in the main, two dis- 

tinct lines—the Spanish Mission and the India bungalow. True, 
we find many small Swiss chalets clinging perilously to canyon 

walls, imposing Italian villas facing the sea and myriad nameless 

creations whose chief distinction lies in the obvious fact that they 
are original, different from any known type of architecture. It were 

much better for California if there were less complicated, meaningless 
originality and more frank following of established good types. 

Because of the intense blue of sky and sea that continues for such 

long, unbroken periods, the amethyst distant mountains that form 

an almost universal background for houses or cities, the golden brown 

of summer fields, the varied green of pepper, eucalyptus and poplar 

trees that cut across it in such decorative forms and the profusion of 

gay flowers that grow so quickly and easily, houses of a bright roman- 

tic picturesqueness are perfectly suitable that would seem too dra- 
matic in other parts of the country. They seem a pleasing part of 

the orange-belted flower fields and belong to the semi-tropical land. 

These same houses would certainly look artificial and amusingly un- 

comfortable and out of place in the East; but they essentially belong 
to the land of sunshine. 

The contour, coloring and history of a country naturally influence 
its architecture. The old wooden Colonial houses of the East, shaded 
by noble elms, with their attendant lanes and roads outlined by stone 

walls, perfect pictures of home beauty; the stone houses of Pennsyl- 

vania, charming of color, stately, eloquent of substantial affluence 

and generous hospitality; and the adobe houses of the Arizona In- 

dians formed of the earth into structures so like the surrounding 

ledges and buttes in shape that they can scarcely be told from them, 

triumphs of protective, harmonious building, are familiar types of 
buildings characteristic of their locality. 

California is influenced, and rightly so, by the Spanish Missions 

as well as by the rich coloring and the form of the low hills and wide 

valleys. The Missions are a part of its history that should be pre- 
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served and in their long, low lines, graceful arcades, tile roofs, bell 
towers, arched doorways and walled gardens we find a most expres- 
sive medium of retaining tradition, history and romance. In color- 
ing and general form they are exactly suited to the romantic require- 
ments of the country. It is safe to say that more architectural 
crimes have been committed in their name than in any other unless 
it be the Grecian temples. The facade of the San Diego Mission is 

_a wonderful thing, something that deserves to be a revered model, 
something to which local building might safely and advantageously 
have been keyed. Instead of this it has been abused and carica- 
tured in the most shocking way. Its charming proportions and grace- 
ful outline have been distorted to adorn tall public buildings, low 
railway stations, ornate hotels, cramped stables and minute private 
houses in the most irreverent, inexcusable and pitiable way. The 
arched cloisters of the Missions have been seized upon and tortured 
until all semblance of their original beauty has been lost. Their 
meaning and definite purpose—that of supporting the roof or the sec- 
ond story and thus forming a retreat or quiet walk for the monks— 
has been almost forgotten. 

HE arch is one of our most imposing, most picturesque and 
graceful architectural features. Its power of creating beauty 

: is unquestionable, but like any other great force, wrongly used, 
is equally destructive. Fire warms and cheers us and cooks our food, 
but if not carefully handled destroys everything it touches. The 
Missions have taught us also the beauty and usefulness of the court. 
Romana’s house, a landmark as familiar in the South as some of the 

| Missions, was built around three sides of an open space, the other 
| side being a high garden wall. This home plan gave privacy, pro- 
_ tection and beauty. The court contains a pool and well in the center 
' and an arbor for grapes along the garden wall; the archway that runs 

_ along the three sides formed by the house made the open-air living 
_ rooms. Here were arranged couches for sleeping, hammocks for the 
| siesta, easy chairs and tables for dining. There was always a shel- 

tered and a sunny side, always seclusion and an outlook into the 
garden. In California we have liberally borrowed this home plan, 
for it is hard to devise a better, cozier, more convenient or practical 
scheme for a home. In the seclusion of the outdoor living rooms and 
in their nearness to the garden, the arrangement is ideal. 

Another thing that has influenced California architecture is the 
redwood that is so abundant and so different from anything in the 
East. In color it is a low-toned red that looks as though it were 

(Continued on page 220) 
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EVERYBODY'S GARDEN: BY REBECCA J. 
LOSE 

Pas T is an axiom that variety of interest is a necessity 
oe . for the successful pursuit of health, wealth and happi- — 
ma 4 { : ness. One of my neighbors, when overtaken by grief 

| or perplexity, shuts herself up in the laundry and 
washes things—towels, napkins, sheets, tablecloths— 

ee anything she can find. A young fellow down street 
took his fishing rod and tackle and started for the 

creek the minute he returned from burying his bit of a wife. I do not 
presume to say that digging in the ground can rival the blue sky, the 
running water, the wind among the trees in healing and comforting, 
yet I protest that anxiety and foreboding can be better endured, that 
one sleeps better and eats better and is easier to be lived with if one 
grows some sort of a garden. 

Further—this garden I should have everyone grow exactly to suit 
themselves. Last summer a year, my next-door neighbor-but-one 
announced that she had never had enough Sweet William in her life, 
and that once before she died she intended to have all she wanted. 
Her family laughed derisively. Spurred, no doubt, partly by this 
derision, she deliberately proceeded to have everything dug out of 
every flower bed on the place—every single thing. In their places 
she planted Sweet William, and nothing else. 

I did not sympathize with this proceeding at all. I approved of 
her giowing what she wanted to grow, of course. But now, really, 
her choice of flowers was almost absurd. Sweet William I like. I 
want it in my garden. I want, even, a good many patches of it here 
and there. But all Sweet William? Oh,no! Yet I assure you, when 
those hundreds and hundreds of young plants came at once into 
masses of gorgeous bloom, I was almost a convert. 

Nor was I the only convert, for while they were in the height of 
their glory, a high-school girl who lives just back of me consulted me 
over the fence, confessing that sweet peas were the joy of her life, 
and saying that if my lady uptown could revel at will in Sweet 
William, why not sweet peas alone for her? And I encouraged her. 
Of course, I did. It was the first sign of individuality or initiative 
she has ever shown, and may change her whole life. 

At any rate, she stuck to it, and this summer she has devoted 
herself to sweet peas. Rows and rows of them she has grown, of 
every variety she could hear of. Up and down each path she had 
them, around every tree, across every fence, and every other place 
where there was room. Such sweet peas I have never seen. The 
town turned out to see them, and I look for further developments 
next year. 
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EVERYBODY’S GARDEN 

Now, I do not share this feeling of my neighbors. I could not 
be satisfied with just one brand of flowers. I must have variety. 
I want the early and the late. I want flowers blooming in my garden 
the minute spring comes, and all the summer long, and all the fall 
until the earth itself freezes, and the snow comes and provides a new 
heaven and a new earth to look at. 

UT I know something of how they feel, these others. I even 
know what I should plant, were I following in their footsteps, 
and it would not be Sweet William, nor yet sweet peas. It 

would be delphiniums that I should plant—the hardy larkspurs of all 
proper English country novels. They are more or less strangers to 
me, yet I know that ever since I first saw them, not so many years 
ago, there has been a spot somewhere within me that has longed for 
a whole garden full of the heavenly blue of this most heavenly of 
flowers. 

But I should not plant them entirely alone, either. If I had those 
flowerbeds of my lady up street, and were free-foot to do as I pleased 
with them, I’d fill them all moderately full this fall of thrifty young 
delphiniums. I could furnish her with the plants, myself, if she would 
but have them. Then, in the spring, early, I’d sow the beds full of 
corn flower—ragged robin, we call it—in two shades, the light blue 
and the dark blue. Then I'd sit down and wait for results. I do 
not have to wait for results, myself. I can shut my eyes, this minute, 
and see it—the mass on mass of shaded blue below, the great waving 
plumes of marvelous blue above. 

But my Sweet William lady will have none of my advice, and 
I, as I said, I cannot do without the others. How could I, for in- 
stance, turn out the long border that from year to year has been 
growing fuller of the flowers my grandmother loved in her day— 

_ columbine, hollyhock, foxglove, Canterbury bells, phlox and a dozen 
I others, many, it is true, so changed by time that my blessed grand- 

_ mother would scarce recognize them, but all grown, as were hers, from 
the seed to maturity right under my own eyes. 

No, my grandmother’s flowers are safe from me, and so are the 
_ tulips and daffodils, the snowdrops and the crocuses, whose early 
_ blossoming is the only thing that each year can quiet my ever recur- 
_ ting doubt as to the veracity of the almanac, and assure my soul that 
_ the long winter is really past. 
| Even for the flowers that have to be replanted each year I must 
_ savesome place. There is salvia—‘splendid sage,” my mother called 
_ it; my garden would not be the same to me, lacking its brilliance. 

Each year I plant a box of it in my window on the afternoon of 
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% \ »7 EVERYBODY’S GARDEN 
a 4 

bs as 4 Washington’s ‘Birthday, having discovered that 
op & 7% salvias so fathered present a far more gorgeous 
vi - “eyex array in the last days of October than any sown 

a , on any other day of the year. No—I do not 
NA RL = know why. I only know it is true. 

te ae ae © 24 Then, cosmos! I should miss that too. True, 
4 ai Suah See one grows cosmos on a sporting chance, the 
ee chance that it will not bloom. None the less 
i Pei g me there is something about it that always fires 
ee bs “ my imagination. It grows so straight, and never 

Pa bs y hurries, though it must know that unless it does 
A” hee hurry the frost will get it. Sometimes I feel like 

we iA shaking it, to bring it to its senses. Then, if 
iy » Nature is kind, and the frost holds off, and it 
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Db ol) [f that I am always sure it more than repays itself 
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N ys ) 3 LL these and more, oh, many more, I must 
oe A iN na keep where they have always grown. Yet 

SSA Gad I shall find a place for my new blue loves, 
Indeed, I shall find so many places for them that it lis already fairly 
evident to me that my whole garden next year will present a bluish 
cast—that will however represent neither erudition nor pessimism. 

First, I shall plant a great many of the strangers in the bed of 
white lilies, under my dining-room window. They certainly will be 
come each other, those two. Whether the stately delphiniums will 
mitigate the feeling stately lilies have given me, ever since they began 
looking into my dining room, remains to be seen. For those lilies 
always make me a trifle uncomfortable, especially when I am very 
hungry. They seem to expect me to live up to them, learn the 
minuet, say, or be led to the festal board by cavaliers in wigs and 
ruffles. 

Then, I shall surely take my own advice to my lady up street, 
since she will have none of it, and plant me a large bed, moderately 
full now, of the delphiniums, and in the spring sow all about theit 
feet the corn flower aforementioned. Also I’ll scatter the new fav- 
orite here and there through the old flower bed, and quite fill a large 
bed, that is already growing with roses and white phlox—and per- 
haps in various other places, if the plants hold out. 

And as for Sweet. Williams—there are three hundred of the bonny 
little plants growing in my garden. I was out and counted them but 
now. They tempt me sorely. I know Sweet Williams are stiff, that 
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CARNATIONS 

their remains are brown and unbeautiful, and that I have said many 
things against them. Yet those flowers up street were gorgeous. 
There is a large empty bed by the little porch. Perhaps, after all, 
Tl give in, and plant the whole three hundred right there. 

CARNATIONS 
ARNATIONS and my first love! 

And he was seventeen, 
And I was only twelve years—a stately gulf between! 

I broke them on the morning the school-dance was to be, 
To pin among my ribbons in hopes that he might see. . . . 
And all the girls stood breathless to watch as he came through 
With curly crest and grand air that swept the heart from you! 
And why he paused at my side is more than I can know— 
Shyest of the small girls who all adored him so— 
I said it with my prayer-times: I walked with head held high: 
“Carnations are your flower!”’ he said as he strode by. 

Carnations and my first love! The years are passed a score, 
And I recall his first name, and scarce an eyelash more. . . . 
And those were all the love-words that either of us said— 
Perhaps he may be married—perhaps he may be dead. 
And yet. . . . To smell carnations, their spicy, heavy sweet, 
Perfuming all some sick-room, or passing on the street, ‘ 
‘Then . . . still the school-lamps flicker, and still the Lancers play, ” 
And still the girls hold breathless to watch him go his way, , 
And still my child-heart quivers with that first ecstasy — |e 
“Carnations are your flower!”’ my first love says to me! ‘ AP 

Marearet WippEMER ~ a 

Reprinted from “The Factories with Other Poems,” Published by John C. Winston Company. ex me , 
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A STUDIO THAT IS A SERIES OF MEDIAEVAL 
PICTURES 

oc WENT to see a portrait recently at Ben Ali Haggin’s _ 
sep b studio. It was placed on an easel near a window fac- 

pees { ing Central Park. Against a deep green background — 
like the edge of a mountain forest in June, was out- 
lined a radiant young face with the fine brow and wide 

Ge st eyes of a Luini portrait. The slender bodice of shining 
silver held the fresh, white young body and the lacing 

at the side, like strips of green marsh grasses, fell over a foam of 
gauzy petticoats. A huge, transparent jar in one corner of the pic 
ture balanced the composition of one of the most successful portraits — 
of the year. 

Back of the painting the studio melted into rich shadows with a _ 
gleam of metal, a shimmer of velvet, a white Madonna still prayin; 
reverently in this skeptical age, and near her a clock chimed delicately 
from its Polychrome cover of blue and pink and ivory—a clock that — 
had warned lovers and hastened executions in Italy centuries ago, — 

Most often in America we have loved antiques not wisely, but 
too well. We have wrested rich embroideries from high altars, rare — 
jewels from Madonnas’ brows; we have brought gentle gods from — 
lovely, intimate gardens and left them lonely on our bleak hills; we 
have gathered graceful chairs from queens’ palaces, and naive tapes: 
tries from council halls, and then in brilliant rooms without a 
or without intimacy we have exhibited these heterogeneous treasures _ 
without joy for ourselves or happiness for our friends. We havi 
had the museum, not the artist’s feeling for beauty, and so we have — 
wrested it from other people and destroyed its capacity for ex-— 
pression and destroyed our own possibilities of comfort. $ 

To take the varied material expression of the soul of different 
countries, which art essentially is, and weld it together into restful, 
coherent beauty requires either a very naive or a very subtle nature. 
Only the peasant or the poet can do it, for harmony in furnishing is 
more than a mere coincidence. If you are going to use the furniture 
of other ages you have got to understand the feeling which produced 
it; you have got to understand something of the people themselves, 
to bring about an environment which is satisfactory. You cannot 
place a Louis Quinze chair against a Jacobean table and use a Navajo 
rug as a background without producing in the onlooker a sense of 
bewildered anxiety, for the very same reason that you could not 
bring into a room a courtier of the Louis time, a Navajo Indian anda 
stout and jocund yeoman without creating an atmosphere of utter 
confusion. Furniture and furnishings are really just as definitely an 
expression of human development as people are and you have got to 
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A SIDEWALL IN “THE MEDIZEVAL STUDIO” 
covered with Gothic tapestry, showing the Sil- 
ver Ship, and her beautiful cargo all about her.
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THE FIREPLACE in the studio, with 
the Gothic overmantel, and above, the 
Italian clock in Polychrome decorations.
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THE GREAT SPANISH ALTAR nearly 
fills one side of the studio, and the model stand, 
covered with a Persian rug, is just in front.
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THE JACOBEAN BEDROOM in the 
Medieval Studio: Rare Polychrome Spanish 
candelabra give the light, and the bed is 
covered with splendid old Venetian velvet.



A STUDIO OF MEDIZVAL BEAUTY 

so record them if you intend to bring together ancient beauty and 
produce modern charm. 

HAVE seldom in any studio, in any room furnished completely 
with rare antiques, felt so real a sense of peace and comfort and 
luxurious rest as in Mr. Haggin’s studio. And this I felt to be 

the result of his instinct for the association of beautiful objects, as 
rare an instinct as the one which associates people together in a way 

} to give interest and pleasure. 
| ‘The ceiling of Mr. Haggin’s “work room” is lifted into a high 

t peak of light, and the beams and rafters which hold the overhead 
light are solid and substantial, striking just the color note that old 

| oak always gives to a rich antique setting. The wall color is perhaps 
Lg ‘ay, with a warmer oak note in it. It is hardly noticeable, so covered 

is it with rare Gothic and Flemish tapestries, really rare. One, early 
Flemish in design, which covers the entire west wall, was long sought 

Fafter by the various museums of art. In technique it is a com- 
bination of tapestry, petit point and gros point embroidery—very 

| old and very beautiful both in color and design. 
| In front of this wonderful tapestry picture are two long Jacobean 
; ables running the entire length of the room, covered with curios, 
tich in history, romance and color. A silver ship is the center piece 

| of these tables, and so beautiful, so fairy-like in execution that it 
| might have been used to bring to this studio the lovely velvets from 
| Genoa, the old lanterns from Italy, the Chinese jewels and helmet, 

he old jeweled key from the Tower of London, the Polychrome 
t candlesticks, the early Italian costumes which are all held in an old 
Spanish cassone, bound with steel and covered with red velvet and 
gold embroidery. The little ship would have had to make many 

| trips with richly packed hold to gather such beauty from so many 
ports. 

| The most noticeable thing in this beautiful room after you have 
looked out of the window, through beautiful old Genoese curtains, 

} heavy with gold, soft and old and mellow with history and beauty, is 
} the great Spanish altar which fills the wall facing the window. It 
} Is the most beautiful piece of Spanish wood carving in America and 
} one of the most perfect in the world. It has been looked at with 
Fe longing eyes by the collectors of our big museums, and it is only 
ppecause Mr. Haggin has been watching it since it first came to 
} America, with eager, beauty-loving spirit, that he has had the good 
| ortune to come into its possession. It is from the Spanish province 
F of Navarra, and its richly carved surface is covered here and there 
| with gold; again blue is seen in the shadow or rich red on the surface. 
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The silver reliquary in a lower panel of the altar is pure fifteenth 
century Gothic. The screen at the side shows scenes of the life of 
an old Spanish saint of the time of the Inquisition, and there is a por- 
trait of St. Michael, too, all wonderfully carved and colored. The 
panel at the top of the altar is a sorrowful figure of Christ on the 

° Cross, which is lighted from the lower left-hand corner, probably in 
olden days with tiny lamps, but today it is connected with electrie 
fixtures, and when the light is thrown over the quaint tragic outline 
the whole altar at the same time is lighted from the front by tall 
Venetian lanterns, beautifully carved, the pedestals mounted with 
red Genoese velvet; lanterns that were originally carried in religious 
processions and which are rare today anywhere in Europe. The 
great lantern which hangs from the ceiling was carried centuries ago 
over the holy of holies and is a wonderful example of the beauty that 
was devised for religious ecstasy in the Medieval Italian times. 

TRETCHING across the floor from the Flemish tapestry to the 
great altar is a thirteenth century Persian rug as fine and intri- 
cate in design, as exquisite in workmanship as the silver ship 

that so lightly rests upon the oak table. Another rug is thrown over 
the model stand, more delicate, but not more beautiful—a silk, Per- 
sian antique in pale greens, and rose and yellow brown, a fitting foot- 
rest for the beauty that will pose in this studio. 

Rich materials are scattered about the room, wonderful examples 
of the craftsmanship of the old Venetian weavers are seen both in 
the Venetian red velvet couch and hangings, and in a breadth of 
delicate green, that is as mysteriously wonderful as the green of early 
apple trees. In every fold there are shadows almost black and at 
the top of each fold a sheen of pure silver—rare beauty without need 
of decoration or ornament. This wonderful piece of Genoese velvet. 
is thrown over the piano in many folds and nothing is ever placed 
upon it to mar its exquisite perfection. 

The tables in the room are practically all Jacobean, of simple | 
design for practical use, rich in the luster that the centuries give 
good wood. Scattered about the room are the small Jacobean tab- 
ourets, which were really used as coffin rests in the old English days 
and may be seen in many of Hogarth’s illustrations. Each chair is 
a precious thing of its kind; some covered with Flemish tapestry, 
some with red Italian velvet of the seventeenth century, others with 
Genoese velvet and royal gold embroidery. All are substantial, sim- 
ple in outline, perfectly harmonious with the Jacobean wood work 
of the larger pieces and delightfully appropriate whether placed close 
to the old Spanish altar with its rich colors or at the side of a bit of 
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pure Gothic tapestry which hangs at one side of the altar andnear 
the reverent marble Madonna. 

On an Italian cabinet richly carved rests a Chinese helmet, a 
marvel of intricate engraving, a sample of the kind of craftwork 
that seems almost to have vanished from the world. Later on the 
entire Chinese costume of a lord of early days will be set up in the 
studio and capped by this helmet. Beautiful lanterns of the type 
that were used in Genoa to light the hallways of the front of houses 
are fastened on each side of the huge window and are connected with 
electric lights. When the great velvet curtains are drawn these 
lights illuminate the whole side of the room, brightening up the Chi- 
nese helmet, touching bits of old jewelry into life and reflecting down 
on a rich period couch covered with shimmering velvet. 

HE bedroom in Mr. Haggin’s studio apartment is mainly Jaco- 
bean in fitting; the bedstead is richly carved and the tables, 
tabourets, the oak chests and the chairs are all pure Jacobean. 

Tn addition there are many-branched candelabra in Spanish Poly- 
chrome, old Italian carved chairs, and coverlids of Venctian velvet 
with pillows in Gothic embroidery. There is not a false note in this 
room, and although three countries are represented in its: beautiful 
furnishings, each piece supplements all the others. There is nothing 
discordant, and there is no forced color note anywhere, no effort to 
make Venice feel intimate with England, or England associate too 
familiarly with Spain. The craftsmen who worked centuries ago for 
this wonderful room would surely have been in mental and spiritual 
harmony, because, as we have said, a work of art is the expression 
of the spirit, and material beauty that harmonizes is only the outward 
sign of the quality that would have harmonized in living people. 

One moment you feel that the Jacobean note dominates the studio, 
another moment your interest is centered in the wood carving with 
Polychrome ornament from Italy and Spain, and then the eye is 
released for the naive simplicity and cool freshness of the Gothic 
tapestries; but you do not feel any break as you look from one cen- 
tury of art to another, and you realize, as one must with any appre- 
ciation of art, that a full understanding of beauty must be the source 
of all presentation of it. The quality which makes a man paint a 
certain face or figure so that he brings you a sense of life and joy and 
radiance, or that selects a landscape and reproduces it through his 
own personality so that you have the exultation of moonlight or 
sunrise, is the identical quality that enables an artist to gather to- 
gether the expressed joy of many men of different ages and render 
the association one of sure pleasure and permanent inspiration. 
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THE NEW STAGECRAFT: ILLUSTRATED BY 
JOSEF URBAN’S IMAGINATIVE SETTING OF 
SHAKESPEARE: BY DOROTHEA LAWRANCE > 
MANN 
pane MAGINATION is the great fundamental force in Josef 
old b Urban’s work. It is significance rather than reality — 

mae { which he strives to attain in the mounting of a scene. 
He came to America as the apostle of the new stage- 

( craft, and even in the brief while that he has been at 
| Oe |) work here, he has created a lasting impression of power _ 

and individuality. He brings to his conceptions a — 
supreme knowledge of the arts of the new stagecraft. Many of his 
methods have been used before in the German and Austrian “relief” 
theaters, but his originality is of the type which without striving for 

the eccentric leaves the impress of his individuality on all that passes 
through his hands. He is not revolutionary after the manner of 
Gordon Craig. It seems a very long way from the now famous in- 
stance of Gordon Craig’s mounting of ‘““Hamlet”’ at the Art Theater — 
in Moscow, by the use of different arrangements of white and gold 
screens, to the beautifully appropriate and distinguished scenery of 
Urban’s “Macbeth.” We cannot, however, fully appreciate the work 
of Urban unless we consider him in relation to the ideals and methods 
of others who are striving with him to rid our stage of the uselessly 
conventional attempts at realism which hamper the work of actors. 

Henry Irving once described the seventeenth century as the period 
of great play writing; the eighteenth, as the century of great play 
acting; and the nineteenth, as the century of great play mounting. 
While such a statement is too epigrammatic to be wholly accurate, 
it is true that the nineteenth century and the early twentieth have 
been marked by a noticeable tendency on the part of theatrical pro- 
ducers to use extravagantly splendid stage scenery. Money has been 
lavished in an effort toward reality, which has been at once futile as 
realism and a hindrance to acting. No matter what the diligence of 
directors in erecting real buildings, setting out actual gardens and 
all the other paraphernalia of the realistic school, the fact remains that 
it is the illusion of reality rather than reality which they produce. 
They never can overcome the obstacle of their houses and gardens 
stopping abruptly at the line of the back drop, and they are seriously 
at a loss to create sky. 

The new stagecraft works upon the theory that, as it is impossible 
to produce reality, they will try rather for the most stimulating illu- 
sion. In any stagecraft the spectator must cobperate with the pro- 
ducer, lending his imagination in greater or less degree to the illusion 
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THE STREET SCENE in “The Merry Wives of 
Windsor,” rich in color and delightfully imaginative. 

WOODLAND SCENE in the same play, beauti 
fully sylvan in conception
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All the photographs used in this article are by Nobili-Lawrence. 

LADY MACBETH’S ROOM, Designed by Josef 
Urban, for J. R. Hackett’s production of “Macbeth.” 

COURTYARD SCENE in the Hackett produc- 
tion of “Macbeth.”
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MALVOLIO’S PRISON, in Urban’s de- 
sign for “Twelfth Night.” 

BEFORE OLIVIA’S HOUSE, Designed 
{ by Josef Urban for “Twelfth Night.”
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SETEBOS, the deity worshipped by 
Sycorox, the witch in Shakespeares 
“Tempest,” designed by Josef Urban.



STAGECRAFT AND IMAGINATION 

of the setting. The bare Elizabethan stage with its placard, “This 
is Elsinore,” stands on the one extreme of imaginative effort, while 
the over-ornate settings of numberless modern plays represent the 

_ furthest opposite. Both require more spontaneous imagination than 
_ the average theatergoer of the present day desires to furnish. Op- 

posed to both is the art of men like Josef Urban, who have seri- 
ously studied the psychology of the audience, and come to recognize 
that it is more important to offer the audience something which will 
lead them to imagine the setting, than to erect upon the stage, build- 
ings, which are historically accurate. 

O one who looks at Josef Urban’s scenery for the “Macbeth” 
of the James K. Hackett production can fail to realize how 
happily he has succeeded in creating stimulating illusion. In 

the tent scene, where King Duncan awaits news of the battle, we have 
a veritable triumph of the art of suggestion. It was the tent of the 
King of Scotland. Scotland at the period of the play was a rude 
kingdom of whose actual customs it is possible to learn little. For 
an antiquarian there is interest in knowing the presumable shape of 
the tent and the method of its construction. Mr. Urban paid no 
attention to this possibility of historical detail. He recognized that 
the vital problem was to make the audience realize that they were in 
the presence of a king. Therefore he arranged long gray curtains, 
which hung in straight lines and extended higher than the eye could 
see. Few artists and fewer scenemakers utilize to the full the imagi- 
native value of the straight line which has no visible ending. At the 
rear between the curtains could be seen a deep blue drop. Just a 
shallow space was in front of the curtains and a man standing there, 
with two or three other men around him, but the illusion was perfect. 
He did not need to speak. The long straight lines stretching into 
infinity, the deep blue background, had done their work and the audi- 
ence felt the atmosphere of vast, high, noble things. They were in 
the presence of the majesty of Scotland. It was a thousand times 
more real than if they had seen the detailed representation of the 
way in which early Scottish kings may or may not have constructed 
their tents. The tent scene is one of the finest examples of the value 
of imaginative simplicity which the new stagecraft has given us. 

_ _ In Mr. Urban’s making of scenery, freedom, impressionism and 
simplicity have taken the place of liberalism. Strangely enough, Mr. 
Urban’s first notable work was not in the matter of stage settings 
at all. He studied architecture and became well known in Vienna 
as an architect. He designed the room for Austrian art at the St. 

_ Louis Fair in nineteen hundred and four. He furnished and deco- 
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rated the Abdin Palace for the Khedive of Egypt, and built castles, 
residences, gardens, monuments, parks and bridges. His most note- 
worthy work in this line is the Czar Bridge across the Neva at Petro- 
grad, for which an international prize was offered. He was at this 
period of his career associated with Prof. Leffler of Vienna in the 
illustration of books—fairy tales of Grimm, Anderson and Musaeus. 
Leffler drew and painted the figures and Urban designed everything 
of an architectural or decorative nature. There was also a collection 
of folk song, called “Kling Klang Gloria.” In all these he took the 
greatest pains to catch the tone of the text and to follow the poet in 
color and line. Out of this work came commissions from Schlenther, 
director at the Imperial Burgtheater in Vienna, to design settings for 
several of his plays. The first of these was the first and second parts of 
Faust. Once started at stagecraft he worked at noted theaters and 
opera houses in Cologne, Mannheim, Brunswick, Stuttgart and Berlin. 

When Urban came to be permanent director at the Boston Opera 
House, he was obliged to resign his post as artistic adviser to the 
Imperial Opera House in Vienna. He came to America in the fall of 
nineteen hundred and twelve, but several months earlier there had 
been seen at the Boston Opera House three operas mounted by Urban. 
He had designed the scenes for ‘‘Pelléas and Mélisande,” catching in 
a marvelous way the unworldly mood of Debussy’s music. There 
was also a setting of “Hianse] and Gretel’? behind blue and white 
gingham curtains, and a beautifully solemn “Tristan and Isolde.” 
His costumes, scenery and lights from the first gave to the produc- 
tions of the Boston Opera House a distinction which singing and 
acting alone could never have achieved. 

His former work in the arranging of art exhibitions was of special 
value to him in planning stage settings. International art exhibi- 
tions at Munich, Dresden, Diisseldorf, Venice and Paris had been 
entrusted to his arrangement. His effort was always to produce 
rooms that in tone, color and atmosphere were adapted to the pic- 
tures which were hung in them. He learned by this means to empha- 
size the essentials, to work for certain effects with the simplest means 
and to dispense with tricks of decoration—tendencies invaluable in 
his present occupation. 

R. URBAN’S method of work is very interesting. He first 
draws a ground map of each scene, making it an accurate plan 
of the amount of space to be utilized by the scene and the 

general form of the buildings. In the “Macbeth” we were able to 
see how much he gained both in intimateness and effectiveness by the 
ground plan diagrams of his scenes. Next he makes small but accu- 
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rate sketches of each scene, drawing in color what the stage will look 
like from the director’s chair. From these two sketches the scene 
painters make small models of each scene, which are sent to Mr. 

_ Urban. These he corrects and from the corrected models the scenery 
is constructed. 

| Much of the effectiveness of Mr. Urban’s scenes lies in his use of 
color, for he is almost Oriental in his delight in it. He applies his 
color by the artist’s method known as “‘pointillage,’” which means 
that he daubs flecks of color here and there, achieving an effect in 
the style of Monet. The mingling of the flecks of color convey the 
prismatic wonder of natural light. Mr. Urban recognizes the value 
of color in conveying the mood of a scene. This is of course not 
wholly original with him. Gordon Craig has had much to say about 
the idea of colors interpreting a scene, and the gray proscenium and 
the blue drop have been familiar in much of the work of the reformers. 
Mr. Urban, nevertheless, has shown individuality in his use of colors. 

Sometimes, as in the scene in England where Macduff learns of 
the murder of his wife and children, we have effect heightened by 
contrast. Never was a scene depicted in more wonderfully glowing 
sunshine—an effect which Mr. Urban once confessed was difficult to 
procure. It is clear North of England scenery. The brown hillside 
rolls upward from the yellow sunlit castle wall. The grass is strewn 
with flowers. The sky is very blue. A few branches of trees wave 
in the breeze against the wall. The whole scene is a glory of light, 
and in the midst of it is wrought in powerful contrast the sorrow of 
Macduff and the resolve which leads to the undoing of Macbeth. 
Again in the gray sleep-walking scene, there is visible a rampart of 
the castle. Without, is the deep blue of a moonlit sky. Within, 
lurk shadow and mystery. Lady Macbeth, silhouetted white against 
the sky, lamp in hand, crosses the perilous rampart under a massive 
Norman arch, turns and comes down a flight of stairs, holding her 
lantern in her hand. At the foot of the stairs she hangs the lantern 
on a hook in the wall—a notable instance of scenery serving utili- 
tarian purpose. We have seen Lady Macbeths who have been obliged 
to use arbitrary means to get rid of their lanterns, but under the 
Urban arrangement, hanging it on the hook seemed inevitable, and 
its naturalness helped the illusion of the scene. The whole scene 
appeared to be wonderfully true to the intention of Shakespeare. 

NOTHER of the methods of the new stagecraft which Mr. 
Urban has used very effectively in “Macbeth,” is the cutting 
down of the stage to small, intimate proportions. The two 

chamber scenes with their limited space and a certain Medizval 
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gorgeousness in decoration, gives the impression of rooms hollowed 
out of the heart of a fortress. In the midst of its cold, massive gray- 
ness, they were intimate and warm. The first of these scenes, where 
Macbeth returns to his wife and tells her of Duncan’s coming, is elabo- 
rate in detail, yet the formality of that detail prevents its detracting 
from the illusion. The predominating color is purple, the fireplace 
is formed with great jutting beams, and the hangings of the alcove, 
where the couch is to be found, show the effort which has been made 
to render this small portion of the castle attractive. There is a cer- 
tain degree of opulence in the furnishing as though time and effort 
had been lavished on its decorating. It is so shallow as to give 
scarcely room for the scene between the two characters. The other 
interior scene has proscenium borders, and is really only a rectangular 
alcove which contains a fur-covered couch. On the wall is a fantastic 
decoration of a gray beast on a red background. There is a high 
window and a door through which Macbeth enters to tell his wife 
that more murder must be done. The secluded chamber is just the 
place for the fear-ridden Macbeth and his wife to exchange their 
dreadful confidence. Its shallowness is large enough for the con- 
templation of ghastly deeds and its intimacy makes for safety. 

In the first scene—not by Mr. Urban’s own hands, I understand, 
but doubtless under his direction—we saw his method of narrowing 
the stage by differing elevations. Against the evening sky on a little 
hillock stood a gaunt hemlock, stretching forth a giant claw, and 
around this tree the witches cowered, seeming to mingle with it or to 
stand out in vivid horror, according to his eminently adroit handling 
of the lights. The scene in the cavern was also broken by different 
elevations, and even in the Banquet Scene, where the effect was to be 
one of spaciousness, the actual banquet hall was reached by three 
steps from an anteroom where the murderers talked with Macbeth. 
There was here a type of the “‘portal” which Mr. Urban has used so 
many times in his opera house scenery to narrow the stage space. 
He erected massive stone posts, behind which were hung blue cur- 
tains decorated with a mythological design. Behind the festive tables 
was the rudely painted wall, and the high small windows reminded 
the spectator that this was a fortress. The half glimpses of side 
tables gave the illusion of great spaciousness, while the breaking of 
the scene by the steps in the center and by the portals, brought all 
the action closely centralized. Another means by which Mr. Urban 
makes clear the intimacy of his setting in “Macbeth,” is easily dis- 
cernible in the diagrams of the ground space. In almost every scene 
the actual stage corners are eliminated. It heightens the pictorial 
effect and brings the actors almost against a sculptured background. 
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_ The effect is the cutting off of the wings so that all light and action 
_ focuses in small space. 

HE new stagecraft up to the time of Mr. Urban’s coming to 
America had made little headway in this country. It is char- 
acteristic of the progress of our stage, that while managers have 

expended very large sums in beautiful productions, we have been 
behind Europe in most aspects of the drama. Managers in the 
United States are too apt to regard the whole matter as business to 
bring out the highest ideals of art. Russia, at which the United 
States often looks with pity because of her lack of progress, is some 
fifty years ahead of us in her theater. Germany and Austria have 
been favorable to the development of new ideas, while the Irish 
Players gave us many practical demonstrations of what could be 
accomplished by effective lighting and stage arrangement, without 
elaborate scenery and with few properties. Reinhardt’s “Sumurun,” 
produced in this country a season or two ago, was another triumph 
for the reform theater. Nothing, however, that the new stagecraft 
has done or attempted, has aroused such interest or had such pro- 
found effect upon American theatergoers as has the work of Mr. 
Urban. His unusual versatility is in evidence in the range of his pro- 
ductions of the present year, which vary from the “Follies” and 
“Around the Map” to the “Macbeth.” It is a constant wonder that 
he can mount so wide a range of plays and yet enter so thoroughly 
into the mood of each production. 

Mr. Urban places imagination first and foremost as a requisite of 
the stage director. He does not hesitate to take a new or radical 
view and to carry it out fearlessly. Next to imagination he rates 
simplicity. His stage is never cluttered with meaningless detail. 
The presence of a property assures us that it is to play a part in the 
stage business. It must have its use or it will be banished. Every 
wall space must have meaning. The results are spacious designs, rest- 
ful to the eye after the load of detail which cumbers so many modern 
stage settings. There are the broad surfaces, the large, flowing lines, 
and the simple colors which delight Mr. Urban himself. Where, as 
in the case of the “Macbeth,” he must show Medieval buildings, he 
conveys his impression by massive structures. He believes that sim- 
plicity can be most artistically accomplished by turning from natural- 
ism and making conventional the stage picture. He likes to use the 
suggestiveness which may be hidden beneath apparent simplicity. 
A touch of rude painting or carving, a splotch of decoration, carries 
the audience away in imagination to the time of the piece, in quicker 
and surer ways than would far more detailed workmanship. 
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The quality of impressionism which is also very important in 
effecting the designer’s ends, is often brought out by the marvelous 
way in which he directs the lighting of his scenes. Lighting becomes 
a very high art handled by Josef Urban. It was one of the most 
difficult problems he had to solve on the American stage, which he 
found poorly equipped to give the best effects. No description can 
do justice to the wonderful suggestiveness which he gains in this 
manner. He conveys the optical illusion of Shakespeare’s text so 
thoroughly as to establish a new tradition in the mounting of a play. 
He can create any atmosphere from the glowing sunshine of real 
England country to the dreamlit, mysterious semi-darkness of the 
sleep-walking scene, with its suggestion of horror. His earliest Ameri- 
can productions were criticised because of the too frequent use of 
dimly lighted scenes—a tendency which has since then been somewhat 
tempered. His early productions also suffered from the inability of 
mechanicians to carry out lighting systems to which they were un- 
used. The beauty of “Macbeth” owed much to skill in this matter. 

Settings as imaginative and as distinguished may be found in a 
number of German theaters, but not animated by such individual 
conceptions, such fearless originality as that of Josef Urban. If these 
fresh conceptions and new visions are allowed to do their part, it will 
not be long before there will be a new stage in America—a stage on 
which literalism will give place to a newer and more profound sense 
of significance. What Reinhardt has done for the German, Josef 
Urban is very fast accomplishing for the American theater. 

ie Po phy 3 | i’ a - i] ily ave es oor a ee cae | oe ais: : 

Setting for the Shakespeare masque. 
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THE NEW IDEAL OF HOME-MAKING IN i A 
AMERICA: ILLUSTRATED WITH PICTURES ey 
OF ONE WOMAN’S WORK ce ee ig 

HE personality that culls much from life, that is sensi- ¥% BS 
[ tive to color, line, sound; that gathers beauty from the ‘Sggearxeo 

Zs Ss sight of apple-blossoms, the flight of a bird; that vi- - 
a & brates to Debussy or MacDowell, that is thrilled with 

( 744 moonlight under a rose arbor, or with the touch of a 
i baby’s little hand—such natures have it in their power 

to greatly enrich the world by giving out this joy and 
beauty through some channel most suited to their nature. It may 
be that the gift is returned to the world in an added sweetness and 
beauty of feature or in a greater tenderness of heart, or it may return 
through great deeds or through the genius that holds art. There 
are endless ways that Nature’s transmuted beauty may once more - 
reach her children. It may materialize into gardens, the making of Lh 
homes beautiful, or in clothes, for that matter, for clothes should be 5 Sc 
very beautiful indeed. Of course, in the main they are not. 

So it is that the gatherer of loveliness may take her own joy and ; : 
re-create it in color or music, modeling or dancing. For art is only 
the power, all too rare, of telling the world how nature inspires the 
artist. And an artist is important—presupposing, of course, fluent 
technique—as personality is rich, capable of accepting much and giv- 
ing much. This is why there is no limit to the variety and original- 
ity of art effort, why no country may ever furnish a permanent stand- feel ad 
ard for artists, why art that is alive is ever changing, ever finding new _ painted by 
birth and swift death. Mrsi Trusadale: 

To those interested it seems as though it had remained for a 
democratic nation to render art more democratic. Of course, primi- 
tive people have always created their art for all their people; but 
the more exclusive and ultra-civilized and aristocratic nations have 
elected to separate art from the world at large, to have beauty only 
in kings’ palaces, forgetting that nature makes no such division and 
will not long accept such a one. And here in America we have newly 
awakened to a realization that all homes should be well built, beautiful 
in architecture, that all these well-built homes should possess lovely 
gardens made fair by the hand of the mistress, that the inside of the 
home should express the personality of the woman who lives in it, 
who is the spirit of it. In order to accomplish all these delightful oe “ 

* things it is necessary that American women should really learn/to 
understand gardening and should elect in many instances, more than §f, 6, 4, L{URARY 
we can compute, to become the decorators of their own houses. | . Se Snail 

; If there ever are excusable fads in the world, it is the fad of eol- “” “* * A Sire 
lecting beauty about one, the fad that makes a woman of means, Or» ry et 
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THE NEW IDEAL IN HOME MAKING 

a woman without, get up at five in the morning, put on her garden 
clothes, go out in the early mist and fragrance and dig and weed and 
plant and prune, all for the sake of the kind of joy she wishes about 
herself and her loved ones through the summer. It is equally inter- 
esting that women should no longer submit to “ready-to-wear” 
houses; houses of a pattern, all finished alike inside, all largely fur- 
nished alike. 

It is pleasant indeed to look back upon a fine and distinguished 
period of architecture and of house furnishing, but it is pleasanter, 
I think, to look back upon it than to live in it. It seems to me the 
men and women of the Louis period, of the Adams and Chippendale 
and Sheraton, must have grown very tired of each others’ drawing 
rooms and bedrooms and boudoirs, just as in the old ideal New Eng- 
land houses there is a monotony of beauty that can only be borne by 
the unrelaxable New England spirit, which cannot endure change once 
a condition is accepted, whether that condition is a Chippendale stair- 
way or a bed-ridden relative. To be sure, it is better to have periods 
of beauty than periods of ugliness. But how much more interesting, 
how much more generous, the nation’s feeling that demands intelli- 
gence and culture for all the people, in order that all the people shall 
create about them beautiful surroundings. This is in reality the true 
democratic ideal. Sometimes we are bewildered about this ideal in 
America, we feel that it means a cheap liberty, a poor, vicious license, 
and the people who come to avail themselves of true liberty ofttimes 
seem impelled to destroy it; but this is not essential, and we hope will 
not last long after the amalgamating process is over. Some day we 
shall have all the people here that Europe can spare and all that we 
want, and then we shall begin to purify, to simplify, to cultivate our 
citizenship. 

In the meantime the interest in the development of the home is 
daily expanding. It is taking people from our cities to the country, 
it is bringing about endless outdoor living rooms and sleeping porches 
and beautiful informal gardens and interior decoration, if we may use 
so final a term for the new ideal of home-making. 

NCE more we have in America the mistress of the home, the | 
woman whose personality radiates out in every direction, who 
is felt in her garden, in the house itself, in her sitting room, at 

her breakfast table, in the very health and loveliness of her children. 
Tuer CrarrsMan has long realized this condition as so important, | 
has so often spoken of the need of individuality in the home, of the 
opportunity that the home was for the expression of an art impulse, 
that we are more and more interested in presenting to our readers 
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variety and charm to her supervision: From a photograph by Arnold Genthe.
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THE FLOWER PANEL is the most recent bit of 
Chinese decoration which Mrs. Truesdale has accom- 
plished: Over the mantel in the lower picture is shown 
the method of placing and mounting such a panel.
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whenever we have the opportunity the work and the success of such 
women as we have in mind in this article. 

Quite recently in calling on a woman whom I had thought of 
simply as a very happy woman, interested in life, I permitted myself 
to ask something about the very unusual and beautiful decorations 

n the various rooms in her house, screens with beauty of outline and 
decoration, sets of tables of Chinese inspiration and decoration, 
modern but Chinese in tone, bedroom furniture with such exquisite 
olor and decoration, of fire screens and of panels. To my delight 

and great interest Mrs. Truesdale told me that the work was all her 
own. I should not have been astonished, because I remembered Mrs. 
ruesdale’s garden as one of rare beauty, of unusual design and of 

extremely sensitive feeling for color and the relation of color. Also 
I remembered that I had never seen Mrs. Truesdale in any dress that 

F was not especially suited to her—something not too remote from 
F modern fashion, not imitating any period, but of established and dis- 
| tinguished interest in material and color, and always in harmony 
with herself, her surroundings and the occasion. 

| And so I realized that the quality in her home that had so defi-- 
| nitely impressed me was the same interest in and power to create 
beauty that I had felt always in her dress and manner. Perhaps 

| some of this beauty had been gleaned from her gardens, some from 
} her children, some from the beautiful things which life had made 
| possible for her. Whatever the source of her inspiration, her power 

to give back beauty to the world could not be doubted, after even a 
| cursory study of the kinds of furniture that she has designed, and of 

the rich, glowing, permanently beautiful decoration she has lavished 
| upon these pieces. 
| There is in some of her work the suggestion of the Chinese influ- 
|, ence, in others the realization of the beauty of the French artists, 
| in others the wealth of the loveliness of her own garden has poured 

across her palette on to her canvas. Each piece of furniture that 
Mrs. Truesdale has designed and decorated has been for some special 
purpose, a screen for her dining room, beautiful panels over the mir- 
rors in her bedroom, a screen in the reception room, sets of lacquered 

| tables, the furniture for her bedroom in her country home and lovely 
| smaller pieces of furniture for her city home. She has used various 

materials, various backgrounds for this work, whatever has interested 
her for the particular creation she had in mind. Sometimes the 
screens are painted with rich detail on dark ground and framed in 

gold, sometimes the entire background is of gold and the color is 
massed up in radiant bunches of gorgeous flowers and fruit, again a 
lovely Fragonard scene is portrayed with a hint of Boucher in the 
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panels above and then groups of flowers—the whole, as it were, 
woven together with a drapery of vines, and the color the most charm- 
ing expression of an interest in richness and delicacy combined that 
one could possibly imagine. One thinks of the old French furnishings 
and paintings always as something a little fragile, a little unreal, but 
though one appreciates the French influence in some of Mrs. Trues- 
dale’s work there is always added the richness that must be the out- 
growth of her own personality, her own love of the colors in her 
garden, her own appreciation of the joy of life itself with all the 
beauty that cannot be expressed without a full use of nature’s gifts, 

OSSIBLY the most complete summing up of the beauty of Mrs, 
P W. H. Truesdale’s home, as an expression of her individuality, 

is in the wonderful mauve bedroom which she has planned, 
fitted up and ornamented and which becomes, as it were, the mate- 
rialization of her own temperament. The bed, the lovely day-bed 
and the chairs are all old Louis XVI furniture, cream and gray with 
heavy garlands of flowers in pink and green. The panels above the 
bed and the coverlid and the decoration of the day-bed are all of an 
old French mauve moire brocade, as beautiful as the Period furniture, 
as rare and as delicate. The panels above the mirror and the acces- 
sory decoration of the room have been done by Mrs. Truesdale and 
the combination of the old brocade from Paris with the Louis furni- 
ture is her own plan. The exquisite subtlety of her taste in decora- 
tion was brought out most interestingly in this room by the intro- 
duction of a blue Persian shawl against the mauve brocade on the 
day-bed. This blue shawl was unrelated in actual tone to anything 
in the room, but it accented every other tone and was like a note of 
clear music. Only a person deeply sensitive to all color combina- 
tions and feeling color as one feels music would have had the inspira- 
tion and the courage to use the soft blue wool drapery in that purely 
Watteau atmosphere. It is this love of the past, this profound re- 
sponse to the beauty of all ages, with the added, absolutely individual, 
modern note and fearless expression of it that renders the work Mrs. 
Truesdale has done in the making of her home beautiful, so arresting. 

The tables, which were the first decorative work done by Mrs. 
Truesdale, are in delightful contrast with the more delicate note of 
the bedroom furniture and of reception room decorations. These 
sets are not only designed by her, but the workmanship on them from 
start to finish is under her supervision. First of all, when completed, 
they are painted black, then rubbed with oil and pumice stone. The 
design is put on (and raised) in a sort of paste. Mrs. Truesdale uses 
an old Italian {recipe for this. When the paste is dry it is washed 
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with gold, then the colors are put on in light and shadow as her fancy 
dictates. The outline pattern on the top of the tables and on the 
stretchers is all in gold, and although the designs on the table tops 
bring to mind a recollection of Chinese furniture, they are not wholly 
Chinese—they are Chinese designs, more glowing, more gorgeous, 
more modern, in other words, they are Chinese individualized and 
modernized and made harmonious with rooms in an American house. 

N exquisite piece of furniture is the light or fire screen. A 
beautiful gold scroll frame is swung on a pedestal and the 
screen itself is brilliantly painted with flowers knotted to- 

gether with the French bow-knot. This distinctive and beautiful 
piece of furniture can be used to shut out sunlight, in front of a fire, 
to shield one from electric light or merely as pure ornament, for it is 
quite beautiful enough to justify an idle existence. 

; In addition to the gift for making beautiful furniture and har- 
monizing it in interesting relationship, Mrs. Truesdale’s arrange- 
ment of flowers is something forever to be remembered. And her 
windows are like clouds of morning mist blown in the wind. The 
charm of the vague, mysterious color at the windows she explained by 
holding up the curtains and letting one layer of chiffon after the other 
drift through her fingers; each one in a different tone of the dominat- 
ing color of the room. The result is sunlight seen through mist; while 
the room is brighter than is usual with the ordinary curtains, there 

_ is never cold light or shaft of sun that blinds and wearies. A bit of 
_ twilight cloud with the sun pouring up from the horizon through it 
might do quite as well if it were obtainable. 

The charm of these rooms as one passes through them, reception 
room, dining room, bedrooms, is varied yet restfully harmonious, 
and in the last analysis this charm seems simply the complement of 

_ the personality which created it, so inevitably is it an expression of 
her joy in all beauty, her sensitiveness to it, and her happiness in 
re-creating it. 
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ONE MAN’S STORY: BY MARY FANTON 
ROBERTS 

ree MANWN sat alone in a small room in a great city build- 
mS : ing, his world had fallen in around him, hope had 
# pod flown past, her wings brushing him but for an instant, 
ry { For thirty years this man had worked with a single 

purpose—that this new kind of civilization in which 
he found himself might, through his efforts, become a 
more sane, reasonable, beautiful one. He had not 

preached merely by words, but by deeds. He had expressed his 
belief in the value of honesty and sincerity in his architecture; his 
desire for greater strength and beauty, in his furniture; he had ham- 
mered copper and planted gardens; he had brought back the fireplace 
into the home to increase social happiness; he had woven romance 
into lighting fixtures and peace into ample couches; he had brought 
sunlight through picturesque casement windows and had increased 
the health of the nation by creating the outdoor sleeping porch. 

But he had dreamed too fast for the world, and suddenly in the 
midst of his accomplishment he found himself alone—broken, sad, 
with tragedy all about him in the little room in his great building. — 

But the building was no longer his. His friends opened the door 
of the little room occasionally to ask him “why he had been in sud 
a hurry.” ‘Their methods had been slow and sure, and now look ai 
them.” He did, but alas! he derived no consolation whatever the 
from. And then advisors came more cheerfully than the friend 
“You must become more practical,” they said. “Give up all these 
foolish dreams. Wake up, put your gift into money-making channels, 
study the times. Give the people what they want, keep your eye! 
on the only real goal.” And they pronounced the word as though it 
were gold. 

The man was not helped by this advice; he was only bewildered. 
“T cannot go back,” he told them. “If I have failed, it is not because 
I have planned too high, it must be that I have not given the people 
enough. I must find something better. Perhaps I have not realized 
how deep in the heart of the whole world is the real desire for beauty. 
I shall not discredit the people or myself. I will rather aim to find 
something more significant, more worth while, more permanently 
beautiful. It will be possible I know to find it, and if I find it the 
world will forget my first failure.” 

Through months, months of sorrow, of seeming failure, of isolation, 
the man struggled, not to readjust past misadventure, but to find 
somewhere in the great storehouse of nature’s gifts for humanity 
something better than he had ever dreamed of before. For the time 
he stopped building houses, he stopped devising new comforts for the 
home, and gave all his attention to the study of woods, of stains, of 
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FURNITURE THAT WILL HARMONIZE WITH RARE 
| BROCADES, rich tapestries, porcelains and old prints, yet will 

appear with equal grace in a simple room with fresh colored 
linens and chintzes, such as is shown here, represents the true 
democracy of art,
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CONTACT WITH STRENGTH AND STURDINESS is 
good for a nation, whether that strength is in character, in archi- 
tecture or in furniture: This furniture not only conveys such 
an impression, but in color is rich and mellow as an old violin,
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AMERICAN FURNITURE should never be flamboy- 
ant nor an imitation of any period no matter how excel- 

lent it may appear: It should be honestly constructed 
and designed with fine thought for grace and beauty.
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SO BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED is this furniture that it harmon- 
izes with every color: The surface of the wood faintly reflects the 
colors near it, thus blending any groupings into unusual unity. 
Chintz can be combined w:th it as effectively as rich upholstery.



ONE MAN’S STORY 

color in its relation to wood, of outline in relation to beauty and 
comfort. The friends and advisors came occasionally to mourn over 

_ him, but he was hardly conscious of their existence. He only knew 
that there was undiscovered comfort and peace and loveliness for 
homes which he had yet to make real for the world. He met repeated 
failure, he worked his way through outlines that suggested the beauty 
of the old art of foreign nations, through color that was new and pleas- 
ing, but not wholly satisfactory. 

His work was tentative; he was feeling his way, for no dream that 
is of great value to the world comes suddenly to any man. It comes 
while he is working wisely and practically and energetically toward 
the best of his daily vision. It does not drop like manna out of 
heaven, and is not even always recognized the moment it appears. 
And so, sometimes the man hesitated, saying: “This is better, much 
better, than the past.” 

But he was never quite satisfied. ‘I want something,” he said, 
“that will belong to all kinds of people, the rich and the poor, the old 
and the young. I want furniture that will harmonize with rare bro- 
cades and rich tapestries, porcelains and old prints. I want the same 
furniture to appear to the utmost advantage in a small room with 
simple chintzes, fresh colored linens and family pictures. I do not 
believe that there should be caste in furniture—one kind for the 
fortunate, another kind for the less fortunate. I believe that the 
really permanently beautiful furniture, rare and rich in outline and 
color, will belong to the people of all the world. In other words, I 
am seeking pure democracy in industrial art. I am no longer satis- 
fied with oak alone. I have greatly enjoyed working in oak, its sturdi- 
ness, its strength, its durability. I believe it has helped the people 
of this country to do away with futile ornamentation, with puerile 
artificiality. I feel that contact with strength and sturdiness is good 
for a nation, whether that strength is in character, in architecture or 
in furniture. 

“I have never been quite satisfied to work in mahogany. It be- 
longs to the delicate, self-satisfied civilization of the early Colonial 

_ days, to the people who were finding their first beauty after many 
_ primitive pioneer hardships. It has no variation in the impression 
_ it gives. It is the George Washington type of furniture rather than 

the Abraham Lincoln type.” 

ND so the man continued his work, living with his woods and 
his colors as a musician lives with his instrument, dreaming 
far into the future. “I want,” he said, “furniture so excellent, 

so truly refined, so desirable that it can set a standard in house fur- 
nishing; that if placed in a room where things are poor and ugly and 
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useless, it will so proclaim them; that will as a matter of fact force a 
standard, that must bring about greater refinement and beauty in 
home decoration. I intend that all the efforts of my days shall be 
the building toward this accomplishment. And when I achieve it, 
I will regard it as the final flower on the root and branch of my life’s 
work.” 

. The man came from his workshop one day with a piece of wood in 
his hand. The few inches of wood had been neatly turned by hand 
so that the surface was a succession of high lights and shadows. The 
high lights were a delicate toned brown and the shadows a gray- 
brown in the recesses of the spool-like surface. This bit of wood, 
small as it was, unrelated to any piece of furniture, nevertheless 
carried about it a certain quality of mysterious beauty. The lighter 
note of brown seemed to be so porous as to suggest gold leaf under- 
neath, and the gray like a bit of cloud lingering in the shadow. Now 
as a matter of fact there was no gold leaf, the beauty of the oval was 
entirely in the finish of the wood, the original very hard surface had 
been fumed and highly polished, and then the actual tone of the wood 
was brought out and grayed off slightly for the upper high light. The 
feeling one had instantly was of something really picturesque, beauti- 
ful as a poem or a piece of music. One could see that it was strong 
and durable and permanent, but withal there was a certain flower-like 
quality as though the man had conceived something inevitably and 
irrevocably beautiful. This little piece of grooved wood was the be- 
ginning of the new furniture, the “better thing” that the man had 
promised to himself that he would find. 

“The minute I had finished this piece I knew I had what I was 
seeking for,’’ he said. ‘I had never been sure before. All summer 
and through the fall I had been working, testing colors and textures; 
but just as soon as this was finished and polished I realized that 
the work I wanted to accomplish in the future was along this line. 
Not inevitably with the gray shadow; all brown tones would be just 
as effective, or brown and green or brown and orange. Indeed, there 
is no limit to the gracious color combinations that may be produced 
through the new process that I have at last perfected.” 

T was at least two months later. The man had returned to New 
York and on the same day came shipments from his workshop—a 
table, a long, low couch or day-bed and a chair. Just as soon as 

these pieces were uncovered, put in the right light and grouped to- 
gether, one realized the exceptional and extraordinarily beautiful 
quality that had been born through months of struggle, and at times 
almost despair. Every particle of the surface had a velvety finish 
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that was like looking through a mirror at wood, and every inch of the 
surface seemed to vary in tone. The couch was finished all in brown, 
lighter on the edges of the turned legs and in the edges of the stretch- 

_ ers, the outline very simple, but each piece beautifully turned in order 
_ that the play of light on the higher edges would bring about an un- 

ceasing diversity of beauty. So clear, so beautifully finished was the 
surface of the wood that it harmonized exquisitely with every color. 
First a wonderful Gobelin blue was put over the mattress, with fig- 
ured blue tapestry pillow in many tones as well as blue, and the sur- 
face of the wood reflected the blue and reflected the reds and greens 
in the tapestry and seemed the perfect upholstery. When the blue 
was discarded a mulberry velvet was folded over the mattress and a 
chintz with mulberry, green and yellow tones was added for pillows. 
This in turn seemed to satisfy the color of the wood as perfectly as the 
blue had. After the mulberry a rich olive green was tried, and then 
an orange. It was an extraordinary experiment. It was as though 
the wood of the couch had a personality which took on the colors 
that were thrown across it, and yet when all the colors were taken 
away held its own character, too inherently fine and beautiful to 
become or to seem anything else. 

As one studied the proportion of the couch, the tone of the wood, 
the depth of it and the richness, its constant variation in every 
change of light, it seemed almost to have the quality of a Stradivarius 
violin. One never thinks of a beautiful violin as just a piece of wood, 
a bit of mechanism. Each fine violin has a personality all its own. 
It becomes in time a separate entity, with its various moods gay 
and sad. There is no small wonder in the making of a piece of furni- 
ture that could affect the beholder as does a rare old Cremona or 
Stradivarius. 

It is quite extraordinary, the depth the wood surface, finished in 
the way described, possesses. It is as though there were several 
surfaces or overtones, as one feels in music the dragging of one tone 
over the other by expert handling of the keys. One’s first impression 
of such a wood finish is that it must be a very fragile thing like 
Bohemian glass or the old Cyprus glass with its magical colors—the 
work of time. But this is not true of the new Chromewald furniture. 
It is, so far as we reckon time in speaking of furniture, imperishable; 
it will not check, crack, split or warp. The color will not wear off, 
and a variation of climate will never bring to it the blueness which 
metimes appears on mahogany. It is truly museum furniture or 
eirloom furniture as one may prefer to call it. 
And it does seem worth while that anything so permanent in 

uality should have also a rare distinction which seems to separate it 
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from all other furniture ever made. It is quite as comfortable as 
the plainest kind of every-day furniture, but in line and color and 
in the fabrics which complement it, it is aristocratic to a degree in F 
appearance. It is easy to see that such furniture is really made | 
for all people and all time, with a durability that is never sacrificed 
to prettiness and a beauty that is never sacrificed to comfort, and aq 
comfort that embraces all the qualities of the various types of f 
ture that have outlived their generations of owners. It seems reason 
able to believe that at last an American furniture for an enlighten 
and cultured democracy had been devised. ‘ 

And yet a more modest type of furniture it would be hard to 
imagine. It is never flamboyant, it is never over-brilliant, it is never 
an imitation of the painted Colonial or the elaborate Buhl, or 
Medieval Italian. It is as quiet as a grove and as gentle as 
little brook running through, and one can appreciate at a first glance 
that it is truly American. For that reason it cannot be an imitation, 
a veneer, it must be honest with the sturdiness of old peasant fume 
ture and the beauty of the old court periods, only carried a s 
further, as though the peasant and the courtier had intermarried 
and as though in their offspring were found all the best qualities of 
both. z 

In color, where the brown is used, a pine cone, perhaps, is the 
closest analogy, with all the variations of color and the fineness 
of texture to be found in a ripe cone. Where the more vivid color 
are added, the variation becomes a matter of taste. It may be light 
or dark, brilliant or cloudy as suiting the taste of the individual, 
In studying this new type of furniture, especially where color is in 
combination with brown, one feels immediately that furniture should 
set the color note of the room; that it should not be furnished by 
the walls or in the rugs, a rare embroidery or brilliant fabrics and 
draperies; preéminently it should be the furniture itself which is 
always the foreground, not the background, of the room. And people | 
who try the new “picture furniture,” having found in it exactly the 
color they wish, will do well first of all to place it in a room, then 
select the rug that is modestly harmonious, the walls in gentle retire- 
ment from the furniture and the fabrics, tapestries, etc., in order to 
bring out the color of the furniture, to modify it, to add variation. 
By using a color in the furniture which has not a hard, waxed surface or 
brilliant applied decoration, but that seems inherent in the wood, a 
wonderful atmospheric effect is gained which can be attained in no 
other way. 

Windows that are draped with a succession of clouds of chiffon 
achieve just the same beauty of coloring that is to be found in the 
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: 
A MORE MODEST TYPE OF FURNITURE or a more 

reliable would be hard to imagine than this new production 
of the Craftsman shops: Its inherent quality of beauty and 
simplicity will endure unchanged through many generations.
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IN COLOR AND FINENESS OF TEX- 
TURE this furniture is like a brown pine 
cone revealing the same quality of shadow 
and high lights: It is comfortable to live 
with, yet has the sturdiness of the pioneer.
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new Chromewald furniture. If it is yellow, it is yellow in one light 
and pale corn in another and shading into brown or flaming into 
bright orange in the sunlight. All of this must produce an effect of 
color through the air just as one gets it through the several different 
toned thicknesses of chiffon at the windows. 

Sa rule, as we have already said, this furniture may be in some 
A neutral tone, the brown of the pine cone, the gray of misty 

air in green woods, the green of spring orchards, or combined 
with brilliant tones, and where no particular high color note is struck, 
still the shade of this furniture should be the keynote of the color 
harmony of the room, otherwise the unusual sense of perfect beauty 
cannot be attained. 

Of course a few pieces of this furniture could be added as picture 
chairs or couches or tables to rooms furnished in almost any style, 
just as one adds a single rich piece of Jacobean, a lovely Louis chair 
or an old Italian painted cabinet. But the greater perfection will be 
attained by the closer harmony throughout the furnishing. 

In a short time, in addition to the larger pieces of furniture, lamp 
bases will be made to match furniture sets, candlesticks will appear 
in varied colors and all kinds of small decorative fittings will be 
produced in this mysteriously beautiful new scheme of furnishing. 
Where only a few pieces are used in a room furnished in other styles, 
the method of using it should be studied very carefully. An orange 
picture chair or a deep rose picture table would do for the ordinary 
toom what a bunch of red tulips or a jar full of golden rod or a vase 
of La France roses have been relied upon to do so often in the past. 

The beautiful velvety quality of this wood and the rich tones 
which may be employed remind one not a little of the Martine glass 
which Poiret was bringing out in France just before the war. It 
carried just such browns, yellows and rose and red and blue and green 
as Mr. Stickley is planning to introduce into his Chromewald fur- 
niture. One could imagine nothing more beautiful indeed than a 
combination of the Martine glass and the Chromewald furniture. 

As yet no one has seen a succession of rooms furnished in the 
fashion which we have already described, with colors so translucent, 
so flowerlike, with brown so rich and velvety, with construction so 
well thought out, with wood so durable. It will be little short of 
enthralling to enter a house completely outfitted in this fashion— 
from hall to reception room, to dining room, bedroom and eventually 
of course the little nursery. 

The writer sat the other day in front of a group of this furniture, 
studying it for a long time with interest, with sympathy, with under- 
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standing, and in the course of an hour or so realized that there was 
actually a plaintive quality in the beauty of the wood, something so 
simple, so delicately beautiful that it touched the heart like a gentle 
folk song, and then for the first time fully appreciated what such 
furniture could mean to the people, because with its qualities of sim- 
plicity and sturdiness, of rich beauty and variation, it suggested the 
very attributes which we most admire in the great mass of humanity— 
the intelligent, democratic humanity that lives for the future, reveres 
the past and desires great happiness, great comfort and great beauty 
for the present. 

It is as though by love and fine purpose and keen appreciation, 
the maker of this furniture had somehow endowed the finished prod- 
uct with the memories of the woodland days, when the sun poured 
through the branches and the wind lifted the leaves and the rain 
cooled and refreshed the roots. These are the things that make life 
possible to the tree and must be inherent in the tree and that some- 
how seem to reach one through the beauty, the luster and the richness 
of the wood itself in its final presentation. 
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THE RETURN OF THE CANDLESTICK: ITS 
DECORATIVE VALUE 
The candlesticks shown on this page are by courtesy of Yamanaka & Co. 

ioe ANDLEMAS day is always of interest to artists because 
| fj ey of the picturesque ceremonies with which all good 

" LU Catholics keep it in remembrance. The procession of 
\Y bs \| priests, acolytes, white-robed choir boys and laymen 
13 a %)| carrying lighted tapers (and also freshly made ones to 

| “| be used in religious services during the coming year), 
; as it passes along sun-lighted cloisters, through dim 
Fante-rooms into the darkness of great vaulted cathedrals, makes a 
wonderful series of pictures. The play of candle-flame and sun, the 
luminated faces of the bearers as they pass through the darkening 

pportals of the cathedral, the quivering, mellow, almost holy light 
pradiating from the hundreds of tiny flames of the communicants as 
Ithey gather in the great shadowy nave, make inspiring color subjects 
ora painter. Artists have always been fascinated by the beauty of 
candle-flame, and little wonder, for nothing that man has devised 

fin the way of a light radiates a mellower, more enchanting, more 
poetical illumination. Besides its own inherent beauty, candle light 

ftouches everything within its radiance with tender charm. It pales 
| ae and glows gently as though breath- 
a eee SCing like a living thing. True, electric 

: ae | light, oil or gas is stronger, more nu 
BS » practical, more convenient and safer <img 
ES eae _ to use, but they are not to be com- " 
be pared in beauty with the light from a 
cpa simple waxen dip. Shades of silk or F 
cca gauze, of parchment or paper, how- ee: Japenese 
ee ever, modify the business-like inten- @#a bronze 

as : sity of electric lights to home require- } oe” 
; ~ ments. 

1S C Candles have been surrounded : 
A with a peculiarly picturesque interest : 
‘2 ever since a strip of bark or tendril i 

- of vine was dipped in tallow and 
s lighted from a camp fire. Later on, a 
a = when a great illumination was wanted 4g 

Tr ae | for a special festive occasion, someone ¥ 
i a Pe thought to twist a bit of wire around i 

; > 232) a bundle of these ffirst candles and 
ee | hang them against the stone walls of 

i Pe ae _ the assembly hall. Rush lights made " 
Mitique temple candlestick. by repeatedly dipping the dried inner Digs 
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DECORATIVE VALUE OF THE CANDLESTICK 

pith of the common rush in grease were held at the top of an iron 
standard by a spring or jaw. Every few minutes they had to be 
pulled up an inch or so to keep pace with the burning. Sometimes 
the tallow rush was carried around in the fingers and laid down on 
a table with the lighted end extending over the edge of the table—a 
rare good chance for an absent-minded person to mar a costly table 
or start a ruinous blaze. 

Some of the first candlesticks were almost identical in form with 
the early lamps, which were but shallow bowls holding oil in which 
a wick floated about. They were made of similar material—pottery, 
copper, iron or pewter. Early American candlesticks, still preserved, 
are made of glass, china, wrought iron and carved wood. The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art possesses a pair of darkly shaded brown 
ones of the much prized Bennington pottery that bear a decided 
resemblance to the rich mottled effects of tortoise shell. In the 
Museum also are some interesting old candlesticks of pewter, with 
the great glass globes made to shield them from draughts, that cover 
them completely. Some of the old candles were fitted with small 
glass chimneys, much like lamp chimneys, to protect the candle and its 
flame and were adjusted upon the tip of the candlestick. Very few 
covered all of the candlestick with a great glass case as shown in the 
ones at the Museum. ; 

HE modern candle shows a most interesting development of 
their use, one characteristic of this age. We pay little atten- 
tion to their illuminating value, though no light can compare 

with them for beauty, but treat them as decorative adjuncts. The 
wax candles can be had in almost every tone and half tone of blues, 
reds, pinks, lavenders and yellows, as well as pure white and ivory. 
Occasionally we see dull black ones, and though these black candles_ 
may seem extreme, yet in some places they are wonderfully striking. 
Sometimes the wax is twisted into graceful forms, thus giving oppor- 
tunity to get a two-toned or contrasting color effect. Square candles 
of one color are effective and much in demand. The round ones are 
often elaborately painted with flower, or stiff conventional design; gold 
and silver are often introduced. The craze for black and white is 
apparent in striped and checked candles and very amusing and 
decorative objects some of them are indeed. Bayberry candles are 
again much sought for because of their soft greenish color, out-of-door 
fragrance when burning, and clear steady flame. In fact, there seems 
to be no limit to the variety of form and color of candles made purely 
for decorative purposes, though of course they burn well if occasion 
demands. 
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THREE EXAMPLES OF CANDLESTICKS with round and square 
bases are here shown: An elaborately engraved Persian brass one, a sim- 
ply branched Russian candelabra and one of Italian peasant pottery in soft 

pastel tones: These hold suggestions for introducing color in rooms,
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DECORATIVE VALUE OF THE CANDLESTICK 

The modern craze for color is of course fully satisfied in the 
candlesticks offered. Dainty colors for my lady’s boudoir, daring, 
stunning ones for the drawing room, specially made and tinted ones 
for different rooms designed to carry out definite color schemes. 
Some are made of mahogany, oak or gumwood, turned in simple, 
graceful lines to be used on dressers, tables and writing desks of their 
respective woods. Color is obtained on these candlesticks by the 
shades of silk or gauze. Candelabra of two or more prongs made of 
mahogany and oak are an innovation instantly appreciated by decora- 
tors and home makers. By the use of bright paints, wooden holders 
are brought up to brilliant futurist standards, some are toned to soft 
flower tints for use on luncheon tables and summer bedrooms. Beau- 
tiful color is obtained by the pottery makers in glaze and luster of 
every hue. Hardly a thought can enter the mind of a decorator for 
a stunning color combination that has not been foreseen and supplied 
by the porcelain candlestick makers—deep blood red, rich Chinese 
blue, pansy velvet purples, daffodil yellow, in fact, every plain or 
combined color is ready for the furtherance of the home-maker’s plan 
for beauty. Naturally, invention runs riot in the matter of shades; 
mushroom, bell, lamp chimney, round, square, octagonal and a thou- 
sand variations of each of these, covered with silk, gauze, cretonne, 
canvas, paper, parchment and pierced metals are made, some beauti- 
fully balanced, others clumsy, ridiculous beyond belief. It takes a 

_ talent amounting almost to genius to create a shade perfectly bal- 
anced to a candlestick or lamp vase. There is so fine a point between 

_ over-large and under-size that it is often missed. There is no rule 
save that of good taste in the matter. 

ILLIAN LINK, who is known everywhere because of her de- 
: lightful statuettes of children, has designed a combination vase 

and candlestick that is a decided novelty. It is out of the 
ordinary to see a truly original and beautiful thing, yet she seems to 
have succeeded in creating one. As may be scen by the illustration 
the lines of this combination vase-candlestick are chaste and graceful 
in the extreme. The flowers furnish bright color by day and the 
candles bright flame by night. Color schemes can be quickly varied 
by changing flower and candle—yellow or spring green candles with 
daffodils, pinks and reds with roses, blue ones with forget-me-nots or 
love-in-a-mist. We can think of no more original or attractive dec- 
oration for luncheon or dinner table than these candlesticks. 

On the same page with this group of flower candlesticks are shown 
three other types of great decorative value—an elaborately chased 
brass from Persia, a rich but plain brass candelabra of good propor- 
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DECORATIVE VALUE OF THE CANDLESTICK 

tions and a beautiful porcelain one from Capri in soft, pale Italian 
yellows, pinks and blue. As contrast to these of modern design are 
shown some old ones photographed by permission of the Metro- 
politan Museum of Art. The pricket altar candlestick is a wonderful 
example of the Lymoges enamel on copper. Candles were held in 
place by pressing them down upon the point; sockets were left in the 
candle when molded slightly smaller than the pricket so that they 
would be held firmly. The pair of eighteenth century Battersea 

China candlesticks and a shorter pair of sixteenth century French 
enamel on copper are of rare and exquisite workmanship. 

A pair of English silver chamber candlesticks, designed by 
Matthew Bolton in eighteen hundred and six, show an ingenious 

Japanese way of holding the snuffers and of raising the candles as they are con- 
oe sumed. The Chinese and the Japanese delight in elaborate metal work. 

stick. Dragons wreathed about a staff or bearing a light upon their head are 
favorite designs. Two of our illustrations show intricately wrought 
bronze candlesticks holding richly molded candles of characteristic 
Chinese shape; another smaller one of bronze, based on the lotus leaf 
motif. Here again may be noted the familiar pricket form so often 
seen in Oriental altar candlesticks. 

Coming down to our own times, we find among our illustrations 
a most interesting pair of Bennington candlesticks and two forms of 
early American candle molds. In a garret room of the Jumel Man- 
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Courtesy Yamanaka and Co. Japanese models for candle-lanterns. 

(Continued on page 212) 
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“THE REAL DECORATOR MAKES THE COM. 
MON THING PLEASANT TO LOOK UPON AND 
AGREEABLE TO USE”’ 

“ear BY ILLIAM MORRIS was willing to exercise his faculties 
(CC | on the humblest undertakings, with no other aim than 

J fenae | to make a common thing pleasant to look upon and 
EGS} agreeable to use. Half a century ago ‘craft’ was not the 

. \\} fashionable word for the kind of work with which the 
As firm chiefly concerned itself, and in doing the greater 

part of what he did Morris was merely writing himself 
down, in the language of the general public, an artisan. Conforming 
to the truest of principles, he raised his work by getting under it. 
Nothing was too laborious or too lowly for him. Pride of position 
was unknown to him in any sense that would prevent him from in- 
dulging in manual labor. His real pride lay in making something 
which he considered beautiful take the place of something ugly in 
the world. If it were a fabric to be made lovely with long disused or 
unfamiliar dyes, his hands were in the vat. 

“Tf tapestry were to be woven, he was at the loom by dawn. In 
his workman’s blouse, steeped in indigo, and with his hair outstanding 
wildly, he was in the habit of presenting himself cheerfully at the 
houses of his friends, relying upon his native dignity to save appear- 
ances, or, to speak more truly, not thinking of appearances at all, but 
entirely happy in his rdle of workman, though frankly desirous that 
the business should prosper beyond all danger of the ‘smash’ that 
would, he owned, ‘be a terrible nuisance.’ ‘I have not time on my 
hands,’ he said, ‘to be ruined and get really poor.’ It was to the 
peculiar union of the ideal and the practical in his nature that his 
success in the fields on which he ventured is due. . . . 

“He wanted his patterns, especially his wall-paper patterns, to 
remind people of pleasant scenes: ‘of the close vine trellis that keeps 
out the sun by the Nile side; or of the wild woods and their streams, 
with the dogs panting beside them; or of the swallows sweeping above 
the garden boughs toward the house eaves where their nestlings are, 
while the sun breaks the clouds on them; or of the many-flowered 
summer meadows of Picardy’—all very charming things to think 
about, but as really pertinent to wall-paper designing as the pleasant 
memory of a hard road with a fast horse speeding over it would be to 

_ the designing of a carpet. He preached the closest observation of 
nature and the most delicate understanding of it before attempting 
conventionalization, but he did not hesitate to break all the laws of 
nature in his designs when he happened to want to do so. He did 
not hesitate, as Mr. Day has said, to make an acorn grow from two 
stalks or to give a lily five petals. Fitness in ornament was one of 
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A HINT FROM WILLIAM MORRIS 

his fundamental principles, and he made his designs for the place 
in which they were to be seen, and with direct reference to the limita- 
tions of opportunities of that place. It was never his way to tum a 
wall-paper loose on the market for any chance purchaser. He must 
know, if possible, something of the walls to which the design was to 
be applied and of the room in which it was to live, and he then adapted 
his design to his idea of what was required. This idea, however, was 
commonly much influenced by certain pre-conceived theories. He 
believed, for example, that there should be a sense of mystery in 
every pattern designed. This mystery he tried to get, not by mask- 
ing the geometrical structure upon which a recurring pattern must be 
based, but by covering the ground equably and richly, so that the — 
observer may not ‘be able to read the whole thing at once.’ . . . 

“Run any risk of failure rather than involve yourself in a tangle of 
poor weak lines that people can’t make out,’ he says. ‘Definite form 
bounded by firm outline is a necessity for all ornament. You ought 
always to go for positive patterns when they may be had.’ They 
might always be had from him. And it is due to his positive quality, 
his uncompromising certainty of the rightness of the thing that he 
is doing, that even when he is most imitative he gives an impression 
of originality, and is, in fact, original in the sense that he has thought 
out for himself the methods and motives of the ancient art by which 
he is conciously and intentionally influenced. . . . 

“ “We ought to get to understand the value of intelligent work, the 
work of men’s hands, guided by their brains, and to take that, though 
it be rough, rather than the unintelligent work of machines or slaves, 
though it be delicate; to refuse altogether to use machine-made work 
unless where the nature of the thing compels it, or where the machine J 
does what mere human suffering would otherwise have to do; to have §- 
a high standard of excellence in wares and not to accept make-shifts 
for the real thing, but rather to go without—to have no ornament 
merely for fashion’s sake, but only because we really think it beauti- 
ful, otherwise to go without it; not to live in an ugly and squalid 
place (such as London) for the sake of mere excitement or the like, 
but only because our duties bind us to it—to treat the natural beauty 
of the earth as a holy thing not to be rashly dealt with for any com 
sideration; to treat with the utmost care whatever of architecture 
and the like is left us of the times of art.’ ” 

—From “William Morris” by E. L. Cary 
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A HOUSE PLANNED BY THE ies 
OWNER: BY M. ROBERTS CON- 

OVER 
* YorcH 

HIS attractive house was planned oe sonee eee 
by the owners themselves and is 
situated at Atlantic Highlands, i 
N. J., overlooking the Raritan Bay. | 

It is admirably adapted to its location on i | 
the bluff. The site is a gentle slope to- caer RES ~ eo ; 
ward the north, and this, the bay side of PIG NOON. Ding Noort 
the dwelling, is three stories high. A spa- 
cious basement under the main part of the 
house affords rooms for the kitchen, maid’s 
room, and various rooms for provisions, ‘ 
coal and wood. cuss|cuos| “PANTER!” 

The main floor comprises a large living 

| eee ee, pti 
es 

f Poe ee te “ Surraing Room: 
1 ; PAs 4 HAL 

; ee eee ’ FIRST FLOOR PLAN 
eo nae Se OF THE HOUSE AT 

Ree ri othe sar % OE aol ATLANTIC HIGH- 

E oY ee a LANDS, DESIGNED : 
3 ——— — oe BY THEOWNERS. |®47™# 

5 a <a DUERPING | 

Mea eet Be ‘ ea) |. 1 s/f ep crs 
al t ee -#: a | 

1 - : : er room entered directly from the entrance on 
| e eA the south and opening on a broad veranda ig P' is 

| 4 4 ae overlooking the bay (large glass folding 
| Bae 2 i i BS doors furnish this view from the living 
| ; , mo room at all times) ; a spacious dining room, 
| | ii PA apa separated from the living room by large 
| Gr ge es folding doors of glass; butler’s pantry with 
| i hi Pe its dumb-waiter equipment; two spacious 
| : ths " on ss sleeping rooms; a bathroom, hallway and 

; i its rgime YE Tt A] ce, he closets. 
i H | 't f - Bite From the dining room, large glass, fold- 

| ne : 4 ing doors open upon the veranda, and three 
: o % high windows are used to give light to this 

room from the east. 
INTERESTING BAY WINDOW IN THE HOUSE AT ATLAN- The sleeping chambers are very light and 
MIC HIGHLANDs, N. J, spacious and are located in the extension 
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HOUSE OF STUCCO CONSTRUCTION UPON METAL LATHING: THE PILLARS AND CHIMNEY ARE BRICK COVERED 

WITH STUCCO, 

toward the south, which with the main body fae ger as eee 
of the house form an L-shaped plan. The H ' 
southern chamber receives light from five : ete ones: : 
windows, two on the east and the three on ‘ as ‘fg 
the south, forming a most attractive archi- rene rseds Sn aes Sei j 
tectural feature on this, the street end, of ; 
the dwelling. 

The upper floor space is occupied by 
three sleeping rooms—the central one, a | SLELPIHG Saree Loe LETTING | | 
fine large room with four large windows : Room Toon ifm 
extending over the veranda, being used as Bio% B70" eve q 
a nursery, a hall, closets and an attic in the ; 
extension. 4 

The house is well built and well finished. HALL 5 

It is an example of stucco construction q 
upon metal lathing, with the exception of 5 
the wall on the water front which is of é 
stucco over brick. The pillars and chimney a 
are brick with a cover of stucco. The house 
is 65 feet deep from front to rear, includ- ‘ 
ing the porch. The main part is 34 feet 
wide and the extension, 22 feet wide. The J 
cost was in the neighborhood of $10,000, 3 
which includes equipment of heat for win- SECONIEOGE 
ter occupancy, and all other modern im- PLAN OF THE 4 
provements. HOUSE AT ATLAN- F 

In the long, simple lines, flat wall sur- poe j 
faces unrelieved by cheapening fretwork or — owyers. j 
applied ornament, absence of all attempt at q 
“after thought” decoration, lies the secret a 

of its distinction. What resources of time, a 
money, labor have been conserved and di- q 
verted to the avenues of first-class material, 
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oe is a distinctive charm in the interiors of =? |) = | Bese! 
all beautiful homes, whatever their costs, due Sra 

to just the right diffusion of light, and shade, and 
air. These factors do not stand up with the artistic 
furnishings and tangible decorations and declare 
their own value. But they are the essence of charm W ] L S O N | 
inanyreallybeautifulroom. For this simple reason “SOMETHING FOR EVERY BUILDING” 

Steel Rolling Doors for Fire Pro- 
tection. Rolling Wood Partitions 
for Churches and Schools. Heavy 
Wood Rolling Doors for Round 
Houses. Venetian Blinds and Awn- 
ings for the house and_ porch. 

‘é é ‘ ot porch Blinds, Byres 
Jardrobes for Schools. Sliding Venetian Blinds and Awnings — | Sinrbodicrdsts. Wit 

Block Flooring for Armories and 
Public Buildings. 

have been specified by leading architects in the most nota- Write for cots ofthe product 
ble homes of the country for more than forty years. They you are interested in, 
pode a ample and perfect system for absolute control of 
ight and shade and ventilation in any room under all con- 

ditions. They are permanent, efficient and attractive from Fp 
within and without. They are fast supplanting fabric awn- / {xk Spree 
ings and shades which for any purpose are not to be com- Vise 
pared with the Wilson products. For porch and piazza, and i} eee aT 
especially sleeping porches, they have no equal. [} i, ep ANY Hf 

__ Ask your architect, or write for illustrated and descrip- if gt af 
tive booklet. Address nearest office. /f j Nes s 

fa Phe ef 
J. G. WILSON CORPORATION INE (of: 

8 West 40th Street New York i int eee 
Branches in New Orleans, American Sheet Metal Works and J. T. Mann & Co.; i ffo os hs 
Pittsburgh, H.H. Charles; Denver, Colorado Bldrs. Supply Company; Phila: i miele, i 
delphia, L. H. Myrick ; Seattle, S. W. R. Dally and Galbraith-Bacon & Co.; zs f 
Spokane, §. W. R. Dally; Chicago, H.'B. Dodge & Co.: Oklahoma City, iy 
S. H. Hanson; Minneapolis, Johnson-Jackson & Corning Co.; Buffalo, Roger d. ff 
Emmons; Montreal, Stinson, Reeb Bldrs. Supply Co.; San Francisco and Los j 
Angeles, U.S. Metal Products Co.; Atlanta, J. M. Van Harlingen; Boston, SS _ 

is E. A. Baker; Norfolk, Va., J. G. Wilson Corp. See Sof: 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
ita
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Ry ine o 
m No matter how hot the day, & Woven Wall Coverings 
fA your porch will be cool and a 
pl Sa 3, a3 © . 5 

F\ restful if it is protected _ | HIS beautiful new creation re- 
E a f 1 aul quires but a glance to establish it 
& . rom the sun by ea as the most beautiful and most artistic 

> & Van wall covering. Has all the qualities 
Le. 1916 Model ait of the rest of the Fab-rik-o-na line. 

Ep AS hi ' at’ Yo, <7 Durable, color-fast, sanitary, strong, 
‘ As on AACR ar crackproof. Stands hard usage. Will 

fe , | L | a oe Se not shrink and open at seams. Eco- 
) 6 cr’ DW nomical. 

hf Ld | OPM > r 
4 Réeenforced “1 Fab-rik-o-na Interwovens 

| Porch Shades \, * ~ appeal to those who want the dainiiest 
i | ore. ades XN as well as most serviceable wall cov- 
/ VUDOR Safety Wind Devices pre “_ ) ering. Every taste can be satisfied in 

/, vent Shades from flapping in the , © the great variety of tones and patterns. 
| wind and take all wind pressure off |). | The richness and beauty cannot be 

ae] the ‘Shades og ee pA imagined or set forth in cold type. 
| i lo aw: Ea, | . 

F } zon pulleys and make Shades roll \ 9 | ‘They must be seen to be appreciated. 

c up easily. We use VUDOR perma- | | Send for samples. Our service de- 
| / nent oil stain, instead of the cheap, \_ partment will help you x wth your 

4 “ ” * x ‘ating problems and put 0 
change color paint that is used AN touch ‘oth Healers in jouraun city. 

on imitations, € PA 
. BA 7 ( Write for Booklet pA | H. B. WIGGIN’S SONS co. 

: ) Learn how at little cost you can convert | » 386 Arch Street, Bloomfield, N. J. Zi 
: your porch into a shady, secluded living ) ae 
: room or a breezy, out-of-door sleeping PERT =< 

| | room. Except in a few cities, we sell only RES ciate ae Yio ae ; 
| one single store. Write us for booklet and é ae 

y name of that store, and get genuine “last a ts OR Ea SOR st a 
‘Jor years” Vudor Porch Shades. Bee 

4 Aluminum Trade Mark exactly like this is attached | Sa aa pena a ie SN TS 5 
| to top and bottom moulding. It saves you from ners oe ie gern a 

|_| imitations and counterfeits. f SG oes ae 
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SHOWING SITUATION OF HOUSE ON THE BLUFF OF RARITAN BAY WITH WIDE PORCH RUNNING THE WIDTH 

OF THE HOUSE. 

solid foundation, the best of workmanship. self expression. The majority of men and 
Nothing was frittered foolishly away in women if suddenly thrown in a situation 
non-essentials. The result is an extremely where they were forced to depend entirely 
dignified, pleasant, livable sort of a home, upon their own resources would scarce 
one that embodies all the home ideals—a know how to construct a safe shelter for 
garden about it, trees to give it shade, a themselves, to say nothing of making it 
wonderful view to give constant inspiration beautiful. It would be well to restore our 
and beauty, abundance of space within for natural home making intuitions by contin- 
comfortable living, a feeling that the work ual observation and study of buildings, by 
of this generation will be a worth while in- introducing architecture in the school cur- 
heritance because the principles of artistic riculum. In every part of our country are 
choice that are always good, in any time, beautiful homes that could be studied to ad- 
under any circumstances, for any people. vantageand safely followed. 
The house is worth considera- . = 
tion because it was planned by ae Ss 4 
the owners themselves. They JR” | 4 emer 
made their home exactly as [i y Se 
they wished it, to suit their ‘la ce ae 
sense of fitness, and to give Ps Aa} = {oo 
them their particular ideal. g ees — . aoe 
Thus an individuality was . ae mt Ds ol) Ogee 
brought about that attracts the i \ te i E wars a ee oe 
attention of every passerby. If 4 A eae rl Be ie] tna Es 
more houses were made by the $e meee | 4 Pes eS BY 
owners according to their in- o Ae ery Mle Ls ee ow. 
dividual sense of beauty and be oe 4} eh, sas Pe a 
fitness, our cities, villages and ah ; A ex a 
countrysides would be far a: nen L ae 
more attractive and the people 5 ee ee 
dwelling in these houses the : oe 
better for their experience in INFORMAL ENTRANCE TO THE HOUSE DESCRIBED BY M. ROBERTS CONOVER. 
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DECORATIVE VALUE OF THE CANDLESTICK 
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RETURN OF CANDLESTICK:  CA%lesticks oF METAL AND WooD IN VARIOUS 
=i + COLOR SCHEMES SEEN AT THE CRAFTSMAN SHOPS, 

ITS DECORATIVE VALUE We may not have the romantic satisfaction 
(Continued from page 206.) of being able to make our own candles, but 

sion, New York city, may be seen some of 
the old-time methods of candle making. | 
There are the hand dipped candles hanging ee 
in rows from long cooling frames, like so s Te 
many icicles, the basin for melting the tal- ( i} A Vy J bs i tare 

low and quite a number of molds similar | +H t ih a bai i { a { } i 
to the two illustrated. This room is a ae Wh Paw | :} Hi i ~ 
valuable record of the old-time methods of j | i} Ht Hae a 
candle making. The cotton wicks were | 7% | WE nen 

drawn through the hollow forms of the “< Takka Be ee = 
molds, which are made with the points | 52 
downward and then the wax or tallow ~ 
poured into it until filled level with the top. EARLY AMERICAN CANDLE MOLDS, PROPERTY OF THE 
Every housewife made her own candles METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART. 
in those days. She spun the thread for we have an outlet to our ingenuity in the 
the wicks, dipped, rolled or molded the decorating of the candlesticks and of mak- 
candles from fragrant barberry or tallow. ing dainty shades. 

In this same issue may be seen 
some rare old candlesticks in the 

f photographs illustrating the ar- 
ee bi ay ticle on Ben Ali Haggin’s studio, 

= ~ “A Studio That Is a Series of 
| Medieval Pictures.” These in 

1 4 @ Lae | their magnificent setting give fine 
| Ly i contrast to the simple, home- 

: 4 fl geese made tallow dip in its plain 
ra i My} wooden holder that pioneer 

Se oe eal Sell hl \J Americans felt themselves for- 
oe 2. A price Giles tunate in possessing. Both types, 
a Fi sae the elaborate and the simple, are 

tae LL UUOUO UG GI tLittussssss ri¢l) j1 romantic associations, 

ENGLISH CHAMBER CANDLESTICKS OF sILver, property or tHe both most suitably designed and 
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM. perfectly made for the part they 
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Ree a 

1s ge ag ya) ag I Ge ME GR at J ar nee LE ODP ‘ty no \ Agia ~ iy 

eh he sa BS a cea kaa 1 AM Ny ea ch iN 
FSSA A a gle AL Se aa a 
me ta ee Ih hig aN Vv F490) 
\ im ys, iat he Pica ai ti i ih ty ies “ 
Ths, Geta Pg TT hi tty tt pith alli yy a Oi L 
[| he Ce i at st a iil Sy a my Hi lg <i : LO I I MN 
(7 V3 tet greg 1 A aR ge ee An | | 

| iN Wo TRADE MARK REG. U.S. PAT-ORE. )) || | ONG: s ht a ATE ey ity wee ty ae i's, 1) 

DANE Hi lag tal et a tt nt tt z hi hi e 
Hy. AigA\S 3 \ Dre tht ty gl al : (Oy eee ti, Z| A ONE AV tatty Ma Hay Me ail at " ‘ i ii ns ert j 

WN el tt lh ga tg ti al yr Mig Vi 

Carx Carer Comme KC eal ay ae see 
HICHEST AWARD ‘ Reis i a 

ton ia thy 

aGRAsS [Vy VS i Economy and CREX 
OFFICIAL Matt ty AWAa om Vt Are Synonymous 

a ate tty hg i z 

se, eon gl This is the time, after housecleaning, when 
fa\. Lek) eh rugs worn out or badly soiled are replaced 
il js TK SA x OES ih by new ones. Why not buy CREX rugs? 

XY DS \ 2 ; i a They're inexpensive, artistic, sanitary, dur- 
yay stat able and easy to keep clean. Made in PANAMA WLLL PG . * 

Wweaanat A C( JT ed every desirable pattern and color. Use 
SAN FRANCISCO 1 i) ] CREX tugs while your expensive ones 
Licance es > are cleaned or put away for summer. 

a WA\- ZA 2 F ec AK A Nee 7. H Insist on getting the satisfaction, value and 
een in CG CG 7 wearing qualities that CREX symbolizes. 
—— FP WN i Lan You can instantly identify the genuine by 

‘nto at i “7 4) I the name C-R-E-X woven in the side 
GRAND |: \ PA J binding. Unscrupulous dealers may offer in- 
PRIZE |. \ ferior substitutes for the sake of larger profit. wines [NL S i VARIED INDUSTRIES Ne Sel To protect ourselves and the public 

bau EH Sn, NS eee CCREX is patented under U. S. Govt. 
A 6 See > Copyright. Dealers detected of fraud- 

“As \ f I =< BR ulent substitution or wilful misrepresen- 
1 SSE tation will be vigorously prosecuted. 

| ype: < 5 SS Ss SASS Write for our beautiful 32-page catalo; 

LC a CREX CARPET CO. 
PQA 0 ORR Se eer SS 212 Fifth Avenue, New York 
e ace” Ua a Originators of wire-grass products 
Bee ttt dt A ay 14 tt u SS 

Ghana 
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Pee >a UNDREDS of othe 
. aR se Haitinte ITALIAN 

woe OLD IVORY TINTED 
‘ee eee POTTERY pieces are 

ag gy ae shown in_our new Gar- 
Ot aan b BIRD BATH \\¥ den Pottery Catalog. Bird 

‘ a eT N No 237 ae Baths, shapely vases and pots 
ni, oe ie . si: an . and graceful fundiale and 

pgp I LP) "\ in. high YG benches and many other 
i, 71 ih pow. (IMMEMNAM |\i things are included for in- 

3 4 pial A \ in, wide | (MARE \iKy door or outdoor use. ities Soe, é \ 17 in, wide ah 
- |p ae | Re Price M4 i Wheatley Pottery 
RO el a 78 si4o0 |) in is weatherproof, tough, hard—and 

at SNe gee al rs Py > Pas Nh yo inexpensive. Send re 
i pear ae x 4 Bagh), Catalog. Order direct from 
SA 5 ee ae, “iy the Pottery. We pay freight 

E Bots ey | ie Gas. on all purchases amounting to 
aot i Pate apes) §— $5.00 or over East of Denver, 

—— ten { ny Wheatley Pottery 
7 ~ ae : / " 2434 Reading Road 
i wy £ aah, / j - Cincinnati 

i e OY 8 . Established 1879 
1 > WT; 

V y ; A> : oy eee eee 
SOG Se he V Ses as _— This Book 

en Sia) cE \ 
SS é oo On Home 

= sas Beautifying 

: \\ Sent Free 
bho > 

wa by ene SD Contains practical sugges- 
RUE home-lovers have long 2 tions on how to make your 

I i ¢ t home artistic, cheery and inviting. Explains how 
. needed this book, Tt not only you. can easily and economically keep the wood- 
includes eight attractive, new and work, piano and furniture in perfect condition. 

individual home designs—one of Building ? 
which will fit your pocket book— This book will tell you of newest, most attractive 
but also gives many valuable hints color combinations for interior decorating. It gives 

. complete specifications for finishing inexpensive soft 
on proper construction, as well as woods so they are as beautiful as expensive hard 
complete information regarding the He Rie will Pa a se ae aa 

eye 74: . C. Johnson on, Dept. F-5, Racine, Wis. 
sespenly to all home building “The Wood Finishing Authorities’’ 

e 

SO fk l PINE CUT ANY SIZE UP TO A WHOLE SKIN 
A Stamp will bring a Sample Card 

Send us your name—we'll send you the W. A. HALL, 119 Beach St. : BOSTON 
book. If especially interested in White e — 
Enameled woodwork, please indicate the oes 
fact in your request. Address Depart- Your fi 
ment C » al p PROTECT sndtlees H a 

* coverings from injury. Also beautify S| 
your furniture by using Glass Onward > 5 

Arkansas Soft Pine is trade marked Sliding Furniture and Piano Shoes in | Ff 
and sold by dealers. See that yours eet ude le cane te : ral izes. dealer w pi i 
supplies 8. He ican, Writeus-Onward Mfg. Co. | 4 

Dept. C, Menasha, Wis., U.S. A. 8 Ir 
Arkansas Soft Pine Bureau Canadian Factory, Berlin, Ont, 

A aS 
Little Rock, Arkansas on eke ba eS nb a =a 

HOME-MAKING 
TEND a oe 

= , SNS THE NEW PROFESSION 
P=Satindite=——— 7. Asoc 2S OVInterior—trim —a 100-page illus, hand-book, FREE. Home-study Domestic 

lex Z\ = Science courses; Health, Food, House Planning, Manage- ES gs ig 
be Soasaal % 7 oat it ment, etc. For home-makers, teachers, dietitians, matrons, 

x: _ etc. Bulletins: ‘‘Free Hand Cooking,"’ 10c.: ‘Food Values," 10c. ; “Fiver 
Cent Meals,'’ 10c,; ‘*The Up-to-Date Home, Household Appliances,’’ 15c. 

Am. School of Home Economics, 504 W. 69th Street, Chicago, Ill. 
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DECORATIVE VALUE OF THE CANDLESTICK 

played in men’s homes. When i i : peas j 

adventurers left the sumptuous- - i Y 
ness of royal courts in search of 5 : : = 
new lands, they voluntarily ex- ; 5 4 
hanged luxury for hardships. ; seh sttalcy te ele 
here was great joy for them oo alae eae 

in carving with their own hands as Reet 
new, rude, simple homes in the aaa ee Pea 
new land. eae “ig 3h Se eee 

The elaborately carved and Cee Sheer f : : ee Beige gilded Spanish candlesticks and | ~ i EON et eae 
he Polychrome candelabra from ete ok og 

old Italy, shown in the studio, 2 a MESO ae ; ees 
were the perfect things in those i SS ae ead eT 

; ac 2a ea a Oa ae days of magnificent palaces, when Bie ae Bee | 
e arts were patronized and en- oe oe Bess 

joyed mainly by the nobility. : ak sl 
Such works of art would look cae 
out of place in the majority of — 
‘our homes. They are far too gorgeous for BENNINGTON CHINA CANDLESTICKS, PROPERTY OF 
any save the most elegant of places. Most TH METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART. 
of our houses require beauty cf a different we also feel the need of personal expres- 
order. With us harmonious color and sion of our own individuality, we like to 
graceful form are the great requirements; create things for ourselves, not simply 

ae order them made by gifted artisans. 
. th Betts, And this is good, for though the things 

Hi ee | \ we make are often atrociously ugly and the 
j / ; i colors we combine are fearfully and won- 

Hat hh \ derfully original, yet such attempts mean 
i} { i \\ \ an art development. Unless we use our 

4 i ty \ own powers of imagination and inventive- 
} if 4 te 4 ness we can make no growth. Rather a 

; met a \ few pitiable and laughable mistakes than no 
Re eee ts A : \ ultimate success. : . 

YW) SE ria Collectors have always been interested in 
Ue KKK NY A ) candles and candlesticks, because they are 

7 . 1 x! among the first things man began to make 
ae that give us clear record of their artistic 
. chain of thought. From the torch snatched 

from the fire to the rush light and on 
fe ss through forms myriad as the people who 

| have sought for light, to the masterpieces 
| ! of Medieval days, candlesticks are eloquent 
| of art and of necessity. With the early 
E 4 candles came flint and tinder boxes with 

; various devices, clumsy or ingenious, for 
| keeping light and lighter together. Some of 

A| the old candle-stands and contrivances for 
- lighting candles which were fired by the 

i priming of gunpowder, the flash igniting 
\ the tinder, are still preserved to us. “Pis- 

til-action tinder boxes,” as they were called, 
: , . a were often beautifully designed, so also 

hohe were the candle snuffers used to cut away 
iy) the blackened rush that better light might 

2 be had. The silver or pewter trays upon 
| MODERN EXAMPLE OF PAINTED Woop BASE AND cAN- Which the snuffers rested were often very 

YAS SHADE DESIGNED BY MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY. gracefully formed and beautifully chased. 
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STUDIES IN NEW TABLE ARRANGEMENT 

NEW IDEAS IN COLOR FOR leaves could be used, or, if more Re W 
preferred, burnt-orange chrysanthemun 

TABLE SETTING, INCLUDING nasturtiums would prove effective, | 
EMBROIDERED LINEN, andles of the same hue. Yellow 
COLORED CANDLES, CANDLE- with ‘igee to match woul 

verted this green and white table int 
STICKS IN ENDLESS VARIETY spring lead blue forget-me-nots | 
AND CENTERPIECES IN POT-. blue candles into a most tenderly poe 

one. 3 
TERY, BRASS, CHINA AND Upon a square topped oak table was 
CRYSTAL played another scheme. Yellow and y 

REAT autumn-colored maple leaves Japanese cotton crepe runners, Italian pr 
spread upon a green-grass table or ant candlesticks, yellow flowers, and d 
lacy fern fronds laid in order upon the same soft tones as the Italian cane 
a gray boulder beside a gently flow- sticks, made a most strikingly effective 

ing stream, make, without question, the ble. Inventive housewives would quic 
most charming of all doilies; but for most see many opportunities to vary such a gn 
people such wild wood napery is impossible. by change of candles to emphasize 
So some woman of a pleasantly inventive green, yellow or blue found in the impor 
turn of mind has devised linen doilies of candlesticks. Another way to carry out 
flower tints that give, to even a city table, color scheme in a room is to line the b 
the feeling of out-of-door color. These of the china closet with the same mate 
linen doilies are the very latest plan for used in the runners for the table or in 
getting color in the dining room. Prettier same color predominating in the table ¢ 
luncheon sets have never been seen than  orations. 
these of fine colored linen, with dishes, can- French gray linen, button-holed aro 

dlesticks, flowers and fruits arranged to the edge or darned, with white, comb 
correspond, to carry out some color plan. with the palest of lavender or delicate p 
There is no limit to the elaborateness with flowers and candles of the same she 
which these doilies can be used, yet in other placed in white china candlesticks, make 
hands they are the simplest ever invented. artistic an arrangement as heart could 

We are describing a few tables recently The vogue for black and white is 
seen that may furnish a hint to women anx- _ spicuous in table arrangements as well 
ious to keep up their homes in the most at- new furnishings. Black and white ch 
tractive, modern of ways, or who wish to  lusterless or glazed, black fruit dishes, ¢ 
give a luncheon with decorations different plates and candlesticks, and low flo 
from the ordinary. A rich, dark oak dining bowls are among the newest things. TI 
table was set with gray-blue linen runners used, say with burnt orange, geranium 
and doilies cross-stitched in a simple gray or lavender flowers and candles to m 
pattern. The napkins were just the reverse upon a black willow table out on a sut 
of this coloring, namely, of gray, cross- porch, are most striking. Once agai’ 
stitched in blue. The doilies, instead of combination possibilities are endless. 0 
being square, were made in three panels, the such a black willow-table could be spr 
center one a few inches longer than the two _ one of the up-to-date chintzes in black, g 
outer ones, so that they made an attractive and white enlivened with gay birds of tf 
outline for the center of the table. Glass ical plumage, cockatoos, parrots, paroke 
candlesticks with glass lamp chimneys, and birds of paradise, or with the effect 
dishes and vases of luster decorated with conventionalized flower baskets or flo1 
silver, flowered china, completed the har- pots, or by brilliant flowers unclassified 
monious whole. yet by any botanist. _ 

Another table was laid with soft spring- Mahogany tables laid with white I 
green linen doilies with a little white pine with a centerpiece of black porcelain fl 
tree cross-stitched in one corner. The nap- with oranges or a floating water lily wo 
kins were white, with the little square pine be novel. Strawberries with the hulls a 
tree worked in green. The china was white orange sections served on black saucers? 
with primmest of green patterns; candles, quite a new trick of decoration. Ift 
green in white china holders. With this hostess inclines toward bizarre results, ¢ 
combination, white flowers with green tainly there has never been a season ! 
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» Learn About Velvet Walls 
} q Write for the free new book that tells you about O’Brien’s 
ie | Liquid Velvet, the wonderful washable oil base wall finish that will 
} 4 not scratch nor mar. Contains an elaborate color chart which 
| | shows 24 velvet-toned shades, which permit innumerable color 
| combinations; shows pictures of the beautiful private houses and 
} palatial public buildings which have been decorated with Liguid Velvet be- 
| cause it combined artistic beauty and durability. 

| Liquid Velvet is handsome as fine paper, more durable than paint, yet Z 
| costs far less to apply than either. Especially adapted to stencil work. 
| a 
ie | O’BRIEN’S 

4 e 

SES Sa Sd i 2 am : | OC — Ce ee oe De 
e -O){jricas ei ; Use Master Varnish and Flexico Enamel for finishing floors C#giee 2D HCHRgie ° | and woodwork. ‘They are as satisfactory, in every respect, as Yate? AYE) 

Ee Liquid Velvet. Descriptive books tree for your name on a seein postal, mentioning your dealer’s name. He AG ee) aie: 4 . . PS Ze ; The O’Brien Varnish Co.686 Johnson St., South Bend, Ind. ie 7 x apea 
. 730-734 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 909 Franklin Ave., St. Louis ee “ae F 95 Madison Ave,, New York City 320 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. AMUSO. Ss sane aaa 
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’ : 

Re ee s JODGSON Portable HOUSES 
HA SN Ne] Ds A Hodgson portable cottage or studio such as this 
(] BS meee . can rid you of all the fuss and worry of building 
«ie Soe y and save considerable time and money. It comes 

a) =f 5 : to you in sections, already painted, which can be 
Cy neg erected by two men in a day, once the founda- 9 tt Le Fi oT se tion is laid. Hodgson Portable Houses, made for fade id | inant Kose Biss a great variety of purposes, are suitable for any 

les Hg Lei) | @ mua Mie arses season or climate. For illustrated catalog address 
PSS) Ses’: uss Ean Sune E. F. HODGSON CO., Room 232 

arn | Ge 0 Trt oe * - 116 Washington Street, Boston, Mass. a4 == arene, teas 6 Bast sth Street, New York, N.Y, J ate ; : ' Bie RN 2h ees ABs a 
& a Oe 

ee 5 
ee re Large corporation has a vacancy : 

Fae n for a gentleman of refinement and education (with a good 
— ager knowledge of music preferred) able to approach the 

a Se highest class of people for the sale of world known an- 
= = tiques and works of art. Communicate by letter only.) 

a ‘ Beverly Morgan, care Craftsman Magazine 
oe ‘Si | 6 East 39th Street, New York City > 

he ‘eS. | 

a ee = - = 
ay e SENSIBLE SUMMER ART STUDY Fea i — ye aay 
$3 . New York School of Fine and Applied Art Jiiiy” aaa | 
= A || Frank Alvah Parsons, Pres., Belle Terre, L. |. [aia | 
oe Be |] Interior Decoration, Costume Design, Poster Adver- is ’ x a | J tising, Mlustration, Life and Painting. eo 4 ; ah ee |] Send for fully illustrated catalog to Poe a i Susan F, Bissell, Secretary A cA (i 2239 Broadway New York City 3 

Pree a ————— 
me OS! Le ae an tit ee OUR NEW CATALOGUE OF 

Ht “he ge Ue Tools and Materials for Copper Work, Jewelry and 
et Bip crear ee he Silversmithing, is ready for distribution. Teachers Bis , Be equipping schools for this line of work, will find our Pah fs catalogue indispensable, 
Be fm | | Rose Anvils and Hammers in stock. 
eB Savi oul a kd ai | BELCHER & LOOMIS HDWE. CO. 

ee Hie 83 to 91 Weybosset St. rovidence, R. I. gi, Saving Sense Booklet ¢) a 
ee [Urectiithe plain unvarnished truth about all 33% | 
ex the heating systems. It’s fair and square— JULES Folding Portable 
i %& no mincing of matters. ae 
BE It tells you the best way to secure a heat for Wig Electric Lamp 

@ your home that is as healthy and oxygen filled 3 Self - rewinding cord; 
mi as the healthful sunshine heated outdoors. ee > li) ge swings on pivot with 
oF It shows you how easy it is to have a heat 938 a out twisting cord. Ad 
Gf that does not hiss and siss; thump and bang. Arm MB oe  justable shade; _ pat a S 5 3 Pp 9 ‘ he j : © It describes one that is noiseless, leakless and 2 NE. mee ented plug. Will 
Be dustless. ae | ery clamp or hang_om 

Ba It even goes so far as to claim that no heat @& — oN x most anything. bs 
$8) is as economical as the Kelsey Health Heat; ished in, Brushe ss ‘ ‘ Be Brass $3.00, Bronze By and then it asks for the chance to prove it. Sh wey rive, 7 62 5 ai Silver E@ _If you care about heating health, comfort Hig | | $40, White Hnamel $3.50, Oxidized #8 and economy, send for this “Saving Sens jm | | 52-00) 14K. Gold-plate $6.00. 
&% Booklet.” . oe ELLIOTT MERCANTILE CO. 
Sk isp 187 West 145th St. New York City 
& me | lephone Audubon a8 K ae Telep 
ee oS SY ooo ae HE [\ELSE a | ee = 
5 WARM AIR GENERATOR ge | THE CRAFTSMAN’S 
Ae 239 James St., Syracuse, N. Y. Be | WESTERN 
to | 2ST Liscolmsave. RS Advertising Representative 

a 
shh oo cetera a JAMES A. RICE 

| | 58 East Washington Street Chicago WY Vl ; 
* 
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TIME TO PLANT ANNUALS 

ply able to gratify her most eccentric fall. If the bed was not prepared at that 
i time, it should be spaded up as soon as the 
eedless to say, every flower color is ground is dry enough, and the poppy seed 

y copied in plain glass and porcelain sown evenly over the surface. The seed 
Js and vases for flowers and candles, so should be slightly covered by drawing the 

table arrangements in any conceivable back of the rake over the bed. Poppies do 
de may be managed. Women who carry not stand transplanting, and must be sown 

color effects in luncheons to the extreme where they are to bloom. Care should be 
it of salad and desserts will welcome taken to distribute the seed evenly and not 
se popular aides. In another article in in bunches, for if there is much disturbance 
sissue of THE CRAFTSMAN, “The Return of the roots at the time of thinning, the 
the Candlestick” ideas may be gained plants will not do so well as when left un- 

ways to use or to make candles, if de- disturbed. The Shirley poppy, a very showy 
d. With simple wooden bases a and attractive variety, may be obtained in 
man can quickly paint a flower motif or many colors. The individual blossoms, how- 
color desired upon it. The economical ever, are very short lived, and as compared 

man handy with her needle and with am- with many other plants its blooming season 
time at her disposal will, as soon as she is short. ‘The plants are so attractive when 

ows that these new, colored, linen table in bloom, however, that they are well worth 
is are the fad of the moment, work out planting. A succession of sowings will pro- 
own ideas in cross-stitch, embroidery, long the blooming season. Poppies can be 
ing, button-holing or plain hem-stitch- scattered on vacant lots, and if left undis- 

. For women who keep rather strictly turbed are self multiplying. 
a preferred line of colors, these table lin- Balsams or lady’s slippers, castor beans 
are a rare help because so much varia- and portulacca also are best sown where 

n may be obtained without great expense they are to grow, but they should not be put 
‘effort. Women who have unlimited op- in the ground until it is warm enough to 

nity to own whatever they fancy with- grow beans and. tomatoes well,—that is, 
having to make what they want with about the time corn is coming up or oak 

tir own hands, have only to visit the leaves are half grown. These plants could 
icest of this season’s shops and select the be grown in a cold-frame previous to this 
autiful things offered; for there are more date, but there is little to be gained from 
vel table linens displayed this year than this method. 

n possibly be thought of by the most orig- Flower seed should not be sown until the 
al of women or made use of by the most ground is in condition for making a good 
stravagant. seed bed and until there is no longer like- 

lihood of a heavy frost in the locality. A 
ME TO PLANT ANNUAL FLOWEBR- good test to determine whether the garden 
1G PLANTS soil can be worked well is to take up a mass 

of it in the hand and compact it into a 

Be. Poo should be in the ground @s ball. If this ball readily falls apart, the 
al should be 2 Pasa, Be eile: ground is dry enough to be worked. It is 

red and then a ek acta be ue ii particularly important in planting flowers 
ches deep; in the bottom of this the peas to spade up the ground, fine it thoroughly 
jould be planted about 2 inches apart with hoe and rake and remove the stones 
Be isc areito he erown over chicken and lumps from it. The actual surface 

or brush stuck in the round it is cus- should’ ‘be: made very fie and sete tn 
Mary to sow them in ie araltel rows, 6 planting each kind of seed the directions as 
B taches yOsP ? to depth of planting should be carefully 
dat Fe SE In this way, on the same followed. Flowers that can be sown in the 
bats a — lis, os the uiaet of open ground and then transplanted to their 
ee S, feo 7. satisfactory re- permanent locations are ageratum, alyssum, 

ict aes . cae thrive best ina cool, aster, pot marigold, calliopsis, campanula, 
a nate. Because of this it is espe- clarkia (shade), cockscomb, dahlias—sin- 
a esirable to sow very early in the gle, godetia, gaillardi, mignonette, pansy, 

?, B pinks, rudbeckia, snapdragon, stocks, zin- 
j ppies may be sown directly on the sur- nias—From Farmers’ Bulletin, United 

; € of ground that was prepared last States Department of Agriculture. 
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A STORY OF HOME-MAKING | 
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ans {SOPRA oy wi Bd es Ae vee ae ads & ti . 

A STORY OF HOME-MAKING HOUSE ALONG CRAFTSMAN LINES, DESIGNED AND 
“ . BUILT BY THE LONG BUILDING CO., SEATTLE. 

(Illustrated by photographs of a house designed . . . 
by J. S. Long, and built by the Long Building tin and silver have all influenced the 

Co.) character of the finished house, left 
HEN one enters upon the pleas- some weak or strong, beautiful or ugly 

W ant adventure of home making, impress of themselves upon the final pic- 
all sorts of exciting things begin ture. Houses are recorders of experience, 
to happen, as is quite to be ex- vouchers of taste or the lack of it. A 

pected with adventures. The most care- man’s thumb-prints upon paper have no 
fully laid plans fail utterly and better ones more convicting a variation of individuality 
arise in their stead, disappointment over the than the house he elects to build upon the 
result of some detail is soon forgotten in lot of his choice. The bumps and depres- 
success beyond all hope of another one. But sions of a mah’s head are no more an ind 
unlike Stevenson’s joy of the road that was cation of his character than the windows, 
so much greater than the “arriving,” the porches, roof and doors of his house— 
quest of the home, joyous though it is, can- were there some new species of phren- 
not compare with the quiet hours of peace ologist to interpret them. The preference 
and contentment after the home is finished of Georgian, Colonial, Dutch, English, 
and one looks upon his work and sees that Craftsman or the many other styles are as 
it is good. It is good to sit ce - : 2 5 PSS SS upon one’s own vine-covered Pe Say. ya 
porch and contemplate the Bs p oe Ves iF Sip 
many perfections of the hard , eee 
won achievement, to enjoy in ues ress 
retrospect the paths of diffi- Se 5 - oi 
culty and of pleasure over Wet og A. c [. 
which the adventure led. | Ee iinet ht) Bas ae 

The story of home making | Es A | a i | = 
ought to be as interesting as | @ jst . oy y 4 | Ties 
any other tale of adventure, of | 4 a a | he fie ot 
travels in a new land or even , a P i 
of love, for every home story __ iaegaemmererrent ‘ ei ad il 
is the best kind of a love story. Fae ed ie pi 
A house is much like a com- s 4 tt LN 
posite picture—designers, car- im 5 : ; 
penters, masons, plumbers, A . 
brick, mortar, steel and wood, ; ~ 3 
furniture and furnishings of NES 
silk, cotton, linen, glassware, LIVING ROOM SHOWING FIREPLACE NOOK IN THIS SAME HOUSE 
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OE EE EE EE 0 an SA ee ef : SD SS aE | 

eo E = 2 > Keep the Iceman Outside i 

t ae —- = — tee 
4 4 % x cay bss eee HE 

{ ee Ih = i eos ——— Ha 

| Anacw Se Bl le ald BEE | fe) ic AS | = Ped AY Hy HT 
a a eel 4 Se i ay | tel 

a) ey 3 He oh 91392) Mle IN ime] LP SOFA) cei | | 3 LOE fi ANN ta | fi Id ! = i bak | fj } a vidal | sl — | | fe 
ca, we i aay mw i | KE hig) Ue eee ee Se. a 
es t Ny ee ee i | i 

] CE == a es | OE ry | =a Lge t ale) ied | i fel 

See |/|! TV ie ee a 
: fl TY) ei | fm | i] 2 “|| a) ee || 

f j fg —— El 
[ | = | = 
i ee : HE 
f (Pees. 5 t= lig <e ie 

Q REI 
a 

: In the Best Homes 
. : iL 

} where the ee efficiency and perfect refrigeration are demanded, OF | 
McCray Refrigerators are used. HE | 

\} = 

They are frequently built-to-order to harmonize with the house fj | 
|} plan and interior finish. Arranged to open directly into the HS 

j kitchen and to be iced from the outside, they are handsome in HE 
appearance and exceptionally convenient. | 

‘ 
iz 

i e |Z 

) McCray Refrigerators | i 
were selected by the U. S. Pure Food Laboratories at Washington and are F | 

4 _ installed in the finest private residences, clubs, hotels and public institutions. LE 
4 Their superiority is conceded beyond question. HS 
=i Selection may be made from our wide range of large and small stock sizes i =| 
=} to suit almost any requirement or special sizes will be built to order, in co- fl 

{ operation with your architect. | | 

| Write for Catalog {iisininaeMstryeattal H | 
No. 92—Regular Sizes for Residences No. 50—For Hotels, Clubs and Institutions HE] 

No. 74—For Florists No. 61—For Meat Markets No. 70—For Grocers S| 

| McCray Refrigerator Co., 620 Lake Street, Kendallville, Ind. re | 
Hi} New York, McCray Building, 7-9 W. 30th Street Chicago, 1000 S, Michigan Avenue ff 

: Agencies in Ali Principal Cities nies 
SK 
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G1 a, La { EE 

tre | le ie EEX 5] vs CF ee 

li | e_e(toleal tL aos 
ey |. —— | Sel Ree _n tl eee 

l | PAA | | ea, | A | | ee a cP ee 
| vt ar ee i) | a PS) Gg | il | mee | 2 Lhe | | 2 Tl jee ree i 

e | ©) b =a oS =f] = hee . : “ 

| a), , a Kee 2 
| f ny 1 Fs 3 | . | 

| Doors that Please } . a 
. s +) | Bee —and the Stucco Will | are an essential feature of homes | He Take C f Itself § 
I) that please. Hence the import- [l] | @& ake Care or itse 

| ae of having I| | & CTUCCO construction is just 
: GS =| | Be as permanent as the base on @ 
| NS 5 \ i BA which it is laid—no more so, 
I a ee kai That is why it is economical 
| oly | gs and sensible to use lath of metal, 

| Doors which express the |s| | i 
| highest degree of quality due to | ee 07 44 Ti 
s| the exacting Morgan standards |:| | 
| of manufacture. | a Expanded Metal Lath 
"| Then too, Morgan Doors save you the [8] | B@ ; . : ‘ 

annoyance of warping, swelling and stick- ey * the ideal metal lath for — : 
| ing common to ordinary doors—and the | | ey Pp astering is an stucco Work, 
x| expense of replacing them. The All |a| | 38 because it 1s made with a mesh 
| White Pine Core—an exclusive Morgan | g@ that clinches every inch of plaster 

I! eo enailerthannee Doors immune /f] uniformly and permanently. Ask 
; i your architect. 

There are Morgan designs for every door | BS siete 
| requirement. The choice of beautiful |s=| | §& This is only one of the reasons why you 
| veneers is astonishingly large and prices | a should specify “Kno-Burn” in your new 

are practically the same as you would | Be house. You will find a dozen others as 
"| pay for ordinary doors. =| | ie well asa worl of yal building ina 

a, & tion in “Practical lome - building,” a 
l ae eid M eae sr tab dally | 4 manual for home builders that we 

FR satisfaction. This y| | Se Will gladly send you on request. 

| Delightful Book Free | e Send 10 cents to cover cost of 
. You'd this book “The Door Beautifar” |i te mailing and ask for booklet 669. 

| helpful if you are going to build or remedel, | & = North Western Expanded Metal Co. 
s| We'll gladly send it on request. :| | SS Manat 
| | he All Types of Expanded Metals 

MORGAN SASH & a4 ., 
*| DOOR COMPANY =| | fe 966 Old Colony Building, Chicago, Illinois 

| Dee 0 chess aw a mm 
ja] Factory: Morgan Co.,Osh- aa a ey 

ous” / ‘Do Z ast 
work Co., Baltimore. ? y aun , , 

A Rowe SB east 7 / i ‘we ‘eee | a 
| Building, Detroit. & | ' > 4 < 

fs) frcurande Bachan I! \\ | tex aa thee ww. 
J] suesinnee di? | aa Eh IRL. g., Minneapolis. Siem, ak gee yea si? isi 

"| If your Dealer Lang! 7 | F es ear. Ben 
| hasn’t Morgan | a | seen 

Doors, write us. breeches eee arr rR Sir TUES e ; 
“ yp) | REE Aar Sen terest ama saa ani | 
Se SD | ee 
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A STORY OF HOME-MAKING 

y ee the house, an excellent view 

a a of Mount Ranier can be ob- 
=. ie Ss tained and from the front 

ar ee el porch Lake Washington and 
Ba Ea pie e the Cascades may be seen. 

Lae er ea! vy a4 2 2. With such superb triumphs 
Rec’ as, of nature as neighbors, wit 

i. Saas ae would seem sacrilege to in- 
ee) fel ee : } e trude a too ornate, artificial, 

—~s al -l rb Pop flippantly designed house. 
sR i ati 8 a | The site demands an unob- 

= od meh ee? | | trusive, respectful, harmoni- 
—_ ; st : ous structure with windows 

, ee ses ot I and porches, permitting the 
Oc al ; bt x | P| lode beauty of nature to be enjoyed 
aS ‘ 1 i | in the ever changing aspects 

z rp Ps es ~~ of morning and evening light. 
Ey St ee Ml A certain reverent simple dig- 

DINING ROOM OF THE HOUSE DESIGNED BY THE LONG nity of architecture is fitting. 
BUILDING Co. Within, this house was ordered for com- 

indicative of temperament as the choice of fort and convenience of housekeeping. A 
one’s clothing. study of the floor plans reveals that thought 

Eyery mail brings us some pleasant re-_ , 4 
port of homes built along Craftsman lines, | = ay ss 

because there was something in them that ||| Mg 
found echo in the hearts of the builders, a 
some note of sympathy, some expression |/Poxn [cos  Den-Ropa BED: Rona 
of practicality, some demand for honesty. || 7 | wenite vee 

Mr. J. S. Long has recently sent us the : a ; 
floor plans and photographs of a bungalow [pa 7 4 
designed by him, one, as he says, “in dis- J Krenn i - 

) tinctly Craftsman style.” This house, 7 piu? ?*?? cls : 
though designed especially for a corner lot, 3 jheu B ai 
can just as well be built on any 60 7 TTT Hit = ! 
foot lot. Tl a, ey _ ry Pat 

The following detailed description eg telat 
will certainly be appreciated by pros- eee ire INS A _ ass. 
pective builders who desire a house of =jp-—-—~ rT | | 
this size. It is of cedar shingles laid TI DEmOL tawa-ecle BED- ROA 
two, three and seven inches to the mn | i Wenn tso } 
weather and all exterior trim with the _|| i io 
exception of window and door panes _ |) eM, JL! 
is of selected rough fir. The main yoy lO 
body of the house is stained a Jight ti) —— elie pl 
brown, the rough trim a little darker. - tT TTL pear Ir = 4 
The roof is black; window and decor yt t= =e 1 
frames, sash and lattice on rear porch are } | [i Bete ae | 
pure white; with this rustic texture andj $e ig 
color, cobblestones are undoubtedly the Spal li \! 1 Uf 
most effective material of which a chimney fl) a2 qe —SpS SSS oe 
could be made. Concrete would have made oi Dd aces cll eel 
too extreme a contrast, dark clinker-brick = 
might have been used, but the cobblestones, | FIRST FLOOR 
especially since a few stones appear in the || Frout-Porcn TL pean oF 
garden, seem perfectly appropriate. Vines x fm) HOUSE 
will in time add to the rustic naturalness of ae ____inm ae 
the whole effect, =e CRAFTSMAN 

From the pergola porch at the side of ——- LINES. 
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A STORY OF HOME-MAKING 

dining room is beamed and 
= paneled and a buffet built in 

—— > ae the side nearést*the kitchen, 
NO e j The woodwork gives a soft 

i Mikes © | warm glow to the room. Ab- 
i. , F fm sence of all gingerbread work 

1h Fe ga ri gives it a pleasant, modest 
i ; aH once dignity. 

| | Ae es But it is in the kitchen that 
= the greatest ingenuity has — 

Ps been displayed. This room is 
a as ss what the Long Building Com- 

_ a4 ee : pany, architects and builders, 
| =X declare to be a “strictly cab- 
| iY inet” kitchen throughout, that 

| Bn, is, it is arranged to save un- 
necessary steps, planned with — 

SS » every thought for the mini — 
& Sy mizing of labor, with every — 

care for convenience, with the 
PULLMAN DINING ALCOVE, FOLDING IRONING BoaRD ideal of intensive housekeeping always 
CLOSET SHOWN BY THE GAS STOVE. in mind. Everything has been placed 
has been taken to make the interior seem as within easy reach for the work at hand; a_ 
open and roomy as possible, to save steps in stairway leads directly from the kitchen to 
the kitchen, to get bedrooms and | a 
baths conveniently related. How fae 
many home ideas have been incor-  j ; 
porated within the compass of that \ | 
small home! The vine-wreathed porch ! | 
for pleasing entrance, the cozy fire- | | 
place flanked by shelves of books, the { j 
sunny dining room with pergola hard | 4 
by that can be incorporated with it in ! t 
one glorious room simply by opening | i 
wide the glass doors, the outdoor per- | . f 
gola that can be sitting room or break- | COS: 
fast room as needed, the kitchen, with | : 
all that heart can desire in the way of bn ALL 
cupboards, spacious bedrooms, large 
attic storage place and healthful sleeping 
porch, all go toward the making of a most BED- ROOM: S-FFOMIO-FOm 
delightful and convenient home. ext: meee 

The living room and tile fireplace-nook 1 
together make a room 33 feet in length. 
By raising the “cozy nook” up from the 
main room by two steps a little sense 
of privacy or of importance was given 7 — 
it. On either side of this reading or |! “i 
conversation corner are seats hinged i 
so that they provide convenient stor- 
age space. The cove pointed granite A i 
fireplace extends to the ceiling. Op-  OFCOQUD- FIGQDR- BANI- dl 
posite this rest end of the room is a 
bay window with a built-in seat. The | a 
walls are paneled and the ceiling is TT i ae 
beamed. All the woodwork here and in the | eee ar . rae SECOND FLOOR dining room has been stained a mission | OF THE HOUSE 
brown and the walls kalsomined to a creamy | | ar SEATTLE, 
tint that suitably corresponds with it. The 
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| MAKE YOUR OWN PROFITS = 
ey EG i e € E LE | et, 7 
a a co EB SRE EE EE } Pee. | 7 

Ie a a Ts eee ee 
ny ; ‘ Fata ci i ee 

i) | : When you buy Come-Packt Furniture you get [asia 
HL fm the profits that otherwise go to jobbers, dealers, | ie ala 
i | store owners, and sometimes half a dozen others ie] i 

} fem oon the way from the factory to your home. fily is 
EN [hese profits have to be added on to the factory r aa 

| | cost, and you have to pay them when you buy | gi) Sa 
ys @ 6furniture in the ordinary way. fe fa 4) 

ce . Vie ih if 
ws é &, SSS Oa \W A Yi 

r = OME-PACK \ 
ei — coe a Ds TR) ee iy 

| 
i /, 

4 Py ea y 
Ay 

a) We Sell Direct at Factory Prices 
| 5 es ; ‘ 

; | Send for an amazing new catalog, picturing furniture you will be f) 
; @am cuthusiastic about, at prices which will astonish you. Then write out Igy") 
i @em your order. Thousands of people are furnishing their homes with Come- i a 

Bim Packt, one piece at a time or room by room. Come-Packt is shipped for |i if 
ie the most part in sections, to save heavy freight. It’s funtoput it together. [f if 

Come-Packt Furniture Co., 548 Dorr Street, Toledo, Ohio | 

jal HOM ALLA 

= E a ae) — a= ¢ gr Ea 7 re i: ee No More Slamming of 
: —— ee SSS oo a =~ ad =S==AA= Screen Doors 
Z| ra w a 1 SS er Bee 
i Red ae a TER BG == nis noiseless sereen-door KS % ce a 2 Dei 
1 ms iJ PG oe Ca UEP SSB ———= closer banishes the irritating 
: BON 3 ‘A dita ) = bang. It closes the screen 
32 a [eae A oy fi PES quickly, surely and without 
‘ ae i ; SB PBEM, noise, In summer add to your 
i we , f = | comfort by equipping screen doors with the 

: beg Sm ite ad SARGENT 
i Peace © ed | ae: aE 
Bee i 2 Noiseless 

Bee we Screen Door Closer 
: asus Attractive antique bronze finish. All working parts enclosed 
2 —dirt cannot clog and hinder its operation. Any housekeeper 
= : can install door closer—no carpenter is required. It fits dif- 
= N° Picture ferent styles of door frames. Storekeepers, summer-hotel 
= proprietors and especially householders, will find this door 
= justi check almost indispensable to summertime comfort. If not 
I line eee the ‘gree und beauty of obtainable at hardware stores, send the price, $2.25, direct to 

: Garden Furniture. Place a rose arbor, or SARGENT’ & COMPANY, 37 Water Street 
t a table and chairs, in a secluded corner of ee 
: Gat lawa.or garden end ther snow-white Also makers of Sargent Locks and Hardware. 
: leay ra pare ge gece feta Send for Book of Designs if you are going to build. 
: » in a setting of verdant lawn or — | 
z ope wel give distinction and refinement | 
i to the home-grounds. Our Catalog is rich 
F in suggestions for the beautifying of the gar- ATEN SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEM 
: den. Sent free on request to garden-lovers. = Meets the needs of the country home. In use at 
5 g . Craftsman Farms, 
= North Shore Ferneries Co. 2 Simple and inexpensive to install, Lasts indefinitely 
: = without any attention or operating expense. 
T see die, 17 PEN ERLY: MASS. B | | Assurance against cese-pools imperilling health, 
= See display in New York at the Garden Gateway = Write for book No. 1 telling you how the work can 
i 31 East 48th Street = be done by you. System shipped anywhere at little cost. 
Starman ATEN SEWAGE DISPOSAL CO., 286 Fifth Ave. _N. Y. C. 
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OR the exposed cover- 

Bing of «howe no over || Bobbink & Atkins | 
wood so successfully with- ae 

stands the ravages of time oth 
Choicest gam 

and weather as “Mursery Sree 
poe oducts 
a ME Sr ows J, Ameri WHITE PINE || ¢ pee 

And fi Z ey f & — —_ 
n Ne oe ar ae 

ee ee Nurserymen “PIOrtsts *Planters 
service it is the most economical. ee 

White Pine does not shrink, swell, 
crack, twist, warp or rot—and once Suggestions for Spring, 1916 
in place it “stays put,” after years of 

exposure, even in close fitting mitres ROSES | 4% 

and in delicate mouldings and carvings. | @ 

It takes paint and stains perfectly. FLOWERING SHRUBS | @ 

: HARDY OLD-FASHIONED | — 

FLOWERS ! 

Chery, SHADE and FRUIT TREES 

Hm Ley VINES and CLIMBERS 
fide ve asic RHODODENDRONS (———— 
hh EVERGREENS 

* J OUR GIANT-FLOWERING j 

iF 8 Sn MARSHMALLOW : 
H Siuwsree | q 
E ql pire i and 150 other Specialties ; 

| A oe 3 
Za Dae, “World’s Choicest Nursery Products” means 4 

the pick of masses of plants. We grow in 

“White Pine in Home-Building” is beautifull abundance, cultivate by experts, select, ‘ 

illustrated and full of valuable information and Pack and ship with skilled care, and chara 
fr aes : no more. So has our nursery grown in 15 

suggestions on home-building. Send today for this years to 300 acres, and 500,000 feet under 

booklet—free to all prospective home-builders glass. Many of the country’s most beautiful 
and famous places are our work. We plan 

“Helen Speer’s Book of Children’s Toys and and plant grounds and gardens everywhere. 

Furniture”—a fascinating children’s plan book, Our business is nation wide. Visit our nur- 

from which a child may build its own toys and series, only eight miles from New York and 

toy furniture. Prepared by Helen Speer, the toy cae a acter orn Wong ee 

expert. If there are children in your home, sent fed eles No. 90. tae 

free on request. 

WHITE PINE BUREAU Rutherford, New Jersey 

1516 Merchants Bank Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. 
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THE NEW UPHOLSTERY 

the large cement basement in which are lo- 
cated the coal bins, fruit room and laundry. THE NEW UPHOLSTERY 
There are a number of clever built-in fea- BOULDER is a merciless, unyield- 
tures, such as a folding ironing board, flour ing thing to lounge upon unless 
bins, coolers, drawers, work table and cup- velveted with moss or lichens. 
boards, the latter being located in the wall Then, indeed, is it soft to the 
nearest the dining room. One of the most touch and grateful to the eye. The ground practical features is the “Pullman” break- does not invite to rest unless it be carpeted 
fast alcove. Every home maker who pre- with springy pine needles or covered with 
pares her own meals will appreciate the Tass. The walls of a room lack hominess 
saving of labor which such an alcove pro- until they are hung with softening papers or 
vides. It saves many a trip in and out of fabrics or their bare whiteness is warmed 
the dining room, with first the dishes and by some pleasing tint; a table in a room 
the food, with many return trips to the kit- Seems lost and awkward until a scarf, a bit 
chen, after the meal is over and the putting of tapestry, books, vase or lamp be placed 
in order of the dining room. Such an ar- Upon it. Everything needs some softening 
rangement is a great labor saver, and with OF Some strengthening associate before its 
its flower shelf and cozy relation to the at- Use and its full beauty are apparent. A beau- 
tractive kitchen it certainly is a pleasant tiful object of art needs a background or 
place in which to have breakfast. Every- Proper setting before its perfection can be 
one likes a kitchen if it is well ordered. brought out. Backgrounds amount to noth- 
Under a home-loving woman’s efficient ing until their reason for existence is made 
management it is often the pleasantest room Manifest by the presence of the foreground 
in the house, a room where every member Object. 
of the family so loves to congregate that |, Harmony depends upon the proper selec- 
they get “underfoot” in most obstructive on ot meee and objects to be asso- way. ciated. ‘or instance, the covering of an 

Three bedrooms, each with ample, well easy chair makes or mars the benute of that 
lighted closets, and a bath, are provided on chair. The chair may be fashioned along 
the first floor, while an additional bedroom lines best for beauty, may be excellently 
and large sleeping porch are located up- well proportioned as to comfort, but uphoi- 
stairs. All these rooms are finished in  stered in tapestry with a figure too large or 
enameled old ivory. It will be observed too overpowering in color, its good qualities 
that there is an abundance of light in each cannot be appreciated. A change of mate- 
room and also a window in each closet. For rial such as a plain velour or leather instead 
a house of this size there is little left to be of the too conspicuously figured tapestry 
desired in the way of cheerful home com- may change the whole appearance of the 
fort; but the best thing about it all is the chair, may put its true beauty in the right 
amazingly low cost of its building. The light. Sometimes the pattern of brocade 
figures which we give below seem to cover or chintz may be too small, too colorless so 
a great deal of good material and work for that the chair which should look luxurious 
very little money. We are publishing the and inviting fails to do so. 
full cost of this fine little home just as a Chair makers and decorators devote a 
Proof of what can be done under skilled great deal of study to the suitable covering 
Planning, management and careful over- for the big chairs called fireside, easy, read- 
sight: Excavating, $45; concrete walls, ing or lounging chairs. They must be well 
$230; concrete floor, $1 10; brick, $150; tile, padded and springy and covered with a ma- 
$50; lumber and mill work, $900; hard- terial that suggests substantial comfort. 
wood, $90; hardware, $85; sheet metal, Tapestry comes in so many qualities, col- 
$25; plastering $185; plumbing, $200; ors and patterns that it is merely a matter 

sewer, $45; carpenter work, $500; electric of persevering to find the thing suitable. 
light wiring, $70 ; furnace heat, $140; paint- Then there are the chintzes of infinite va- 
ing, $175; miscellaneous, $50; ground, riety, the linens plain or hand-blocked, the 
$300; total, $3,350. These figures of velours all one tone or striped in two or 
Course represent what can be done in the more tones, velvets, velveteens, corduroys, 
West and not in the East. However, brocades and leathers. 
eet some items would be greater in the All of these materials may be had in all 

east, some others would be less. colors and every genuinely good one has 
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BIRDS THAT ARE THE FARMER’S FRIENDS 

its train of imitators. Many are the imita~ THE NEW ARCHITECTURE OF 
tions of linen on the market that fade at THE WEST 
the first bright sun, many are the “pure” . 
silks and velvets with cotton backs, that (Continued, irom. vooe ier) 
though they look well enough in the begin- lighted by sun rays. It blends harmonious. 
ning will not stand the least hard service. ly with the clear atmosphere of the country, 
The best of the imitation materials on the it is inexpensive, easily handled and outlasts 
market is a fabric to be used in the place of almost any known wood, for it does not rot 
leather, which is now so difficult to obtain. When standing in the ground nor when sub- 
The automobile manufacturers, czars of ject to continued dampness. Split into long, 
the business world, must have whatever arrow shingles called shakes, or into long 
they want whether there is anything left Clapboards, it makes strikingly beautiful 
for others or not. Fashion has decreed that houses. Furniture of simple lines is also 

leather upholstery was the correct thing be- Made of it, and though it is frequently oiled 
cause it was pliable enough to be tufted, Or varnished or bitten by acids to a soft 
because it wore longer than anything else tay tone it is more often left in its own 
and because it could be dyed to match any lusterless beauty. Redwood houses look 
body color. The shoemakers need such a 8 natural a part of the forest and canyon 
tremendous amount of leather that the price 5 a tawny mushroom or gray stone. De 
of shoes will soon be so prohibitive that lightful little home-made cottages of red- 
we will all be forced to the fine, old-time Wood are to be found all through California, 
comfortable, beautiful and healthful san- They cost their owners but a few hundred 
dals and moccasins. In the shop windows dollars. These camps or week-end houses 
we see many feverish attempts of manufac- are the very apple of the people’s eye, 
turers to provide substitutes, “something Everybody has one and lives therein hap- 
just as good,” for leather. Canvas, velvet, Pier than any king, enjoying a simple, free, 
brocades, alligator skins, even rattlesnake healthy life, breathing eucalyptus and pine- 
and python skins, all strive in vain to take Scented air, resting full length in flower- 
its place. Theaters solve the difficulty by starred grass, bathing in the fern-bordered 

making attractive slip covers for the old Streams. As contrast to these myriads of 
leather seats. They certainly look well comfortable, lovable little camp homes that 
and have the virtue of being immaculately am be built for three or four hundred dollars, 

clean. and that look as picturesque and fascinating 

Chair makers are able to use all sorts 8 any bird’s nest, are beautiful palaces of 
of lovely material at certain times, yet at Concrete for people possessed of many 
others there is nothing but leather that will acres, built with every modern convenience 
serve the purpose. Thus their necessity has and every device for creating beauty, with 
created the most ingenious makeshifts or fountains, swimming pools, sun parlors, out- 
substitutes. door dancing courts and lawn, pergolas, 

One manufacturer makes an artificial tea houses, art galleries and a thousand 
leather that never claims tobe anything Other wonderful things that contribute to 
else. It can be washed without injury, is ¢laborate and luxurious living. 
flexible, durable as the real leather, for it 
has as a base a specially woven fabric of TEN EXCELLENTBIRDS: GOOD 
great strength. In appearance Fabrikoid is FRIENDS OF THE FARMER: 
rich and luxurious looking. Chairs, couches, COMING BIRD DAYS AND 
theater cushions covered with it have as WEEKS 
elegant an appearance and give as good 
service as the genuine leather. It is nota “ HAT are the ten best birds for 
fraud, a base imitation, but a special crea- the farmer, and why?” I think 
tion to supply the need born of the scarcity any careful student would say 
of leather. One of the old schemes in- it would be impossible to 
vented as substitute for strong leather answer except tentatively and very incom- 
skins was to split the skins into thin sheets, Pletely, notwithstanding recent research in 
but naturally this reduced its strength so ¢conomic biology. With reverence for Na- 
that it was impractical for heavy wear. ture and her ancient order, we believe that 
Fabrikoid with its tough foundation is as the balance between birds, mammals, trees, 
strong as the original skin. shrubs, seeds, unnumbered and innumera- 
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add to the 
Geauty of the Nedern Home || f 

They preserve the charm of line and archi- a 
tectural proportion. = = 

Soss Invisible Hinges emphasize beautiful SS 
wood finishes, as there is no projecting metal it 
on either side of the door. M d wh 

They are simple, strong and durable, and an ore ane more 1te 
improvement on any class of work from fine 1 b ed 
cabinet work to the heaviest doors. | enamel 1S eing us 

Send for catalogue “‘C.”’ It : th b h is interesting and instructive. in the better homes 
SOSS MANUFACTURING CO, || ===®»w*?°(°}}.Q.Q."= 
435-443 Atlantic Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y. = —the room in the picture is one example. = 

Chicago—160 North sth Aver NT Qos Angeles224 Central Bldg = It is worked out in the highly popular = 
San Francisco—164 Hansford Bldg. _Minneapolis—3416 2nd Ave., South = Adam style. = Detroit—922 David Whitney Bldg. = 2 : = 

= The walls are Gray Tint Mellotone—ceil- = 
TS = ing a combination Gray Tint and White = 

+ = —floor white oak, finished natural with = 
3 AG = = = three coats of ‘‘Little Blue Flag’? Dur- = 

= able Floor Varnish—woodwork, Linduro “= 
LU c = Enamel White. = 

 o E 10 | = Pearl colored net with mulberry overhang- = 
| =  ings—rug in which browns, redsand tans = 

; BETTER THAN PASTE = predominate—and mahogany furniture— = 
3 a a = complete this room, which to look its = 
F i ee ge | = brightest and best should have southwest 2 
<A €< i i = exposure. In the execution of high class = 
: be Jmperial Engraving Co. = work, there’s never-failing satisfaction in = 

INCORPORATED = = 

DESIGNING HALFTONE & = = 
__ ILLUSTRATING LINE PLATES | = Rrothirs = 

RETOUCHING COLOR PLATES | = = 
The illustrations in The Craftsman are a sample of our work | = Li d E ] = 
32 Union Square New York | = induro Ename = 
a = = Applied over poplar and other soft woods it prose = 

7 | &_ dices an ivory-like finish without afrace of brush 
. s marks. The white, a exquisitely w fe wi e, = 

Home ‘the Fireplace = and the tints of blue white. crocyand cesta oil, = 
i . n = are the perfection of daintiness and good taste. = 

tus send you this Booklet Gratis = 4 * . = —A. tine, cf tolorieabos pestaining = Linduro Enamel produces a durable, non-absor-  & 
to FIREPLACES and HEARTH = bent, and easily cleaned surface and is just as = 
FURNITURE. WRITE TODAY = practical as it is artistic. You can depend on itto = 

Clonal Fireo = hold its original beauty for years. = 

aaclonial Fireplace Company | | | 2 Writefor the “House Outside and Inside” = 
t = showing in the actual colors the room pictured = 
—. = = above and others just as attractive, with informa- = 
The Accepted Authority on Bungalows for Eight Years. = ___ tion about the products used in the finishing. = 

“Hi 2° = = lomes, Not Houses = . - = 
Pifsx—— CALIFORNIA BUNGALOWS | = The Lowe Brothers Compa my = 

Ey FESR] With all the built-in conveniences which we have | 3 462 E. Third Street, Dayton, Ohio = 
a Fas devised to make housekeeping and homemaking | = Boston New York Jersey City Chicago = 

a EY ~y Fifth edition “HOMES, not HOUSES," 128 | = Kansas City Minneapolis Toronto = 
SFE LW folio pages with 249 illus, showing artistic bunga- | = = inate et CSF" ows fosice and out. Biangalow Dullding for any | STHUUUUUUTTUUUUTAUUCUNUUUUUUUEUONU404444000000000 1UUUEEELULUUULUEHTULINIUITE flimate, Cost of each house and plan given. $1.00 post paid. Sample pages 

» Smaller book showing 38 small Bungalow Homes, 25c. 

Toe Bungaloweraft Go. Chamber of Commerce, Los Angeles, Cal. 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
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rLI~© DODSON BIRD HOUSES 
Ss ads! =Tiit) . The Kind That Win Birds E 
Lees Don’t delay. Birds will soon be here. Put out Dodson Bird Houses y S t eee ze 
<= _/ now and have bluebirds, wrens, martins, flickers, etc., living in your we 
qs garden, sf 
Hy a Bar ore Dodson has loved and worked for Native Birds all his life. Dodson Bird .. &| 
eats 7 Houses (20 styles—for all kinds of birds) used by birds in every state. Martin Vv 5 
Pes, House (illustrated here) with 8 foot pole, $12. Wren house, $5. Bluebird House, § 
yrs M} ss. Flicker House, $2.50 to $5.00. Chickadee House, $1.50 and $2.50. Bird Baths, (Ord 
e ‘? $0 and $12, Prices, f, 0, b. Kankakee, MM, asavin “pean Of eLa 
‘4 No other trap like this. Double fun- =>} 
Pra AS eee aoe re <= nel and automatic drop trap combined. Ss 

parrow Tr Works all the time. Price, $6. 
~~ eh = If you're interested in birds, writ \ 

my What, Free Picture 1p 'the “Man the Birds Love.” | ,X7e® Booklet Sas lf 
ML Aa PLINER? of pctsin Sout or JOSEPH H. DODSON Tce al ae 

i ri fi te Nature Neighbors, the best | 708 8. Harrison Ave. Kankakee, Il. | famous Dodson Bird ig] (AM 
fm Bit setot books about birds pub: Mr. Dodson is a Director of the Itinois | Houses,Shelters, Baths, etc. QQ 

FRAN] Alomnconaisbe! Wetetormnssnow | OT tnduon Society) ee 

rey it? ’ 
S| Now it’s a mess! 

| A Why bother with unreliable shade homes have proved that it pays, to ; o pays, 
é rollers when it costs only a few cents look when buying shade rollers,’ for 
‘ more to have Hartshorn Improved this signature: 

> Shade Rollers? It pays, and 10,000,000 

Y WI Mewar Valhomn 
4 Beso ° 

fe kJ No tacks or bother required with Hartshorn “‘How to Get the Best Service from your 
ge AY Improved Rollers. Send for the free book Shade Rollers.’? 
7 AY) Stewart Hartshorn Co. Dept. 43, E. Newark, N. J. 

a“ HARTSHORN SHADE R beeen |} / 5 —A\ \ OLLERS Bese) 7 / 

© e e p 

Devoe WoodStains | Birthday Gift Sula 
oth-  gueeeme nO 

IN POWDER FORM _ [Proof (i aer v 
s . . 4 €: 

Ready for Use after Dissolving in Water Cedar N i 
Chest P i 

——< _Put upinattrac- | 15 Days’ Jai . ' 
Ge me tive screw top| Free aan Ps q 

i ————4 cans, containing | Trial aes ft 

Ae mn | |. Devoe | two ounces. How happy and grateful the eee 
Renal lL } The contents of | | tit Pathan a proud 7 
set _ possessor of a Piedmont Southern Red Cedar JT 100 
ee <t K HM a can added toa Chest es the git tha every womanly heart longs declaae 

Schl p wder St anf] gallon of water devully Wael and conoiial Practically eves. A Piedmont 
nit a eae 0 protects furs, Ww mice, Se Powder Stain f] will make a gallon | | Risua atin" for einn ael oe Se here 

a I | 5 rom factory at factory prices. Freight paid. Vrite for page cat 

ey | escent ia, ares noR ne an ba Si, New Yor . ., Dept. 64, Gs 
SLAP |] Futon & Witiom St % AllStains, Per Can zs 
Se 7 |. 
ee 50 Cents | EE | EE ere ee 

IN IMITATION OF THE FOLLOWING WOODS: ae 74 = re SSS ee 
Fumed Oak Walnut Cherr | ‘ ye Mo Se z x 
Green Oak Rosewood Tavern Oak Visit Atlantic City 

Flemish Oak Brown Oak Light Oak You will enjoy the invigorating breezes 
Weathered Oak AntwerpOak Ebony | of the ocean “at this time of the year. 

‘i 3 op Ww! t the St. Charles, where 
English ee Peep ee you will and everything conducive to a 

jeasant sojourn. 

Leather Workers’ Tools—Separate and in Outfits. Stencil HOTEL ST. CHARLES 
Supplies Art Stencils, Stencil Outfits, Stencil Colora, Directly on the Boardwalk. Orchestra of 

tc. Mathematical Instruments. Fine Brushes. Soloists, Open All Year Around. Noted 
Everything in Artists’ Material fer Cuisine. Excellent Service. Automo- 

| biles Meet All Trains. 

P. W. DEVOE & C. T. RAYNOLDS CO. pe ee 
110 Pulton St., New York. 176 Randolph St., Chicago SS OS SS Nl 

| SS ee 

Kindly mention The Craftsman j 
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ble, is too complicated to be exactly ascer- can be thrust forward nearly two inches be- 
tained. Some species of birds, working un- yond his bill, after those worms. Chick-a- 
noticed in field and wood, may be holding dees rank high, like downy and hairy, being 
in check some insect, as no other check always here, eating in winter tiniest eggs 
could hold it. But enemies of these certain and dissecting large insects in summer, 
birds increasing, cats for instance, or safe with their feet to aid. Of the twenty-five 
nesting sites decreasing, causing decrease of species of warblers which “may be confi- 
the birds, their insect food would increase dently looked for every spring,” we might 
in geometric ratio, and they would become choose one of the commonest summer resi- 
pests to plague us. Far-reaching compli- dent warblers, the redstart, with apologies 
cations may yet ensue of an importance for not putting all of them into our list. 
yet unsuspected. A seemingly unimportant Then one bird must go in which goes up 
species, or one regarded as harmful may and down and sideways on tree trunks and 
yet have some indispensable part in the limbs, the white breasted nuthatch. This 
balance. list is of value only if some one who reads 

Robins come first into our minds, big, it will follow a suggestion to use the subject 
beautiful hard working, leaving big nests for essays in schools or granges, with “Use- 
to remind us of them in winter. If they ful Birds and Their Protection” for refer- 
did not, along with crows and others, eat ence——From the Springfield Republican. 
the grubs to check May beetles, for in- 
Sere, farmers might find their grass bitten BOOK REVIEWS 
off just above the roots, long before they 
could make hay of it. Bluebirds are not 
considered as useful as robins. But in con- 
sideration of their sweet voices and dear 
way of taking our bird boxes for homes, we 
may rank them as excellent. For taking 
nest boxes, too, tree swallows are growing 
in favor and their continuous performances 
among the insects at dizzy heights must be 
of great value. Mr. Bannister of Indian 

| Orchard had eight pairs taking his nest ~~ 
boxes in one house lot one year. Baltimore " 

_ orioles are noted for breaking into the THE FLOWER ART OF JAPAN: BY 
tents of tent caterpillars, and if we had MARY AVERILL 
more of them it would be far better. Scar- 7 j NHE pen and ink sketches in the arti- 
let tanagers, with colors to cause a_ thrill, cle on “The Japanese Print as a Re- 
whenever seen, are more numerous and use- former: Its Power to Influence 
ful than we think, unless we can distin- Home Decoration,” published in 
guish their notes among the oak trees, the body of this number of THe Crarts- 
which they like for great varieties of in- MAN, are reproductions by courtesy of John 
sects therein found. Flickers, although not Lane Co. from this delightful book. 
furnished with all the woodworking tools Miss Averill, in “Japanese Flower Ar- 
of the typical woodpeckers, turn some of rangement,” published a few years ago, 
their excavating ability to making havoc in aroused so great an interest in the symbolic 
ant hills. They are needed in one field I significance of flower groupings as practised 
know where not much grows but sumac and in Japan that she has prepared this wider 
immense ant hills. study of the same subject dealing more 

But much more credit ought to be given thoroughly with the different schools. This 
to the special “guardians of the trees.” The later book is the result of a second visit to 
common downy woodpecker has a head so Japan for a special course of study of 
constructed that no concussion of the brain flower art. The book is fascinatingly and 
affects him when he strikes into hard wood liberally illustrated with pen and_ ink 
or soft, while a tongue with barbs pointed sketches showing finished arrangements 
backward is to thrust forward when he and working details for making each one. 
teaches the door of his borer insect, and (Published by John Lane Co., New York 
draws it forth. The larger hairy wood- and London. 129 illustrations. 216 pages. 
pecker can do larger work, and his tongue Price $1.50 net.) 
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DECORATIVE DESIGN: A TEXT- purpose, we must consider carefully the use 

BOOK OF PRACTICAL METHODS: 7, 0'ict that a reeemotre is of ¥ ae 
BY JOSEPH CUMMINGS CHASE. cellent and entirely in good taste as a deco- 
"Ts notes for the study of design with rative unit for wall paper does not guaran- 

which this book deals are the result tee its fitness as a decoration for a cook- 
of the author’s experience as in- ing utensil. The forethought this involves 

structor in decorative design for a period of we call the consideration of fitness to pur- 
years at the College of the City of New pose... . 
York and at the Woman’s Art School of “In making designs for surfaces that are 
Cooper Union. Compiled to meet the prac- intended to attract the eye as well as to ap- 
tical requirements of studies, it deals brief- pear beautiful, an understanding of color 
ly and directly with the subjects at hand. contrast and emphatic spotting of a form or 
We are reproducing a few of the designs forms is of the greatest importance. Color 
printed in this book as examples of the re- contrast, however, is like strong drink; it 
sults attained by school children from ap- must not be used intemperately. Color con- 
plication of the principles developed in this trast is particularly useful for posters, for 
book. This book is primarily for reference, all advertisements in fact. 
guide and inspiration to amateurs and “On the other hand, in making designs 
school students. for surfaces that are intended to be beauti- 

The table of contents reveals that such ful rather than striking, color harmony and 
subjects as decorative motives, systems of quiet, dignified arrangement of the motives, 
arrangement, symmetry, balance, radiation, producing an effect of repose and ‘live-with- 
color contrast, color harmony, animal and ableness,’ are absolutely essential. This is 
flower motives, lettering and information the case with wall papers, ceiling decora- 

on photo-engraving, line cuts, Ben Day tions, rugs, fabrics and book covers in- 
tints, line tones, etc., are given most detailed tended for the library table rather than for 
consideration. The following quotations the news-stand.” (Published by John Wiley 
give a better idea of the concise style of this & Sons, Inc., New York. Illustrated. 73 
book, which is one of the Wiley Technical pages. Price $1.50 net.) 
Series, edited by J. M. Jameson, Girard 
College, than a word o approval we CHATS ON JAPANESE PRINTS: BY 
could write. ARTHUR DAVISON FICKE 
“There are two kinds of design: 1. Thatof “FF ] NHE day is coming—perhaps it is al- 

two dimensions, known as applied or deco- ready here—when the Japanese 
rative, and that of three dimensions, com- print will become the spiritual 
monly called constructive. The second has possession of a wider circle than 
to do with the manufacture of objects in- that limited group of collectors who have 
volving length, breadth, and thickness, such been devoted to it in the past. Alien though 
as buildings, furniture, and utensils of all this art is, it has power to penetrate to re- 
kinds. This book treats in no way of con- gions of the mind which Western art too 
structive design. It is concerned entirely often leaves unsatisfied. 
with the study of design of two dimensions, “Because of the fact that the best Jap- 
applied or decorative. This study, especial- anese prints are so superb an expression of 
ly as pertaining to the enrichment of sur- the sense of form, they may be rated high 
faces, adds immeasurably to our perception as cultural agents. In them the eye finds 
of beauty in form, color, and texture. little or no distraction occasioned by mere 

“2. The creating of patterns for the en- subject. Here speak the pure elements of 
richment of surfaces demands, first, the in- artistic creation, liberated from combination 
vention of a suitable decorative motive with elements of accidental and personal 
(also called figure, or unit), and, second, charm. They contain the quintessence of 
the selection of that system of arrangement all those harmonious and significant quali- 
which will govern and facilitate the use of ties which men desire of life. He who 
this motive... . really takes them into his consciousness will 

“Decorative or applied design must not be repelled by disorder, dullness, and inde- 
detract from the usefulness of the object to terminateness all his days. And probably 
which it is applied. It should give added the world will be saved by its hatred of 
use, or added beauty, or both. these things. Therefore the Japanese print 

“In the making of designs for a specific cannot be regarded as primarily a pattern 
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Stain Your Houses, Camps and Bungalows— 
Shingles, Siding, Timbers and Trimmings. 

’*sC Stai Law Cabot’s Creosote Stains 
| bring out the beauty of the grain in soft, rich = ms | 
| tones of moss-green, bungalow brown, tile red, ogg ay - 
| silver-gray, etc. instead of covering it with a _ EE . ae | 
| painty coating. The effect is harmonious, rest- - = a ¥ 5 

ful and satisfying. The colors are lasting, inex- -¥ : oe 
pensive and easy to apply, and the Creosote ag ee -— ig) a oil } 

| penetrates and preserves the wood.* s ag Ss emenltaaiel See 

You can get Cabot’s stains all over the country. Send Ree 3 ES 
for stained wood samples and name of nearest agent. ~Fe feae a eerae Ras 

- asvaiaty oan a eee Si eee 
SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manfg. Chemists, 12 Oliver St., Boston, Mass. ——— . mance . Stained with Cabot's Creosote Stains. | *tmitations are made of kerosene and are dangerously inflammable Banjauiié Protion din Archicc: Boros 

'- A T C ile Roof ein erra Cotta Tile Roo 
doer adds wonderfully to the character of a 

i a a: Re building. Note the beauty of this little 

a ioe SS bungalow with roof of Imperial Spanish 
¥ _ a 4 Tile. A tile roof is the only perfect shel- 

| ee se ee ter—one that lasts forever. 
is * ‘ i Write for our illustrated booklet, “The Roof 
pam Pi | i ! Beautiful,” printed in colors, referring to the 

' : so) origin and use of tiles. It contains views of 
| a oe TF oe oe ' many beautiful homes with roofs of Terra 
\ Ble a 4 : V4 Cotta Tile, and is sent free upon request. 

Stee ttyl a Teer ae cecal LUDOWICI-CELADON CO. 
rere 3 nee r 3 Manufacturers of Terra Cotta Roofing Tiles 
Ee 7 Offices: 1114-24 Monroe Bldg., Chicago, III. 

=a Equip Your New Garage with | 
i= Stanley Garage Hardware | 

f . ==] Complete “Trim’’ for Garage with | WN < aw Dontie Deore GOLDSMITHS 
IQ) | 

U3) WN) Write for Descriptive Circular “S" | CRAFT WORKERS 

Z\\)] THE STANLEY WORKS | 
—:! - ee . + 4 

— __New Britain Conn || Material and Findings 
= Design No. 327 

ae RRR ren A er San ree, | IN GOLD AND SILVER \ OF eal = Cost $8200. | 
i SS al | 

fice oe ew 5 | 
a | 

i _ it ed oe || 
Seed op arr De ik RY | 

ee | Pw y 4EN a Uf , If you are planning a real home—consult my G@- 4 ay) Ne } NEW BUNGALOW BOOK | eon Cp) a NG Compiled and written by a man of experience and reputation. Illustrated a 7 s with exterior and interior photos, plans, sizes of rooms, cost, etc. Shows | | 
ae - retty, fistinctive, practical BUNGALOWS, actually bilt for $400 to $4000, suited to any climate. Get this Is 7 aetna eee $B 1.00 
oe ies came only 50c Seng check, money order 3 sents foney back 17 not satisfactory. if | Craftsman, 103 ‘Bungalow ‘Budiding. Seattle, Wash mngaiow | 

= An intensely interesting and | 
\emeeaas i) |} «compact booklet on the subject | 

le ae — : * Mis) | of Period Furniture. | Writa’ Fai! Catalog 
ta HA | |, indorsed by libraries, universities, | 
i RA) | architects, decorators and furniture a Sea HERPERS BROS. HISTORY oF fl | cial price made to institutions in , ce S] quantities. Address Dept. "0." New York City and Newark, N. J. DESIGN] 

[Bere nell} || WOLVERINE MFG. CO. | 
aS DETROIT, MICH. 
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A pe =a 

pk ea. BOTT 
By oie a oe 

ER puis) a. 

hy a M 7 
i N ay iq 5 ecard ata ne 

i Sam, = ee 

mn ee ae 
They Glide y “ | Benn 9 

So Silently : ashes 
—over your treasured hardwood floors C | 
with never a scratch or mark left : 

| behind. You can move your heavi-st “ y | Rookwood Faience 
|furniture, undisturked by damage or | 

noise JE youn Bird Baths, Fountains and 

FELTOID || Sot Pots 
CHAIR | Made b 

CASTERS” Tits | 
There are Feltoids for every piece of furniture in your house— 
and they last indefinitely. Ask for Feltoids at department, THE ROOKWOOD POTTERY CO. 
Boats 7 dat Gives wrcraad wlan eS CINCINNATI, U.S. A. 

[Dene G URNS & BASSICR SC oC we ANY New York Office, Architects Building, 101 Park Avenue 

FOR HOMES or CHARACTER | 
=———— SEE THESE NEW PLAN BOOKS =————— ie 

THE DRAUGHTSMAN * PLAN KRAFT —— ail 
HOME KRAFT Kozy Homes ¥% (Two Story Homes) Ge ii PR 

Homes (One Story Homes) % 25 CENTS EACH Sete aa 
————= ALL FOUR, 85 CENTS, POSTPAID —————_ 274 SS a ra 

Containing exteriors and interiors of advanced designs of homes, featuring the [ig “ je 
Swiss Chalet, Stucco, Colonial, and California Bungalow types of architecture. — 

521C ae i alma 
DE LUXE BUILDING CO. union cetave o.0c. Los Angeles, Cal. 85 Se 
Bee Se a re 

e ° ay 
Win the Birds @& PRS ae 

to Your Place ——— 
as All the feathered songsters will make their oy | | 
SS home with you if you invite them with several be 1 

of our unique houses, shelters and baths. 

t Various birds have different tastes in houses. : 
: We have styles that will suit the birds and A 
; you and add quaint charm to your grounds. 

“The Garden Unique” shows many original designs j 
No, 3. Ville, Double Wren Write for copy today. You can have a number of bird . on 
Besides “furnished. Pols families on your place if you order at once. They’il |! © 4 
Sire, 00.8 feet $2.25 delight you by their song, and clear your garden of i) 

x insects. Send check or money order today. 
THE GARDEN UNIQUE 3161 Ivison Ave., Berwyn, Ulinois fies! 45 (in, $7.50 

OO eee—eeeeeeeeeeeee-_--'’”_2.ne44. T@™™—o™o™”"_——...|NWm 

NEW ORIGINAL CRAFTSMAN BUNGALOWS 
See'the June CRAFTSMAN for the first instalment of a series by 

our Architectural Department 

Kindly mention The Craftsman 
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‘or future designers of wood engraving; ful that a reissue has been deemed advisa- 
it appears to have a far wider and deeper ble. The book contains many interesting 

ffice to perform.” facts and many illustrations that make it 
This quotation from the closing words of _ easy to fix the periods and their characteris- 

is book (the latest addition to the Chats’ tics in mind. It should prove valuable to 
series) shows with what fine appreciation every young student of period furniture. 

author handles his great subject. The (Published by Houghton, Mifflin Co., Bos- 

pook is not only an appreciation, however; ton and New York. Illustrated, 191 

it is a survey also of the rae nature of pages. Price $3 net.) 

lapanese prints, a report of the growth and mG 

rose A hens: the technique of their pro- GOOD TASTE IN HOME FURNISH- 

duction, and their artistic characteristics. ING: BY MAUD ANN SELL AND 

The reproduction of signatures of the great HENRY BLACKMAN SELL 

artists, so that amateur collectors will be “ HAT can I do to make my home 

able to determine the names signed to their W more comfortable, more cheerful 

pints, is an important part of the book. and more beautiful?” To the an- 

There is also a glossary, some good advice swering of this query is this book devoted. 
to collectors, hints on how to detect forger- Color, wall and floor coverings, lighting, 
ies, reprints, reproductions, etc., and the draperies, the home generally and each 
care of a collection. This book, it is quite room individually receive comprehensive 
unnecessary to say, is a liberal education in and sympathetic consideration. Written in 

the beauty and value of Japanese prints. the form of chatty letters, it manages to 
Such knowledge as is given here enables convey many helpful suggestions. It is 

foreigners to reach a just estimation or full most delightfully illustrated with line draw- 
appreciation of the subtleties and the beau- ings handled with most unusual knowledge 
ties of Japanese prints. (Published by of the decorative value of pure line and 
Frederick A. Stokes Company, New York. black spots. A book on interior decoration 
456 pages. 56 illustrations and a colored written especially for the lay reader. (Pub- 
frontispiece. Price $2.50 net.) lished by John Lane Co., New York. Illus- 

HISTORIC STYLES IN FURNITURE: ‘T#ted- 140 pages. Price $1.25 net.) 
BY VIRGINIA ROBIE THE MAKING OF A HOME: BY EBEN 

ee House Beautiful several years E. REXFORD 
ago published this “bird’s eye view” ‘T there anything more delightful, I 
of the development of styles in fur- wonder, than the planning of a home? 

niture through ten centuries, giving the If there is it must be the planning of 
background a setting of equal importance the garden and grounds about it. I am in- 
with the furniture. This concise, easily un- clined to think that one is a complement of 

derstood and orderly report proved so help- the other.” This remark, Eben E. Rexford 
puts into the mouth of his 

== ae hero, a city-bred man who 
OTA LU unexpectedly invests in real 

0 estate and starts to make a 
& a KS > home. This book conveys 

S | in story form a vast amount 

2 of good information for 
people “not up in the posy 

4} business,” about how to 
i Kz Ls make a lawn, how to ex- 

ry: < £ | tract a practical garden list 
Wy om oa \— “-)1 from the chaos of cata- 

e am logues, how to make flowers 

> > bloom and vegetables ar- 
oN Ze) rive in succession, told in 

k Lee oN (ee | q Mr. Rexford’s simply word- 
ed ON EN etme ed style. Those who have 

INSECT PATTERN FROM “DECORATIVE DESIGN” BY JOSEPH CumMINcs enjoyed his other books 
CHASE, will be glad to hear of this 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

new form of helpfulness. (Published by thought and feeling. (Published by Thomas 
George W. Jacobs & Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Y. Crowell Co., New York. 303 pages, 
313 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.25 net.) Price $1.50 net.) 

PRACTICAL STAGE DIRECTINGFOR [_ILIES of the Valley: By Percival W, 
AMATEURS: BY EMERSON TAYLOR Wells. A book of poems. (Published 

HIS book includes the techni of by Bartlett Publishing Co., Wantagh, N. Y, 
T p {DOON aneluges. eipique Illustrated. 63 pages. Price $1 net.) 

voice, pause, poise, and action, as well ; . 
as a complete compendium of stage THE Martyr’s Return: By Percival W, 

requirements, definitions, do’s and don’ts ~~, Wells. (Published by Bartlett Pub- 
and the A, B, C’s for beginners in acting lishing Co., Wantagh, N. Y. Illustrated, 
and stage management. It is especially 105 pages. Price $1 net.) 
timely now that every high school, college Tre Philosophy of Painting: By Raley 
and university in the country is striving to Husted Bell. A Study of the Devel- 
interpret the plays of William Shakespeare, opment of the Art from prehistoric to mod- 
for it contains information that amateur ern times. (Published by G. P. Putnam’s 
producers need on rehearsing, making up, Sons, New York and London. 229 pages. 
scenery, lighting, etc. (Published by E. P. Price $1.25 net.) 

Sense Co., New York. 194 pages. Price GREEN'S Short History of the English 
‘ People: Edited and revised with pre- 

OUR EARLY WILD FLOWERS: BY face by L. Cecil Jane, an appendix bringing 
HARRIET L. KEELER the history up to date by R. P. Farley, B.A, 

HE descripti d f tl and seven maps: In two volumes. (Pub- 
“Tr escriptions and accounts of the jished by E. P. Dutton & Co., New York, 

growth and habit of, some 130 or more 874 pages. Price per volume, Cloth, 35 

flowers, written with sympathy and conts net; Leather, 70 cents net.) 
knowledge of their ways, admirably illus- . 
trated and indexed, make up this com- CONCRETE and Reinforced Concrete: 

pressed pocket volume. This little book, By Walter Loring Webb and W. Her- 
easily slipped into the amateur botanist’s bert Gibson. A condensed practical treatise 
knapsack or coat pocket, will prove a friend on the problems of concrete construction, 
in need, whenever doubt arises as to the including cement mixtures, tests, beam and 
scientific or familiar names of New Eng- Slab design, construction work, retaining 
land’s wild flowers. (Published by Charles walls, etc. (Published by The American 
Scribner’s Sons, New York. Illustrated. Technical Society, Chicago, Ill. Illustrated. 
252 pages. Price $1 net.) 239 pages.) 

MERICAN Art Annual: Volume 
BOOKS RECEIVED A Twelve, and Who’s Who in Art: 
‘THE Rhythm of Life: By Charles Florence N. Levy, Editor. (Published by 

Brodie Patterson. A fundamental ex- the American Federation of Arts, 1741 
amination of laws relating to rhythmic and New York Avenue, Washington, D. C. 
vibratory forces that influence the sphere of Illustrated. 566 pages.) 
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CRAFTSMAN ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT 
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3 > — | “Ona shining, showery morn ] 

‘ | HE white room has a 
| genial atmosphere that | 

| induces happiness. Vit- 

: . |ralite, the Long-Life White | : 

‘i | Enamel, creates wainscoting, |] fig 

| doors, and casements of the | 

| | unrivalled whiteness found in A 

t p Wedgewood ware. 
} . Like fine porcelain, Vitralite re- 

a mains through the years. a white, 
- unbroken surface. | 

: he 4 Vitralite is easily applied and |] 
1 fh 4 readily washed and cleaned. It is 

ij ng, +909 | unharmed by strenuous cleansing. 
i Py palit 61°? Floor Varnish, like Vitralite, | K 

vg - is impervious to water and proves 
| Pee . its quality under the most persistent 

t ONE Bn. ms e ||| wear. 

! arr | Free Book and Sample Panels 
(0S ae finished with Vitralite and ‘‘61’" 3 

¢ | fp a4 sent on request. 
j * eh 4 [SS The quality of P. &L. Varnish Products has 

ra a. oo alinays Ioen: thelr sraszed geceaien.. \Okreate || 
ed ae Weg ie, —— lished policy is full satisfaction or money refunded. ||| 

} et Pratt & Lambert Varnish Products are used by Ss 
[ope 7 | painters, specified by architects, and sold by paint 
we. | and hardware dealers everywhere, 

? i f a * || Pratt & Lambert-Inc. || 
! j Varnish Makers 67 Years 

eS ||| _ 95 Tonawanda St., Buffalo, N.Y. 
4 a | 37 Courtwright St., Bridgeburg, Canada 
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CRAFTSMAN ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT 

c iT 
oa “oN 

4 

Tx long horizontal lines, the well grouped  — 

rectangular openings, the tile roof with its generous eaves give to 

the residence here illustrated an air at once of simple refinement and 

spaciousness that express a growing western taste in domestic architecture. 

The charm of the subject, however, is beyond black and white reproduc- 

tion, which entirely fails to bring to the eye the warm living beauty of the 

original, faced as it is with Hy-tex Velours, blended in soft analogous 

tones of reds and browns, laid with a white mortar in Flemish Bond. 

It is just another proof of the varied possibilities of 

The Standard of Quality in Brick 

By the use of Hy-tex, you can always secure distinction and individuality 

in your home. For Hy-tex means every variety of color-tone and texture 

known to brickcraft, as well as the highest quality of product and service 

in Face Brick. If you are planning to build you will be interested in 

i “GENUINE ECONOMY IN HOME BUILDING” 

Illustrated in colors. Sent for 10 cents to cover mailing charges. 

| Ss a : 5 
eee ie Hydraulic-Press Brick Company 

as es DEPT.C-55,ST. LOUIS, MO. 
' Rams Baltimore; Chicago; Cleveland; Davenport; Du Bois, Pa; 

fe Hat Indianapolis; Kansas City; Minneapolis; New York 
i. se City; Omaha; Philadelphia; Toledo; Washington, D.C. 
j pe MR’. = LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF FACE BRICK IN THE WORLD 

% bie Sa) i. 

: Be nF ee pa, Residence of John Parkman Woods, Esq., St. Louis 
Ce eM ih ——— ee a . sse Buildin a ee Li be ih oe el 

! BN i a a 5 ee 

os ; Ye ee | a re i a j ie | ier Sor 
lA aes m8 oe Pa a Fn Bu. il ag erg jac, el ak or Ps | tia 
] % a oly ee) 
ae ae a | meet 
oars me a . Ee 

| een i | ¥ f 4 3) a ee | |e eee im oe Se eee | (ee (er Tl lL 
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FOUR POPULAR CRAFTSMAN. HOUSES 

“ HERE can I see Craftsman house designs?’ In answer to a persistent de- 

W mand, we are beginning with this number to publish each month in the 

CraFTsMAN MaGazINeE four Craftsman houses. This will be continued until 
we have reproduced the two hundred house designs which we have on file. A 

front elevation and floor plans will be shown on each page. 

We will furnish tentative estimates and cost of complete plans upon request. 

Address: 

Service Department, Craftsman Publishing Co., 6 East 39th St., New York City. 

Zhe omsiie” 

“ail bee " 
ae DN jas il i 

; =r ie cuppa ie We 

2 ee a ae mes, 
eH Be wee We wea aa re 

Sn oe ee ee ale Be mM 
Peteynia aia __li| _2o | 2) Eee eae a 

: alte AS er Ape’ aa. SST Alege ow RY “ag ll 1 gems: 

iA ale cw engalaaanm ane «= vhs iy LPM ates 

eae : a 
NO. 80—A CRAFTSMAN BUNGALOW FOR WEEK-ENDS 

ae = he Craftsman bungalow illus- 
gee a fiat, SE | trated here, No. 80, was planned 

| HH r- | primarily for a summer home, and 

| so we have arranged the rooms 

| \|| very simply, so as to make the 

| ot housework light, and have kept 
| LIVING ROOM. ee il the construction as plain and eco- 

| | Pee? | J] nomical as possible, so that the 
; Lesa ce | 6 | cost will be low. The design need 

| Bona \/ j | | not be limited, however, to. sum- 

\ Foxe mer use, for if the walls are fin- 

| e —— — — J ished off inside to keep the inte- 

| | rior warm the bungalow may be 

| |, used all the year round. The low 
BEDROOM. eis BEDROOM || flat lines of this house and the 

: 1 | ae condensed arrangement of the 

) | rooms make it exceptionally prac- 

e ie ye : _ | tical and attractive for a home in 

FLOOR PLAN oF CEMENT BUNGALOW, no. 80. _ the East or the West. 
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NO. 130— CRAFTSMAN BUNGALOW WITH OPEN COURT 
For those who wish to build a bungalow home, with all the rooms on the ground floor 

close to the garden, and plenty of sheltered porch space for outdoor living, this bungalow, 
No. 130, would be particularly suitable. While in general layout and design the building 
suggests a Southern or Western environment and climate, it is so strongly constructed as 
to be available for our Central and Eastern States, where homebuilders are coming to 
look upon this style of architecture as a practical means of getting the utmost outdoor life 

during the warm months of the year. 

Naturally this bungalow will be at its best in the country or in some open suburban 

. place, surrounded by a good-sized gar- 

—— —— ‘5 td den, among low-roofed buildings of a ® 8 Ss) 
: vwmo oom f] similar character. And if it is set 

RO os . : . * } POxee | exes: { a SRT g [Jeves fairly high above the road level, it will 
Bes | i have an air of dignity that might be 

__= Etostr lf ae lacking upon level ground. 
= ven 

= COS In order to ensure plenty of sun 
|] Sate 9 Pe cass shine for the dining room, living room 

ie) he c =5 | vaxrey f| and front porch, it is advisable to 

CSF build the bungalow facing south. 
LIVING ROOM b The floor plan is an exceptionally 

1 eprom 280% 20-0 
4 1EOX5O" pave noom pleasant one because the two large 

f . 7 rooms can be thrown into one large 

= ey poe nraey one and all the working parts are 
| | FLOOR PLAN OF closely connected, saving steps. There — 

c aeionite I] muncauow are windows in every room and a 
/ . 130, : . 
i] owe ee court’ which serves as outdoor sleeping 

> room. 1 
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NO. 199—CRAFTSMAN HOUSE WITH SLEEPING PORCH 

Brick is used for the main walls, chimney and the porch parapet, pillars and steps, 
shingles being chosen for the main roof as well as for the sides and roofs of the dormer. 

The most satisfactory exposure for the house is facing south or southwest, insuring 
plenty of sunshine for the dining room, living room and porch. The latter is sheltered 
in front by the long, steep slope of the roof, and on the side has a partial covering of 
pergola beams, which affords a delightful opportunity for the use of vines and proves 
avery decorative feature of the exterior, as the perspective drawin shows. If the brick x Persy s 

parapet is capped 
IMT] sarees wouse so:100: by flower boxes as ,— 

fe w igs indicated, and if | pop peng 
ez 4 2am flowers are planted Li Hougerins Toren ial 50° ito 
by n in a border along oo Lon] Foor 
| i DaUNG Roo the base, the house ff dare, 
{ \ will be linked to Vaso lL) “Crane: | Hey / ; Lo Wee's tov a fee pe = the surrounding Pea — 
gy i Z| garden in a most R I 
HH “Hay offecti 9 2 hi CH ms | | ' ag a 2 ay ol eng ~. CHAMBER ; [eres | = 

+ Room: fee S 2 ar- = a ieee” fg | ndoors the ar ; — 
rangement is very | |__| eo 

al simple, but full of — a 
"Kee { Toren: thought for the § — 

comfort of those _ 
— ae-6 — who live there. — a | 

P 
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NO. 187—CRAFTSMAN BRICK HOUSE WITH PORCH, BALCONIES 
AND SUN ROOM | 

In a house like the one illustrated here, No. 137, where there are several porches and 
balconies and a sun room, special attention should be given to the question of exposure, 
Naturally the best thing in this case will be to build the house facing east. This will give 
the dining room the morning sunshine, the living ne | 
room the morning and noonday sunshine; while —_ phos is a 
the sun room will have windows on east, south | q BS SS f | 
and west. The dining porch will face west and A = ee 
the kitchen porch, although on the north, will get | "e ERS] x wonse 
a little early morning sun during the summer. If j SE] “A F 1 
the lot happens to face west, the plans can simply -(_) i Car q 
be reversed to give favorable exposures. eyes eS Ol) 

gaa SS cearraaiat a K | ens novse __ dys 
— ant tl es No, 137 : BepRoor F eared Besant} 

f T Jar SE by nn | i 
 - Le pT wow’ | ma ame FN Regi ved ne 

4 — <i Perma sone The house has been planned for a large 
no al go = Ly \ family with a comfortable income, and 

Pe ize “Be the building is equally suitable, in desigt Ee A ae s pany 
ba if i aa and materials, for a country, suburban 

CRAFraMAN Ligon |! i DuangRoot Qrvsr roo Or town lot. 
rer, ff Rote”) Haut, | tetoarmo Preae The balcony over the sun parlor could 

t " 7 ! be partly enclosed and serve as a sleeping 
prnememieey lea epengmee porch if desired. Flower boxes placed 

| see | around the edge would increase 18 ores 
i}-———T beauty. 
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